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0.0 INTRODUCTIONɘɘ

ɘ

ɘ

ɘ

Wearingɘ aɘ maskɘ inɘ 2020ɘ hasɘ becomeɘ aɘ newɘ normalɘ andɘ ourɘ newɘ reality.ɘ Weɘ areɘ obligedɘ toɘ

ɘ

coverɘ ourɘ facesɘ withɘ medicalɘ masksɘ inɘ publicɘ environmentsɘ almostɘ allɘ overɘ theɘ worldɘ

ɘ

nowadaysɘ

.ɘ However,ɘ inɘ thisɘ phrase'sɘ metaphoricalɘ sense,ɘ wearingɘ aɘ maskɘ isɘ notɘ anɘ

ɘ

essentiallyɘ newɘ thing,ɘ betterɘ toɘ sayɘ quiteɘ ancient,ɘ evenɘ thoughɘ itɘ isɘ stillɘ onɘ theɘ

ɘ

[1]

agenda.ɘɘ
ɘ
«Keepingɘ aɘ face»,ɘ «buildingɘ anɘ image»ɘ -ɘ theseɘareɘtheɘdefinitionsɘofɘthisɘphraseɘthatɘtheɘ
majorityɘ ofɘ usɘ canɘ relateɘ to.ɘ Beingɘ aɘ partɘ ofɘ societyɘ requiresɘ certainɘ obedienceɘ toɘ
certain unspoken rules.ɘɘ
ɘ
Inɘ orderɘ toɘ becomeɘ aɘ well-functioningɘ partɘ ofɘ society,ɘ mostɘ ofɘ itsɘ particlesɘ attemptɘ toɘ
findɘ aɘ wayɘ toɘ getɘ integratedɘ intoɘ existingɘ socialɘ structuresɘ (evenɘ ifɘ thatɘ meansɘ beingɘ
opposedɘ toɘtheɘgeneralɘstructuralɘpatterns).ɘItɘisɘimportantɘtoɘmakeɘyourɘpositionɘclear,ɘ
toɘ becomeɘ categorizable,ɘ andɘ toɘ makeɘ theɘ messageɘ readable:ɘ "that'sɘ whatɘ Iɘ am,ɘ that'sɘ
whereɘ Iɘ stand,ɘ that'sɘ whatɘ Iɘ standɘ for,ɘ andɘ that'sɘ whatɘ Iɘ standɘ against."ɘBeingɘprimarilyɘ
madeɘ forɘ theɘ others,ɘ theseɘ statementsɘ inevitablyɘ reflectɘ theɘ other'sɘ expectationsɘ toɘ aɘ
greaterɘ orɘ lesserɘ extent.ɘ Theɘ needɘ forɘ generalisingɘ andɘ socialɘ clusteringɘ convertsɘ themɘ
into:ɘ "Iɘ amɘ approximatelyɘ likeɘ thisɘ person,ɘ Iɘ standɘ forɘ whatɘ thisɘ groupɘ ofɘ peopleɘ standsɘ
for,ɘ andɘ againstɘ whatɘ thatɘ otherɘ groupɘ believes".ɘ Thisɘ self-labellingɘisɘasɘnecessaryɘforɘ
an individual's socialisation as much it is unpleasant for one to admit.ɘɘ
ɘ
Ofɘ course,ɘ itɘ isɘ alsoɘ possibleɘ toɘ stayɘ uncategorised,ɘ butɘ thisɘ wouldɘ meanɘ toɘ bringɘ
oneselfɘ outɘ ofɘ theɘ existingɘ structures,ɘ andɘ thusɘ outɘ ofɘallɘtheɘpossibleɘbenefitsɘthatɘaɘ
socialɘ organisationɘ provides.ɘ Individualsɘ whoɘ areɘ consciouslyɘ orɘ unconsciouslyɘ notɘ
involvedɘ inɘ thisɘ socio-culturalɘ game,ɘ gettingɘ voluntarilyɘ orɘ forciblyɘ isolatedɘ fromɘ
societyɘ toɘ someɘ degreeɘ (hermitsɘ andɘ mentallyɘ illɘ peopleɘ mightɘ beɘ goodɘ examplesɘ forɘ bothɘ
cases).ɘ Itɘ requiresɘ aɘ greatɘ effortɘ forɘ aɘ herdingɘ animalɘ suchɘasɘaɘhumanɘbeingɘ[2]ɘtoɘleadɘ
a completely independent life.ɘ
ɘ
Soɘ theɘ motivationɘ toɘ stayɘ insideɘ theɘ culturalɘ frameɘ isɘexceptionallyɘhighɘ-ɘitɘisɘoneɘofɘ
theɘ fundamentalɘ safetyɘ issues.ɘ Itɘ thusɘ becomesɘ aɘ deeplyɘ subconsciousɘ behaviourɘ -ɘ
representingɘ onlyɘ whatɘ isɘ decentɘ orɘ profitableɘ toɘ exposeɘ inɘ aɘ particularɘ socio-culturalɘ

ɘ
1. Hidden De Keyser (photo collage based on a portrait of a Gentlemanɘɘ
by Thomas de Keyser, 1626), Volker Hermes, 2019ɘ

ɘ

contextɘ andɘ keepingɘ thoroughlyɘ hiddenɘ whatɘ isɘ consideredɘ unacceptable,ɘ obscene,ɘ vulgar,ɘ
ɘ

or intimate.ɘɘ

ɘ

ɘ
Theɘ maskɘ whichɘ isɘ usedɘ toɘ concealɘ theɘ inappropriateɘ tooɘ activelyɘ (forɘ instance,ɘ inɘ aɘ
relativelyɘ demandingɘ orɘ hostileɘ environment)ɘ canɘ sometimesɘ becomeɘ aɘ newɘlevelɘofɘrealityɘ
forɘ itsɘ owner,ɘ aɘ replacementɘ ofɘ theɘ "trueɘ self"ɘ [3].ɘ Andɘ atɘ thisɘpoint,ɘoutɘofɘsafety,ɘitɘ
becomes a danger.ɘɘ
5ɘ

6ɘ




“We are only as sick as the secrets we keep.”ɘ

remainedɘ asɘ theyɘ are,ɘ bothɘ beforeɘ andɘ afterɘ theɘ exhibition.ɘ Theseɘ worksɘ wereɘ markedɘ asɘ

- the unknownɘ

madeɘ withoutɘ waxɘ (lat.ɘ sineɘ cera),ɘ whichɘ mightɘ haveɘ becomeɘ aɘ baseɘ ofɘ theɘ Latinɘ wordɘ
.ɘɘ

ɘ

sincerus (whole, clean, uninjured), the origin of the modern English word sincere

Theɘ maskɘ wearer,ɘ inɘ thatɘ case,ɘ usesɘ thisɘ toolɘ notɘ onlyɘ asɘ aɘ filterɘ forɘ theirɘ rawɘ

ɘ

personalityɘ toɘ beɘ ableɘ toɘ presentɘ aɘ moreɘ desirableɘ versionɘ ofɘ themselvesɘ butɘ alsoɘ losesɘ

Theɘ actɘ ofɘ embracingɘ theɘ actualityɘ ofɘ oneselfɘ andɘ theɘ beingɘ withɘ allɘ itsɘ imperfectionsɘ

theɘ distinctionɘ betweenɘ theirɘ falseɘ andɘ actualɘ self.ɘ Theɘ playɘthatɘoneɘisɘperformingɘforɘ

andɘ abnormalitiesɘ asɘ theɘ consequenceɘ ofɘ unmaskingɘ aɘ personalityɘ isɘ goingɘ toɘ beɘ exploredɘ

aɘ specificɘ environmentɘ becomesɘ aɘ fakeɘ reality,ɘ andɘ theɘ fictionalɘcharacterɘtakesɘoverɘanɘ

andɘ explainedɘ deeperɘ inɘ theɘ followingɘ research.ɘ Theɘ contentsɘ underneathɘ theɘ maskɘ asɘ aɘ

actor'sɘ personality.ɘ Thisɘ psychologicalɘ paradoxɘ inɘ itsɘ absoluteɘ stateɘ isɘ categorizedɘ byɘ

sourceɘ ofɘauthenticɘpotentialɘwillɘbeɘreviewedɘfromɘtheɘpsychologicalɘperspectiveɘandɘtheɘ

cliniciansɘ asɘ aɘ featureɘ ofɘ narcissisticɘ personalityɘ disorderɘ [3].ɘ Butɘ inɘ itsɘ transientɘ

perspective of the artistic approach.ɘ

form,ɘ itɘ isɘ aɘ plainlyɘ commonɘ thingɘ forɘ manyɘ individualsɘ developingɘ insideɘ ofɘ aɘ culturalɘ

ɘ

structure.ɘɘ

Theɘ conceptɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ inɘ theɘ currentɘ workɘ willɘ beɘ overviewedɘ concerningɘ theɘ

ɘ

socio-culturalɘ contextɘ inɘ general,ɘ asɘ wellɘ asɘ analyzedɘ inɘ theɘ perspectiveɘ ofɘ

[5]

“...is a compromise between the individual and society as to what a man should appear toɘ

architecturalɘ practice:ɘ howɘ sincerityɘ representsɘ itselfɘ withinɘ differentɘ architecturalɘ

be. He takes a name, earns a title, represents an office, he is this or that. In a certainɘ

approaches;ɘ andɘ finally,ɘ discussedɘ inɘ relationɘ toɘ theɘ spatialɘ experienceɘ ofɘ theɘ

sense all this is real, yet in relation to the essential individuality of the personɘ
concerned it is only a secondary reality, a product of compromise, in making which othersɘ
often have a greater share than he.”ɘ
-

Carl Jung, Collected Works Volume 7: Two Essays in Analytical Psychologyɘ

ɘ

Underlyingɘ theɘ above,ɘ theɘ mainɘ questionɘ thatɘ theɘ followingɘ researchɘ willɘ attemptɘ toɘ
answer is

- what is sincerity in architecture?ɘ ɘ

ɘ
ɘ

Theɘ naturalɘ abilityɘ ofɘ theɘ humanɘ psycheɘ forɘ pretenceɘ (symbolicɘ representation)ɘ andɘ
imitationɘ (behaviouralɘ andɘ emotional)ɘ manifestsɘ itselfɘ sinceɘ infancyɘ

individual: how our decision to wear “the mask” is related to our physical environment.ɘɘ

ɘ

.ɘ Itɘ isɘaɘcrucialɘ

[4]

partɘ ofɘ ourɘ abilityɘ toɘ learn,ɘ socialize,ɘ andɘ translateɘ knowledgeɘ throughɘ generationsɘ
apartɘ fromɘ geneticɘ memory.ɘ Theseɘ areɘ theɘ mainɘ featuresɘ thatɘ madeɘ usɘ soɘ evolutionaryɘ
progressiveɘ andɘ uniqueɘ asɘ specimens,ɘ butɘ atɘ theɘ sameɘ timeɘ soɘ muchɘ alikeɘ asɘ individuals,ɘ
prone to copy more than improvise for the sake of personal comfort and collective unity.ɘɘ
ɘ
Theɘ riverɘ ofɘ cultureɘ commonlyɘ shapesɘ itsɘ stonesɘ soɘ thatɘ theyɘ couldɘ functionɘ asɘ aɘ moreɘ
productiveɘ wholeɘ ratherɘ thanɘ separately.ɘ Consideringɘ thatɘ youɘ andɘ theɘ othersɘ mayɘ stillɘ
notɘ beɘ shapedɘ asɘ perfectlyɘ asɘ thisɘ fashionɘ requires,ɘ andɘ integratingɘ thisɘ imperfectionɘ
intoɘ one’sɘ beingɘ isɘ aɘ challengingɘ game,ɘ resultsɘ ofɘ whichɘ shouldɘ atɘ leastɘ outweighɘ theɘ
struggleɘ toɘ beɘ played.ɘ Andɘ yet,ɘ itɘ happensɘ hereɘ andɘ there:ɘ theɘ “unshaped”ɘ elementsɘ
sometimesɘ successfullyɘ coexistɘ withɘ theɘ “perfection”ɘ ofɘ theɘ structureɘ theyɘ belongɘ to.ɘ
Surprisingly,ɘ theyɘ stateɘ theirɘ valueɘ whileɘ notɘ denyingɘ theirɘ “inconsistencies”ɘ andɘ
exaggerating their actuality.ɘɘ
ɘ
There’sɘ aɘfolklore-basedɘetymologicalɘtheory,ɘwhichɘhasɘaɘfewɘiterationsɘandɘthusɘcanɘnotɘ


2. Courtyard in Odessa,ɘɘ

beɘ fullyɘ scientificallyɘ provenɘ butɘ isɘ noɘ lessɘ remarkableɘ forɘ thatɘ reason.ɘ Accordingɘ toɘ

Alexander Kreymer, 2016ɘ

theɘ legend,ɘsculptorsɘinɘAncientɘRomeɘtendedɘtoɘcoverɘtheirɘworksɘwithɘwaxɘtoɘconcealɘtheɘ

ɘ

ɘ

flawsɘ andɘ mistakesɘ irreparableɘ inɘ suchɘ delicateɘ artistryɘ asɘ marbleɘ carving.ɘ However,ɘ
duringɘ theɘ publicɘ exposureɘ inɘ theɘ openɘ air,ɘ waxɘ patchesɘ wereɘ meltingɘ underɘ theɘ sun,ɘ
revealingɘ theɘimperfectionsɘofɘsuchɘworks.ɘIfɘthisɘtrickɘwasn’tɘapplied,ɘtheɘworksɘofɘartɘ
7ɘ

8ɘ
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WHICH SINCERITY DO YOU MEAN?ɘ

ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
ɘ
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1.0 ETYMOLOGICAL AND CROSS-CULTURAL OVERVIEW OF THE CONCEPT OF SINCERITYɘ

Atɘ theɘ sameɘ time,ɘ however,ɘ theɘ abilityɘ toɘ beɘ sincere,ɘ thus,ɘ firstɘ ofɘ all,ɘ truthfulɘ toɘ

ɘ

oneself,ɘ toɘ proclaimɘ “Asɘ Iɘ am,ɘ soɘ Iɘ act,”ɘ [4]ɘ isɘ notɘ soɘ undoubtedlyɘ beneficialɘ forɘ theɘ

Languageɘ isɘ aɘ fluctuatingɘ substance,ɘ andɘ itɘ isɘ notɘ alwaysɘ easyɘ toɘ comeɘ toɘ completeɘ

mass.ɘ Sincerityɘ comesɘ intoɘ conflictɘ withɘ politeness,ɘ canɘ beɘ offensiveɘ orɘ insultingɘ inɘ aɘ

clarityɘonlyɘbyɘusingɘcommonɘterms.ɘThere’sɘalwaysɘaɘspaceɘforɘinterpretationɘinɘcaseɘtheɘ

certainɘ wayɘ orɘ withinɘ aɘ certainɘ viewpoint.ɘ So,ɘ itɘisɘimportantɘtoɘdefineɘtheɘapproximateɘ

exactɘ shadeɘ ofɘ theɘ wordsɘ hasn’tɘ beenɘ specified.ɘ That’sɘ whyɘ aɘ shortɘ delveɘ intoɘ theɘ

position of sincerity in the universal moral code.ɘ

terminology of the following work is not going to go amiss.ɘ

ɘ
EUROPEAN TRADITION. 1.2ɘ

ɘ
Theɘ modernɘ Englishɘ wordɘ “sincerity”,ɘ accordingɘ toɘ theɘ officialɘetymologicalɘreport,ɘcameɘ

Inɘ Nicomacheanɘ Ethicsɘ

fromɘ Latinɘ “sincerus”ɘ -ɘ "whole,ɘ clean,ɘ uninjured,"ɘ figurativelyɘ "sound,ɘ genuine,ɘ pure,ɘ

Europeanɘ civilization,ɘ Aristotleɘ discussesɘ whatɘ itɘ meansɘ toɘ beɘ virtuousɘ andɘ howɘ toɘ

true,ɘ candid,ɘ truthful"ɘ

achieveɘ eudaimoniaɘ -ɘ theɘ wayɘ ofɘ livingɘ inɘ aɘ constantɘ urgeɘ forɘ beingɘ aɘ betterɘ human,ɘ

.ɘ Itɘ isɘ remarkableɘ thatɘ theɘ originɘ ofɘ theɘ wordɘ showsɘ theɘ linkɘ

[1]

,ɘ oneɘ ofɘ theɘ firstɘ tractatesɘ ofɘ moralityɘ inɘ theɘ historyɘ ofɘ

[5]

with the concept of wholeness, coherency and purity.ɘ

honing your strengths while working on your weaknesses on a regular basis.ɘɘ

ɘ

Aɘ virtuousɘ quality,ɘ accordingɘ toɘ Aristotle,ɘ canɘ beɘ achievedɘ inɘ aɘ carefullyɘ measuredɘ

Inɘ Dutchɘ translation,ɘ sincerityɘ soundsɘ likeɘ oprechtheid.ɘ Theɘ rootɘ rechtɘ meansɘ straight,ɘ

balanceɘ betweenɘ twoɘ extremesɘ -ɘ vices.ɘ Vicesɘ manifestɘ themselvesɘeitherɘbyɘtheɘdeficiencyɘ

right.ɘ Inɘ theɘ Englishɘ language,ɘ whichɘ belongsɘ toɘ theɘ sameɘ (Germanic)ɘ languageɘ familyɘ asɘ

ofɘ aɘ certainɘ virtueɘ orɘ itsɘ extremeɘ excess.ɘ Deficiencyɘ ofɘ goodɘ qualityɘ isɘ mainlyɘ broughtɘ

Dutchɘ

,ɘ there’sɘ aɘ synonymɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ thatɘ alsoɘ containsɘ thisɘ rootɘ -ɘ

upɘ byɘ timidity,ɘ whetherɘ itsɘ excessɘ isɘ aɘ resultɘ ofɘ overwhelmingɘ courage.ɘ Bothɘ casesɘ areɘ

straightforwardnessɘ -ɘ theɘ wordɘ thatɘ describesɘ theɘ veryɘ direct,ɘ notɘ tortuousɘ (straight)ɘ

strictlyɘ condemnedɘ byɘ theɘ author,ɘ whileɘ theɘ searchɘ forɘtheɘ“goldenɘmean”ɘbetweenɘthemɘisɘ

approach in the expression of thoughts.ɘɘ

considered a worthy trait.ɘɘ

ɘ

ɘ

Inɘ theɘ Russianɘ language,ɘ thereɘ areɘ twoɘ almostɘ identicalɘ meaningsɘ thatɘ canɘ beɘ translatedɘ

Aristotleɘ claimedɘ truthfulnessɘ asɘ oneɘ ofɘ tenɘ listedɘ virtues,ɘ butɘ asɘ wellɘ asɘ inɘ theɘ restɘ

asɘ sincerity:ɘ ískrennostމɘ tƹʨƺʧʤƽƽʦʨƿǇuɘ andɘ otkrovénnostމɘ tʦƿƺʧʦƴʤƽƽʦʨƿǇu`ɘ Theɘ wordɘ

nineɘ cases,ɘ theɘ realɘ benefitɘ ofɘ itɘ isɘ oughtɘ toɘ beɘ foundɘ inɘ aɘ balanceɘ betweenɘ

ískrennostމɘ comesɘ fromɘ aɘ Proto-Slavicɘ rootɘ $.&-ǇĭǇɘ whichɘ theɘ majorityɘ ofɘ modernɘ Slavicɘ

“boastfulness”ɘ orɘ exaggerationɘ ofɘ one’sɘ actualɘ natureɘ andɘ “self-deprecation”ɘ orɘ

languagesɘ shareɘ forɘ theɘ wordɘ sincerityɘ orɘ itsɘ synonyms.ɘ Someɘ ofɘ theɘ literalɘ meaningsɘ ofɘ

understatementɘ ofɘ one’sɘ qualities,ɘ thatɘ goesɘ beyondɘ ironicɘ expressionɘ andɘ convertsɘ intoɘ

theɘwordsɘwhichɘareɘbasedɘonɘthisɘrootɘareɘ“clean-hearted,ɘclose-to-heart,ɘdeep-hearted”,ɘ

bragging.ɘ Ofɘ aɘ virtuouslyɘ truthfulɘ manɘ though,ɘ Aristotleɘ notes:ɘ“...ɘheɘwhoɘobservesɘtheɘ

etcetera.ɘ ɘ

mean,ɘ beingɘ aɘ manɘ whoɘ isɘ “alwaysɘ himself”,ɘ isɘ truthfulɘ inɘ wordɘ andɘ deed,ɘ confessingɘ theɘ

ɘ

simple facts about himself and neither exaggerating nor diminishing them.”

[2]

[5]ɘ

ɘɘ

Theɘ rootɘ ofɘ theɘ wordɘ otkrovénnostމɘtʦƿƺʧʦƴʤƽƽʦʨƿǇuɘcomesɘfromɘtheɘAncient-Russianɘversionɘ
ofɘ theɘ verbɘ “open”.ɘ Theɘ firstɘ partɘ “ot”ɘ meansɘ “from,ɘ out”,ɘ theɘ secondɘ -ɘ “krov”ɘ meansɘ

ASIAN TRADITION. 1.3ɘ

“cover,ɘ roof”.ɘ Thisɘ originɘ showsɘ theɘ linkɘ betweenɘ sincerityɘ andɘ theɘ abilityɘ toɘ unhide,ɘ

Forɘtraditionalɘorientalɘcultures,ɘtheɘconceptsɘthatɘcanɘbeɘtranslatedɘintoɘsincerityɘareɘ

uncover, open up certain aspects of one’s mind.ɘɘ

representedɘ byɘ theɘ congruenceɘ ofɘ one’sɘ intentionsɘ andɘ deeds.ɘTheɘeastern-cultureɘworshipɘ

ɘ

ofɘ sincerity,ɘ however,ɘ isɘ primarilyɘ linkedɘ withɘ itsɘ benefitsɘ forɘ socialɘ interactions.ɘ
MORALITY. 1.1ɘɘ

Bothɘ inɘ Confucianismɘ andɘ Daoism,ɘ theɘ mainɘ emphasisɘ inɘ sincerityɘ discourseɘ isɘ relatedɘ toɘ

Itɘ isɘ explicitlyɘ hardɘ toɘ findɘ aɘ societyɘ onɘ theɘ knownɘ historicalɘ timeline,ɘ forɘ whichɘ theɘ

theɘ correspondenceɘ ofɘ thoughts,ɘ wordsɘ andɘ actions,ɘ whichɘ createsɘ wholenessɘ ofɘ

abilityɘtoɘtellɘtheɘtruthɘandɘbeɘhonestɘwithɘothersɘwasɘnotɘconsideredɘaɘmorallyɘpositiveɘ

personality.ɘ

trait.ɘɘ

ɘ

ɘ

Inɘ Japaneseɘ #$)/ķ_ɘ forɘ example,ɘ sincerityɘ isɘ representedɘ inɘ theɘ conceptɘ ofɘ magokoroɘ

Morality,ɘ accordingɘ toɘ sociobiologists,ɘ isɘ anɘ evolutionaryɘ developedɘ mechanismɘ ofɘ groupɘ

(ऱ)ڶ,ɘ -ɘ “trueɘ heat”.ɘ Theɘ secondɘ syllableɘ ofɘ theɘ word,ɘ Kokoroɘ ()ڶ,ɘ hasɘ noɘ literalɘ

survivalɘ

.ɘ Inɘ aɘ lessɘ sophisticatedɘ form,ɘ itɘ alsoɘ inheritsɘ theɘ behaviouralɘ patternsɘ ofɘ

translationɘ inɘ Englishɘ andɘ canɘ beɘ explainedɘ asɘ aɘ combinationɘ ofɘ wordsɘ “heart”,ɘ “spirit”ɘ

animals,ɘ whoseɘ existenceɘ largelyɘ dependsɘ onɘ cooperationɘ withinɘ theɘ groupɘ [3].ɘ Deception,ɘ

andɘ “mind”.ɘ Interconnectionɘ andɘ absoluteɘ coherenceɘ ofɘ allɘ threeɘareɘwhatɘtheɘwordɘKokoroɘ

however,ɘ specificallyɘ inherentɘ inɘ mankind,ɘ clearlyɘ doesɘ notɘ contributeɘ toɘ successfulɘ

represents,ɘ whileɘ magokoroɘ describesɘ aɘ frameɘ ofɘ mind,ɘ aɘcharacterɘtraitɘofɘkeepingɘone’sɘ

ingroup cooperation, and therefore is considered immoral.ɘɘ

heartɘ withoutɘ aɘ “facade”ɘ

[3]

.ɘ Naofusaɘ Hirai,ɘ Emeritusɘ Professorɘ ofɘ #$)/ķɘ Studiesɘ inɘ

[6]

Kokugakuin University, Tokyo, describes the concept as follows:ɘ
11ɘ

12ɘ





“As the basic attitude towards life, #$)/ķ emphasizes Makoto no Kokoro (“heart of truth”),ɘ

SUMMING-UP. 1.6ɘ

or magokoro (“true heart”), which is usually translated as “sincerity, pure heart,ɘ

Oneɘ ofɘ theɘ redɘ linesɘ betweenɘ allɘ theɘ observedɘ etymologicalɘ andɘ ideologicalɘ perspectivesɘ

uprightness.” ... It is, generally, the sincere attitude of people in doing their best inɘ

ofɘ sincerityɘ isɘ theɘ referenceɘ toɘ “heart”.ɘ Somehow,ɘ multiculturally,ɘ sincerityɘ refersɘ toɘ

the work they have chosen or in their relationships with others, and the ultimate source ofɘ

somethingɘ deeperɘ thanɘ theɘ mind,ɘ toɘ somethingɘ ratherɘ emotionalɘ thanɘ rational,ɘ toɘ theɘ

such a life attitude lies in one’s awareness of the divine.”ɘ

deepest aspects of the psyche, which are not only difficult to expose, but also explore.ɘɘ

(Hirai, 2020)ɘ

ɘ

ɘ

Sincerityɘ asɘ aɘ conceptɘ isɘ oftenɘ linkedɘ toɘ theɘ aspectɘ ofɘ wholeness.ɘ Itɘ describesɘ theɘ
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completenessɘ ofɘ aɘ personalityɘ thatɘ itɘ refersɘ to,ɘ builtɘ throughɘ theɘ stableɘ coherencyɘ ofɘ

Similarly,ɘ inɘ Judaism,ɘ theɘ aspectɘ thatɘ reflectsɘ coherencyɘ ofɘ one’sɘ intellectualɘ andɘ

theɘ innerɘ worldɘ ofɘ aɘ personɘ andɘ theɘ outerɘ representationɘ ofɘ it.ɘ Thisɘ coherencyɘ isɘ whatɘ

emotionalɘ stateɘ isɘ calledɘ Kavanahɘ (ʤʕʰ˒ʕ ˗ʔ ).ɘ Itɘ describesɘ sincerityɘ specificallyɘ fromɘ theɘ

connectsɘ one’sɘ mindɘ withɘ theɘ world.ɘ Andɘ sincerityɘ isɘ whatɘ describesɘ aɘ straight,ɘ directɘ

perspectiveɘ ofɘ religiousɘ practice.ɘ Theɘ conceptɘ impliesɘ aɘ deeperɘ understandingɘ ofɘ theɘ

connection of these aspects, not crooked by any third-party influence.ɘɘ

liturgicalɘtexts,ɘaccompaniedɘbyɘ“theɘguidanceɘofɘtheɘheart”.ɘKavanahɘisɘwhatɘgoesɘbeyondɘ

ɘ

rationalɘunderstanding,ɘcarefulɘlearning,ɘandɘevenɘmindfulɘpracticeɘ-ɘit’sɘtheɘabilityɘtoɘ

Sincerityɘ inɘ thisɘ perspectiveɘ obtainsɘ aɘ meaning,ɘ theɘ emphasisɘ ofɘ whichɘ fallsɘ ontoɘ beingɘ

integrateɘ theɘ beliefɘ inɘ theɘ depthɘ ofɘ yourɘ “heart”,ɘ toɘ makeɘ itɘ anɘ actualɘ partɘ ofɘ yourɘ

truthfulɘ withɘ oneselfɘ asɘ muchɘ asɘ withɘ others.ɘ Sincerity,ɘ evenɘ thoughɘ synonymicalɘ toɘ

consciousnessɘ andɘ unconsciousness.ɘ Kavanahɘ meansɘ notɘ justɘ knowing,ɘ butɘ feeling,ɘ acting,ɘ

honesty,ɘ canɘ beɘ describedɘ asɘ honesty,ɘ aimedɘ atɘ theɘouterɘworldɘasɘaɘdirectɘreflectionɘofɘ

andɘ livingɘ accordingɘtoɘtheɘdoctrine,ɘinɘotherɘwords,ɘbeingɘsincereɘinɘyourɘbeliefɘ[7]ɘandɘ

the honesty aimed inwards of one’s mind.ɘɘ

due to it being able to translate this attitude to the secular being.ɘ

ɘ
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Itɘ takesɘ timeɘ andɘ muchɘ effortɘ toɘ buildɘ upɘ theɘ connectionɘ betweenɘ thisɘ deeplyɘ rootedɘ

Christianityɘ talksɘ aboutɘ sincerityɘ asɘ undoubtedɘ goodness.ɘ Alongɘ withɘ honestyɘ andɘ

nature,ɘ rationalɘ mindɘ andɘ theɘ externalɘ world,ɘ andɘ requiresɘ evenɘ moreɘ endeavourɘ toɘ keepɘ

devotion,ɘ itɘ isɘ directlyɘ andɘ indirectlyɘ mentionedɘ inɘ theɘ Bibleɘ andɘ referredɘ toɘ inɘ

thisɘ connectionɘ working.ɘ Perhaps,ɘ alreadyɘ becauseɘ ofɘ this,ɘ sincerityɘ isɘ explicitlyɘ

rituals.ɘɘ

respected.ɘ Itɘ isɘ alsoɘ clearɘ thatɘ theɘ outcomeɘ ofɘ beingɘ sincereɘ largelyɘ outweighsɘ thatɘ

ɘ

effort,ɘ andɘ that’s,ɘ probably,ɘ whyɘ sincerityɘ isɘ explicitlyɘ praised.ɘSo,ɘasɘtheɘnextɘstep,ɘ

TraditionalɘforɘallɘtheɘbranchesɘofɘChristianɘdoctrine,ɘtheɘpractiseɘofɘconfessionɘisɘoneɘ

it would be important to find out what exactly is so worthwhile in this outcome.ɘ

ofɘ them.ɘ Itɘ isɘ consideredɘ thatɘ throughɘ theɘ honestɘ analysisɘ ofɘ one’sɘ deeds,ɘ throughɘ

ɘ

acceptanceɘ ofɘ theɘ mistakesɘ beingɘ made,ɘ throughɘ overcomingɘ deceptionɘandɘshameɘtoɘexpressɘ

ɘ

ɘ

themɘ verballyɘ withɘ absoluteɘ sincerity,ɘ theɘ believerɘ purifiesɘ one’sɘ “soul”ɘ andɘ earnsɘ
forgivenessɘ [8].ɘ Confession,ɘ inɘ otherɘ words,ɘ isɘ aɘ spiritualɘ cleansing,ɘwhereɘsincerityɘisɘ
the water, taking away the filthiness of the guilt.ɘɘ
ɘ
Onɘ theɘ otherɘ hand,ɘ theɘ Christianɘ conceptɘ ofɘ all-knowingɘ andɘ all-seeingɘ God,ɘ whoɘ isɘ notɘ
onlyɘ ableɘ toɘ judgeɘ theɘ believersɘ forɘ theirɘ actions,ɘ butɘ alsoɘ forɘ theirɘ thoughts,ɘ mightɘ
playɘ aɘ roleɘ ofɘ theɘ mentalɘ panopticon,ɘ whichɘ contributesɘ toɘ theɘ oppressionɘ ofɘ theɘ
“unwanted”ɘ aspectsɘ ofɘ theɘ psyche.ɘ Thisɘ canɘ significantlyɘ strengthenɘtheɘdevelopmentɘofɘaɘ
“masked” personality and encourage self-deception.ɘɘ
ɘ
Sincerityɘ canɘ notɘ beɘ developedɘ orɘ achievedɘ inɘ aɘ combinationɘ withɘ theɘ continuousɘ
experienceɘ ofɘ shame.ɘ Ofɘ course,ɘ shameɘ byɘ itselfɘ isɘ anɘ extremelyɘ usefulɘ instrumentɘ forɘ
self-developmentɘ andɘ anɘ indispensableɘ guidingɘ toolɘ ofɘ ourɘ innerɘ morality.ɘ However,ɘ whenɘ
insteadɘ ofɘ aimingɘ atɘ ourɘ wrongɘ decisions,ɘ itɘ aimsɘ inwardsɘ ourselves,ɘ itɘ becomesɘ coldɘ
steel.ɘ ɘ

ɘ
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2.0. THE ISSUE OF INSINCERITY IN PHILOSOPHY OF EXISTENTIALISM.ɘ

“If someone obstinately and for a long time wants to appear something it is in the end hardɘ

ɘ

for him to be anything else. The profession of almost every man, even that of the artist,ɘ

Thereɘ is,ɘ perhaps,ɘ nothingɘ newɘ inɘ theɘ factɘ thatɘ humanɘ beingsɘ areɘ notɘ perfect,ɘ andɘ it’sɘ

begins with hypocrisy, with an imitation from without, with a copying of what is mostɘ

notɘ aɘ secretɘ thatɘ eachɘ ofɘ usɘ hasɘ numbersɘofɘflaws.ɘPeopleɘconstantlyɘmakeɘmistakes,ɘfailɘ

effective. He who is always wearing a mask of a friendly countenance must finally acquire aɘ

inɘ manyɘ undertakings,ɘ areɘ possessedɘ byɘ aɘ diversityɘ ofɘ addictionsɘ andɘ involvedɘ inɘ manyɘ

power over benevolent moods without which the impression of friendliness cannot be obtainedɘ

kindsɘ ofɘ destructiveɘ behaviours.ɘ Andɘ itɘ isɘ notɘ anɘ easyɘ taskɘ -ɘ toɘ beɘ constantlyɘ awareɘofɘ

- and finally these acquire power over him, he is benevolent.”ɘɘ

ourɘpast,ɘpresentɘandɘpossibleɘimperfectionsɘ-ɘitɘexertsɘquiteɘaɘheavyɘloadɘonɘourɘpsycheɘ

(Nietzsche et al., 1996, pp. 39–40)ɘ

toɘ processɘ this.ɘ Ourɘ mentalɘ wellbeingɘ strictlyɘ requiresɘ usɘtoɘobtainɘaɘpositiveɘimageɘofɘ

ɘ

ourselves.ɘ

Itɘ wouldɘ beɘ strangeɘ toɘ assume,ɘ however,ɘ thatɘ insincerityɘ hasɘ onlyɘ aɘ positiveɘ impactɘ onɘ

ɘ

ourɘ mentality.ɘ Likeɘ mostɘ medicines,ɘ alongɘ withɘ usefulɘ characteristics,ɘself-deceptionɘasɘ

Accordingɘ toɘ Jonathanɘ Bisson,ɘ clinicianɘ atɘ Universityɘ Hospitalɘ ofɘ Walesɘ andɘ aɘ seniorɘ

a form of insincerity has an impressive list of side effects.ɘɘ

lecturerɘ inɘ psychiatryɘ inɘ Cardiffɘ University,ɘ patientsɘ whoɘ sufferɘ fromɘ so-calledɘ
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post-traumaticɘ stressɘ disorderɘ (aɘ mentalɘ healthɘ conditionɘ that'sɘ triggeredɘ byɘ aɘ

Theɘphenomenonɘofɘinsincerityɘisɘbroadlyɘreflectedɘinɘtheɘwritingsɘofɘmanyɘexistentialistɘ

terrifyingɘ event)ɘ

,ɘ areɘ traumatisedɘ wayɘ deeperɘ andɘ struggleɘ moreɘ withɘ recoveryɘ ifɘ theɘ

philosophers.ɘ Theɘ philosophyɘ ofɘ existentialismɘ isɘ believedɘ toɘ beginɘ withɘ theɘ authorsɘ ofɘ

eventɘ thatɘ they’veɘ beenɘ throughɘ notɘ onlyɘ appearedɘ stressfulɘ toɘ themɘ andɘ thusɘ changedɘ

theɘ XIXɘ century,ɘ suchɘ asɘ Sørenɘ Kierkegaardɘ (1813-1875),ɘ Fyodorɘ Dostoevskyɘ (1821-1881),ɘ

theirɘ perspectiveɘ ofɘ realityɘ butɘ ifɘ theyɘ wereɘ personallyɘ involvedɘ intoɘ somethingɘ

andɘ Friedrichɘ Nietzscheɘ (1844-1900).ɘ Theirɘ views,ɘ however,ɘ notɘ identical,ɘ andɘ inɘ someɘ

terrific,ɘ thatɘ changedɘ theirɘ perspectiveɘ ofɘ themselves.ɘ Theɘ realisationɘ ofɘ one’sɘ

questionsɘ (suchɘ asɘ viewsɘ onɘ religion)ɘ quiteɘ controversial,ɘ haveɘ builtɘ theɘ baseɘ forɘ theɘ

capabilityɘ ofɘ beingɘ deeplyɘ immoral,ɘ inɘ contradictionɘ toɘ theirɘ ownɘ moralɘ compass,ɘ isɘ oneɘ

movement.ɘ Inɘ theɘ atmosphereɘ ofɘ theɘ incipientɘ crisisɘ ofɘ Christianity,ɘ pushedɘ byɘ theɘ

of the most traumatic experiences a human being can go through.ɘ

extensiveɘ developmentɘ ofɘ scienceɘ andɘ philosophy,ɘ newɘ existentialɘ valuesɘ oughtɘ toɘ beɘ

ɘ

found.ɘ Theɘ “divineɘ purpose”ɘ ofɘ humanɘ existenceɘ andɘ theɘ religiousɘ ideaɘ ofɘ immortalityɘ

Luckily,ɘ theɘ humanɘ psycheɘ hasɘ anɘ inbuiltɘ defenceɘ mechanism,ɘ thatɘ protectsɘ usɘ fromɘ aɘ

couldɘ noɘ longerɘ fulfilɘ theirɘ roleɘ -ɘ bringingɘ meaningɘ toɘ humanɘ existence.ɘ Theɘ waveɘ ofɘ

constantɘ flowɘ ofɘ self-blame.ɘ We’reɘ ableɘ toɘ deceiveɘ ourɘ negativeɘ traitsɘ bothɘ inɘ frontɘ ofɘ

scientificɘ atheism,ɘ sweepingɘ theɘ progressiveɘ west,ɘ hasɘ givenɘ birthɘ toɘ aɘ movement,ɘ boundɘ

othersɘ and,ɘ whatɘ mayɘ beɘ moreɘ important,ɘ inɘ frontɘ ofɘ ourselves.ɘ Inɘ psychoanalysis,ɘ thisɘ

byɘ theɘ convictionɘ ofɘ theɘ meaninglessnessɘ ofɘ being.ɘ Theɘ ideasɘ ofɘ thisɘ movement,ɘ calledɘ

feature has the name “self-deception”.ɘɘ

nihilism,ɘ wereɘ extremelyɘ popularɘ inɘ Europeɘ andɘ Imperialɘ Russiaɘ ofɘ theɘ XIXɘ centuryɘ andɘ

[1]
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wereɘ describedɘ byɘ Dostoevsky,ɘ aɘ Russianɘ novelist,ɘ withɘ greatɘ precisionɘ throughɘ theɘ

Inɘ theɘ interpretationɘ ofɘ Robertɘ Trivers,ɘ theɘ Americanɘ evolutionaryɘ biologist,ɘ

developmentɘ ofɘ hisɘ characters.ɘ Existentialismɘ hasɘ arisenɘ asɘ anɘ answerɘ toɘ theɘ unansweredɘ

self-deceptionɘ isɘ anɘ extremelyɘ importantɘ elementɘ inɘ theɘ behaviourɘofɘhumansɘandɘanimals.ɘ

existentialɘ despairɘ ofɘ nihilism.ɘ Oneɘ ofɘ theɘ answersɘ thatɘ existentialismɘ givesɘ toɘ theɘ

Accordingɘ toɘ hisɘ theory,ɘ aɘ personɘ deceivesɘ himselfɘ soɘthat,ɘbeingɘconvincedɘinɘsomeɘkindɘ

meaninglessnessɘofɘexistenceɘisɘauthenticɘlifeɘaccordingɘtoɘtheɘpersonalɘunderstandingɘofɘ

of false information, they are more likely to convince the others.ɘ

meaningfulnessɘ -ɘ anɘ oppositionɘ ofɘ insincerity.ɘ Alongɘ withɘ it,ɘexistentialismɘprovidesɘusɘ

ɘ

withɘ anotherɘ viewɘ onɘ sincerityɘ andɘ exploresɘ theɘ phenomenaɘ ofɘ authenticity.ɘ Authenticityɘ

Thisɘ interpretationɘ isɘ basedɘ onɘ theɘ followingɘ logic:ɘ beingɘ theɘ basicɘ aspectɘ ofɘ

inɘ existentialismɘ isɘ aɘ degree,ɘ accordingɘ toɘ whichɘ theɘ actionsɘ ofɘ aɘ personɘ areɘ coherentɘ

interspeciesɘ communicationɘ inɘ nature,ɘ liesɘ (includingɘ self-deception)ɘ provideɘ anɘ

with their beliefs, despite the external pressure of conformity.ɘɘ

opportunity for gaining benefits and sometimes increases one’s chances to survive.

SOREN KIERKEGAARD. 2.3ɘ

[2]ɘ
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Theɘ philosophyɘ ofɘ Sørenɘ Kierkegaardɘ hadɘ aɘ greatɘ influenceɘ onɘ theɘ developmentɘ ofɘ

FriedrichɘNietzsche,ɘaɘGermanɘphilosopherɘandɘoneɘofɘtheɘmainɘfiguresɘofɘtheɘintellectualɘ

existentialistɘ philosophyɘ ofɘ theɘ 20thɘ century.ɘ Sorenɘ Kierkegaardɘ wasɘ aɘ Danishɘ

historyɘ ofɘ theɘ XIXɘ century,ɘ alsoɘ spokeɘ aboutɘ theɘuseɘofɘdeception.ɘHeɘwasn’tɘthatɘhappy,ɘ

philosopher,ɘwhoɘwasɘbornɘinɘ1813ɘandɘdiedɘinɘ1855ɘinɘCopenhagen,ɘandɘhasɘbeenɘcalledɘtheɘ

however,ɘ withɘ itsɘ abilityɘ toɘ concealɘ theɘ truth,ɘ butɘ sawɘ someɘ useɘ inɘ itsɘ creativeɘ

“fatherɘ ofɘ existentialism”ɘ posthumously.ɘ Oneɘ ofɘ Kierkegaard'sɘ mostɘ prominentɘ themesɘ isɘ

potential.ɘ Nietzscheɘ believedɘ thatɘ byɘ deceivingɘ ourselvesɘ inɘ beingɘ betterɘ thanɘ weɘ

theɘ substanceɘ ofɘ subjectivity,ɘ opposedɘ toɘ so-calledɘ objectiveɘ truths.ɘ Theɘ subjectiveɘ

actuallyɘ areɘ atɘ theɘ moment,ɘ weɘ areɘ ableɘ toɘprovokeɘpositiveɘchangesɘwhichɘmightɘactuallyɘ

perceptionɘ ofɘ realityɘ heɘ consideredɘ anɘ extremelyɘ importantɘ toolɘ toɘ fightɘ theɘ dangerɘ ofɘ

leadɘ toɘ ourɘ mentalɘ improvement.ɘ Inɘ “Human,ɘ Allɘ Tooɘ Human:ɘ Aɘ Bookɘ forɘ Freeɘ Spirits”,ɘ heɘ

conformity.ɘ Inɘ hisɘ workɘ “Theɘ Sicknessɘ Untoɘ Death”,ɘtheɘconceptɘofɘconformityɘisɘopposedɘ

states:ɘ

to the idea of authenticity:ɘ
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“By seeing the multitude of men about it, by getting engaged in all sorts of worldlyɘ

anɘ impactɘ onɘ worldɘ literature,ɘ inɘ particularɘ onɘ aɘ numberɘ ofɘ philosophersɘ suchɘ asɘ

affairs, by becoming wise about how things go in this world, such a man forgets himself,ɘ

Friedrichɘ Nietzscheɘ andɘ Jean-Paulɘ Sartre,ɘ asɘ wellɘ asɘ onɘ theɘ formationɘ ofɘ existentialismɘ

forgets what his name is (in the divine understanding of it), does not dare to believe inɘ
himself finds it too venturesome a thing to be himself, far easier and safer to be like theɘ
others, to become an imitation, a number, a cipher in the crowd.”ɘɘ
(Kierkegaard, 1968, p.51)ɘ
ɘ
Kierkegaardɘ wasɘ usingɘ theɘ termɘ "existential",ɘ whichɘ describedɘ aɘ particularɘ intensityɘ ofɘ

and Freudianism.ɘ
ɘ
Amongɘtheɘsignificantɘworksɘofɘtheɘwriterɘareɘtheɘnovelsɘofɘtheɘ"GreatɘPentateuch"ɘ-ɘfiveɘ
hisɘ mostɘ influentialɘ worksɘ -ɘ “Crimeɘ andɘ Punishment”ɘ (1866),ɘ “Theɘ Idiot”ɘ (1968-69),ɘ
“Demons” (1871-72), “The Raw Youth” (1875), and “The Brothers Karamazov” (1879-80).ɘ
ɘ

one’sɘ lifeɘ andɘ commitmentɘ toɘ aɘ certainɘ meaningɘ thatɘ oneɘ definesɘ forɘ theirɘ life.ɘ
Consideringɘ theɘ processɘ ofɘ living,ɘ heɘ paidɘ greatɘ attentionɘ toɘ theɘ “inwardness”ɘ ofɘ one’sɘ
mindɘ andɘ theɘ conceptɘ ofɘ “infiniteɘ passion”ɘ -ɘ anɘ authenticɘ goal,ɘ guidingɘ aɘ dedicatedɘ
individualɘ throughɘ theirɘ lifetime.ɘ Friedrichɘ Nietzscheɘ aɘ fewɘ decadesɘ laterɘ inɘ hisɘ worksɘ
praisedɘ theɘ typeɘ ofɘ personalityɘ whichɘ showsɘ intellectualɘ integrityɘ andɘ Dionysianɘ passionɘ
ofɘcharacter,ɘwhichɘallowsɘtheɘindividualɘtoɘbreakɘtheɘtraditionalɘframeworkɘforɘtheɘsakeɘ
ofɘfullnessɘofɘhumanɘexperienceɘandɘimplementationɘofɘone’sɘpossibilities.ɘTheseɘviewsɘonɘ
sincerity and authenticity were the basics for existential thought.ɘɘ
ɘ
However,ɘ withɘ theɘ furtherɘ investigationɘ ofɘ theɘ humanɘ psyche,ɘ theɘ complexityɘ ofɘ theɘ
conceptɘ ofɘ authenticɘ existenceɘ hasɘ significantlyɘ increased.ɘ Onɘ oneɘhand,ɘtheɘbehaviouralɘ

ɘ

idealɘ ofɘ authenticityɘ isɘ seenɘ asɘ aɘ replacementɘ forɘ theɘ lostɘ trustɘ toɘ anɘ eternal,ɘ

3. Portrait of Fedor Dostoyevsky, Fragment, Vasily Perov, 1872ɘɘ

universalɘ “truth”ɘ thatɘ usedɘ toɘ resolveɘ moralɘ issues.ɘ Authenticityɘisɘsupposedɘtoɘhelpɘusɘ

ɘ

understandɘ howɘ we,ɘ asɘ moralɘ beings,ɘ shouldɘ dealɘ withɘ ethicallyɘ challengingɘ situations.ɘ

Inɘ hisɘ novel,ɘ Theɘ Brothersɘ Karamazovɘ (1880),ɘ Dostoevskyɘ hasɘ translatedɘ theɘ author’sɘ

Theɘ adviceɘ toɘ "beɘ ourselves",ɘ toɘ "doɘ whatɘ seemsɘ right"ɘ andɘ toɘ "listenɘ toɘ ourɘ heart"ɘ

commentary through the character of an orthodox monk, Father Zossima:ɘ

impliesɘ thatɘ ourɘ feelingsɘ willɘ serveɘ asɘ ourɘ guidesɘ inɘ thisɘ godlessɘ world.ɘ Onɘ theɘ otherɘ

“Above all, don’t lie to yourself. The man who lies to himself and listens to his own lieɘ

hand,ɘ thereɘ isɘ aɘ growingɘ understandingɘ thatɘ ourɘ innerɘselfɘisɘnotɘexclusivelyɘaltruisticɘ

comes to such a pass that he cannot distinguish the truth within him, or around him, and soɘ

andɘ caring,ɘ but,ɘ onɘ theɘ contrary,ɘ containsɘ cruelty,ɘ hostilityɘ andɘ aggressionɘ asɘ partɘ ofɘ

loses all respect for himself and for others. And having no respect he ceases to love, andɘ

our true nature.ɘɘ

in order to occupy and distract himself without love he gives way to passions and coarseɘ

ɘ

pleasures, and sinks to bestiality in his vices, all from continual lying to other men andɘ
“ It was not so much the money I wanted, but something else […] I wanted to find outɘ

to himself.”ɘ

something else; it was something else led me on. I wanted to find out then andɘ

InɘtheɘdialogueɘwithɘFyodorɘKaramazov,ɘoneɘofɘtheɘmainɘcharactersɘofɘtheɘnovel,ɘfatherɘofɘ

quickly whether I was a louse like everybody else or a man. Whether I can step overɘ

hisɘ threeɘ legitimateɘ sons,ɘ andɘ aɘ theatricallyɘ pretentious,ɘ “sinful”ɘ person,ɘ Zossimaɘ

barriers or not, whether I dare stoop to pick up or not,ɘɘ

continues:ɘ

whether I am a trembling creature or whether I have the right …”ɘ

“The man who lies to himself can be more easily offended than anyone. You know it isɘ

(Dostoyevsky,F., Garnett,C., Crime and Punishment, 2001, pp. 741-742)ɘ

sometimes very pleasant to take offence, isn’t it? A man may know that nobody has insultedɘ

ɘ

him, but that he has invented the insult for himself, has lied and exaggerated to make itɘ
FYODOR DOSTOEVSKY. 2.4ɘ

picturesque, has caught at a word and made a mountain out of a molehill — he knows thatɘ

Fyodorɘ Mikhailovichɘ Dostoevskyɘ (bornɘ inɘ 1821ɘ inɘ Moscow,ɘ Russianɘ Empire)ɘ isɘ oneɘ ofɘ theɘ

himself, yet he will be the first to take offence, and will revel in his resentment till heɘ

greatestɘwritersɘinɘtheɘhistoryɘofɘRussia.ɘ Theɘearlyɘworksɘofɘtheɘwriter,ɘlikeɘtheɘnovelɘ

feels great pleasure in it, and so pass to genuine vindictiveness.”ɘ

"Theɘ Houseɘ ofɘ theɘ Dead",ɘ contributedɘ toɘ theɘ emergenceɘ ofɘ aɘ newɘ genreɘ -ɘ psychologicalɘ

(Dostoyevsky & Garnett, 2019)ɘ

prose.ɘ Afterɘ hisɘ death,ɘ Dostoevskyɘ wasɘ recognizedɘ asɘ aɘ classicalɘ writerɘ inɘ Russianɘ

Inɘ aɘ singleɘ pieceɘ ofɘ monk’sɘ advice,ɘ Dostoevskyɘ graphicallyɘ explainsɘ theɘ consequencesɘ ofɘ

literatureɘandɘoneɘofɘtheɘbestɘnovelistsɘofɘworldɘimportance.ɘTheɘworksɘofɘtheɘwriterɘhadɘ

self-deception as an integral part of one’s mind and lifestyle.ɘɘ
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Inɘ anotherɘ remarkableɘ novel,ɘ Crimeɘ andɘ Punishment,ɘ theɘ self-deceptionɘ ofɘ theɘ mainɘ
character,ɘ Raskolnikov,ɘ inɘ theɘ formɘ ofɘ rationalisationɘ ofɘ theɘ crimeɘ heɘ committedɘ -ɘ aɘ

Martin Heidegger (1889-1976), a German existentialist philosopher who had a significantɘ

murderɘ -ɘ isɘ theɘ essenceɘ andɘ theɘ sourceɘ ofɘ theɘ mainɘ conflictɘ ofɘ theɘ wholeɘ story.ɘ

influence on European philosophy of the 20th century, made a significant contribution toɘ

Dostoevskyɘshowsɘinɘanɘextremelyɘrealisticɘmannerɘhowɘanyɘidea,ɘnoɘmatterɘhowɘterrificɘitɘ

the development of phenomenology and philosophy of existentialism.ɘ

isɘ inɘ itsɘ implementation,ɘ canɘ beɘ explainedɘ andɘ rationalised,ɘ howɘ aɘ wholeɘ newɘ moralɘ codeɘ

ɘ

canɘ beɘ constructedɘ fromɘ scratchɘ aroundɘ aɘ “good”ɘ intention.ɘ Heɘ exploresɘ theɘ depthsɘ ofɘ

InɘBeingɘandɘTimeɘ(SeinɘundɘZeit,ɘ1927),ɘHeideggerɘproposedɘtoɘinvestigateɘtheɘmeaningɘofɘ

inauthenticity,ɘ provokedɘ inɘ thisɘ caseɘ notɘ byɘ theɘ pressureɘofɘsociety,ɘnotɘbyɘtheɘwillɘtoɘ

beingɘ andɘ describeɘ theɘ formsɘ inɘ whichɘ beingɘ manifestsɘ itselfɘ -ɘ thisɘ taskɘ heɘ calledɘ

conform,ɘ butɘ byɘ theɘ willɘ toɘ opposeɘ oneselfɘ toɘ theɘ mass.ɘ Theɘ radicalɘ nonconformityɘ ofɘ

"fundamentalɘ ontology."ɘ Theɘ startingɘ pointɘ ofɘ thisɘ analysisɘ wasɘ aɘ descriptionɘ ofɘ theɘ

Raskolnikov,ɘ hisɘ nihilisticɘ worldviewɘ isɘ whatɘ leadsɘ himɘ toɘ theɘ depthɘ ofɘ insincerityɘ inɘ

phenomenonɘ ofɘ beingɘ whichɘ isɘ theɘ mostɘ familiarɘ toɘ everyoneɘ -ɘ humanɘ existence.ɘ Heideggerɘ

hisɘ choices,ɘ whichɘ affectsɘ hisɘ wholeɘ life.ɘ Atɘ theɘ sameɘ time,ɘ inɘ Crimeɘ andɘ Punishment,ɘ

insistedɘ thatɘ humanɘ existenceɘ shouldɘ beɘ analyzedɘ throughɘ itsɘ concreteɘ relationshipɘ withɘ

Dostoevskyɘ shapesɘ anɘ ideaɘ ofɘ theɘ factɘ thatɘ moralityɘ isɘ somethingɘ moreɘ thanɘ aɘ rationalɘ

theɘ existentialɘ contextɘ -ɘ aɘ socio-historicalɘ worldɘ inɘ whichɘmanɘspeaks,ɘthinksɘandɘacts.ɘ

constructɘ ofɘ rulesɘ andɘ principles,ɘ aimedɘ toɘ fulfilɘ commonɘ wellbeing.ɘ Heɘ seesɘ itɘ asɘ aɘ

Theɘhumanɘsubjectɘisɘalreadyɘ“here”,ɘmanɘisɘpresent,ɘ“thrown”ɘintoɘtheɘpre-existingɘworldɘ

powerɘ inherentɘ inɘ theɘ subconsciousnessɘ ofɘ allɘ humans,ɘ andɘ betweenɘ theɘ linesɘ claimsɘ thatɘ

(whichɘ thusɘ isɘ aɘ moreɘ complexɘ phenomenonɘ toɘ explore).ɘ “Dasein”ɘ -ɘ here-being,ɘ aɘ termɘ

there is something in our minds that helps us to recognise “the truth”.ɘɘ

createdɘ byɘ Heidegger,ɘdescribesɘtheɘinseparabilityɘofɘbeingɘfromɘplaceɘandɘtime.ɘ“Dasein”ɘ

ɘ

is a process, opposite to “das Nichts”- the nothing or nonbeing.ɘɘ

Inɘ manyɘ ofɘ hisɘ deepɘ andɘ multilayeredɘ works,ɘ Dostoevskyɘ anticipatesɘ theɘ tragedyɘ ofɘ theɘ

ɘ

upcomingɘ century.ɘ Understandingɘ thatɘ theɘ existingɘ “common”ɘ moralityɘ (representedɘforɘtheɘ

Heideggerɘ concludesɘ that,ɘ unfortunately,ɘ peopleɘ oftenɘ findɘ themselvesɘ moreɘ andɘ moreɘ

Westɘ andɘ Russiaɘ inɘ Christianity)ɘ isɘ imploding,ɘ heɘ predictsɘ theɘ riseɘ ofɘ manyɘ newɘ

absorbedɘ inɘeverydayɘworriesɘandɘforgetɘaboutɘtheirɘbeing.ɘTheyɘloseɘtheɘfeelingɘofɘtheirɘ

individuallyɘgeneratedɘmoralitiesɘ-ɘideologies.ɘDecadesɘbeforeɘtheɘbeginningɘofɘTheɘGreatɘ

"authenticity"ɘ andɘ fallɘ intoɘ anɘ averageɘ existence,ɘ intoɘ "defective"ɘwaysɘofɘbeingɘinɘtheɘ

Octoberɘ Socialistɘ Revolutionɘ inɘ 1917,ɘ whichɘ ledɘ toɘ theɘideologicalɘcivilɘwarɘandɘfurtherɘ

world.ɘ Thisɘ heɘ consideredɘ aɘ carelessɘ pathɘ ofɘ conformism.ɘTheɘoneɘwhoɘtakesɘitɘturnsɘintoɘ

restructuringɘ ofɘ theɘ Russianɘ Empireɘ intoɘ theɘ Sovietɘ Union,ɘ andɘ decadesɘ beforeɘ theɘ

oneɘ ofɘ "them"ɘ (dasɘ Man),ɘ joinsɘ theɘ anonymousɘ crowd,ɘ acceptsɘ itsɘ valuesɘ andɘ assimilatesɘ

formationɘofɘtheɘNationalɘSocialistɘPartyɘinɘGermanyɘinɘtheɘ1920s,ɘDostoevskyɘwasɘalreadyɘ

itsɘ modesɘ ofɘ behaviourɘ andɘ thinking.ɘ Inɘ Heidegger’sɘ understanding,ɘthisɘisɘaɘdestructiveɘ

deeplyɘ concernedɘ withɘ theɘ questionɘ whetherɘ theɘ “nobleɘ ambitions”ɘ canɘ formɘ aɘ groundɘ forɘ

pathɘ ofɘ existence.ɘ “Inauthenticɘ being”ɘ meansɘ livingɘ “likeɘ theɘ others”.ɘ Inɘ "inauthenticɘ

moralisationɘ ofɘ theɘ crueltyɘ undertakenɘ onɘ theɘ wayɘ toɘ theɘ loftyɘ goal,ɘ whetherɘ theɘ

being"ɘ aɘ personɘ isɘ completelyɘ immersedɘ inɘ existence,ɘ theyɘ areɘ unawareɘ ofɘ theirɘ ownɘ

righteousnessɘoughtɘtoɘbecomeɘanɘexcuseɘforɘcommittingɘaɘcrime,ɘlabelledɘasɘaɘnewɘvirtue.ɘ

mortalityɘ becauseɘ theirɘ worldɘ isɘ impersonal.ɘ "Authenticɘ being"ɘ isɘ associatedɘ withɘ theɘ

Passedɘ awayɘ inɘ 1881ɘ inɘ St.ɘ Petersburg,ɘ he,ɘ fortunately,ɘneverɘwitnessedɘhowɘmassiveɘthisɘ

awareness of one's own mortality - and one’s own full responsibility for their actions.ɘɘ
SUMMING-UP. 2.7ɘ

delusion might actually become.ɘɘ
ɘ

Summarizing the concerns of existentialist philosophers with the problem of insincerity,ɘ

Afterɘ allɘ theɘ eventsɘ thatɘ shookɘ Europeɘ andɘ theɘ wholeɘ worldɘ inɘ theɘ earlyɘ XXɘ century,ɘ byɘ

it should be noted that the nature of the issue is pretty controversial even within theɘ

theɘ endɘ ofɘ Worldɘ Warɘ IIɘ inɘ 1945,ɘ existentialismɘ hasɘ gainedɘ momentum.ɘ Theɘ burningɘ

same movement. From the biological perspective, pretense is favored, and the very factɘ

questionsɘ aboutɘ goodɘ andɘ bad,ɘ aboutɘ theɘ meaningɘ ofɘ lifeɘ andɘ itsɘ meaningless,ɘ hasɘ becomeɘ

that insincerity exists along with sincerity, suggests that both phenomena are necessary.ɘ

much sharper in the light of the latest catastrophes.ɘ

The main negative components of the concept of insincerity can be distinguished asɘ
JEAN-PAUL STARTE. 2.5ɘ

self-deception, conformism, and inauthenticity. They are interconnected with the sameɘ

Inɘ theɘ worksɘ ofɘ Sartre,ɘ self-deceptionɘ whichɘ heɘ calledɘ"badɘfaith"ɘtakesɘaɘcentralɘplaceɘ

function: stopping the individual from “being oneself” or finding one’s own truth.ɘ

andɘ isɘ interpretedɘ asɘ theɘ mainɘ formɘ ofɘ inauthenticɘ existenceɘ

However, the idea of “being oneself” comes along with a terrifying freedom of choice andɘ

.ɘ Fromɘ theɘ contextɘ ofɘ

[3]

Sartre'sɘ writings,ɘ itɘ followsɘ thatɘ anɘ importantɘ conditionɘ forɘ self-deceptionɘ isɘ theɘ

a great responsibility for one’s deeds. An absolute acceptance of one’s innerɘ

so-calledɘ “separation”ɘ ofɘ theɘ mindɘ intoɘ twoɘ partsɘ (“I”ɘ andɘ“consciousness”)

capabilities and the acts committed comes with self-destructive remorse. Repentance is aɘ

.ɘAccordingɘ

[3]

toɘ Sartre'sɘ theory,ɘ theɘ conflictsɘ andɘ paradoxesɘ associatedɘ withɘ theɘ phenomenonɘ ofɘ "badɘ

fee for the opportunity to carry out a sincere, authentic existence.ɘɘ

faith"ɘ areɘ causedɘbyɘtheɘdecision-makingɘprocessɘmadeɘbyɘtheɘconsciousnessɘonɘitsɘownɘ

ɘ

,ɘ

[3]

which is in fact only a part of the totality of an individual.ɘɘ

It is important to define next, how one finds oneself and what really “the Self”is?ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
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CHAPTER III.

HOW TO ATTAIN SINCERITY? THE PROBLEM AND THE CURE.ɘɘ

ɘ

ɘ
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3.0 DECONSTRUCTING SINCERITYɘ

mind.ɘOvercomingɘtheɘmechanismɘofɘself-deception,ɘwhichɘheɘcalledɘ"repression",ɘaccordingɘ

Whileɘ philosophicalɘ thinkersɘ wereɘ addressingɘ theɘ existentialɘ problemsɘ andɘtryingɘtoɘfindɘ

toɘ hisɘ practice,ɘ wasɘ aɘ crucialɘ activityɘ forɘ theɘ recoveryɘ ofɘ hisɘ patients.ɘ Inɘ hisɘ

theɘ answersɘ toɘ theɘ urgentɘ questionsɘ ofɘ theɘ time,ɘ theɘ newlyɘ appearedɘ disciplineɘ -ɘ

observationɘ ofɘ theɘ countlessɘ "hysterical"ɘ cases,ɘ heɘ concludedɘ thatɘ untilɘ theɘ repressedɘ

psychologyɘ wasɘ makingɘ anɘ attemptɘ toɘ determineɘ andɘ deconstructɘtheɘsameɘproblemsɘinɘorderɘ

ideasɘ andɘ memoriesɘ wereɘ notɘ broughtɘ backɘ intoɘ consciousness,ɘ theɘ mentalɘ "resistance",ɘ

toɘ diveɘ intoɘ theɘ detailsɘ ofɘ theirɘ nature.ɘ Theɘ firstɘ stepɘ onɘ theɘ wayɘ toɘ aɘ deeperɘ

whichɘ wasɘ holdingɘ themɘ inɘ theɘ oppressedɘ state,ɘ wasɘ causingɘ aɘ tremendousɘ psychologicalɘ

understandingɘ ofɘ theɘ addressedɘ issuesɘ wasɘ inɘ theɘ understandingɘofɘtheɘhumanɘmindɘitself.ɘ

struggle and pain to the diseased.ɘɘ

Andɘ withɘ aɘ betterɘ understandingɘ ofɘ theɘ exactɘ mechanismɘ ofɘ theɘ machineɘ thatɘ producesɘ theɘ
issues, psychology was meant to find more effective solutions.ɘɘ

CARL JUNG. THE MODEL OF PSYCHE. 3.3ɘ
Carlɘ Jung,ɘ aɘ Swissɘ psychoanalyst,ɘ whoɘ livedɘ fromɘ 1875ɘ toɘ 1961,ɘ wasɘ alsoɘ aɘ practisingɘ

NIETZSCHE. 3.1ɘ

psychiatristɘ andɘ aɘ founderɘ ofɘ analyticalɘ psychologyɘ -ɘ aɘ compilationɘ ofɘ theories,ɘ whichɘ

Manyɘ philosophersɘ triedɘ toɘ understandɘ theɘ constructionɘ ofɘ theɘ humanɘ mind,ɘ toɘ studyɘ itsɘ

emergedɘ onɘ theɘ basisɘ ofɘ Freudianɘ psychoanalysis,ɘ butɘ inɘ theirɘ essence,ɘ wereɘ quiteɘ

capabilities,ɘ natureɘ andɘ origin.ɘ Butɘ Nietzscheɘ arguedɘ thatɘ allɘ hisɘpredecessorsɘwereɘtooɘ

divergent and thus were separated into a different category.ɘɘ

timidɘ toɘ exploreɘ theɘ absoluteɘ depthsɘ ofɘ theɘ humanɘ psyche,ɘ beingɘ tooɘ afraidɘ toɘ lookɘ intoɘ

ɘ

theɘ veryɘ depthsɘ ofɘ themselves.ɘ Heɘdaredɘtoɘproclaimɘthatɘbeforeɘhim,ɘ“thereɘwasɘsimplyɘnoɘ

Oneɘ ofɘ theɘ keyɘ conceptsɘ ofɘ analyticalɘ psychology,ɘ developedɘ byɘ Jung,ɘ whichɘ isɘ importantɘ

psychology”ɘ [5].ɘ Nietzscheɘ viewedɘ theɘ psycheɘ asɘ aɘ multilayeredɘ system,ɘ soɘ complexɘ thatɘitɘ

toɘ overviewɘ inɘ theɘ discourseɘ ofɘ sincerity,ɘ isɘ theɘ “constructionɘ ofɘ psyche”ɘ withinɘ theɘ

would be simply impossible to explore it in full.ɘɘ

ideas of conscious and unconscious realms.ɘɘ

ɘ

ɘ
“How can the human being know itself? He is a thing dark and veiled; and if the hare hasɘ
seven skins, man can slough off seventy times seven and still not be able to say: 'this isɘ
really you, this is no longer outer shell'.”ɘɘ
(Nietzsche et al., Untimely Meditations 1997, pp. 125-194)ɘ

ɘ
PSYCHOANALYSIS. SIGMUND FREUD. 3.2ɘ
Oneɘ ofɘ theɘ firstɘ extendedɘ psychologicalɘ investigationsɘ andɘ theorisationsɘ ofɘ insincerityɘ
inɘ theɘ formɘ ofɘ self-deceptionɘ belongsɘ toɘ theɘ "father"ɘ ofɘ psychoanalysis,ɘ theɘ Austrianɘ
neurologistɘ Sigmundɘ Freud.ɘ Heɘ wasɘ theɘ firstɘ toɘ distinguishɘ "someɘ sortɘ ofɘaɘforce",ɘasɘheɘ
describedɘ inɘ hisɘ lecturesɘ

,ɘ whichɘ helpedɘ aɘ particularɘ mentalɘ contentɘ toɘ remainɘ

[4]

"hinderedɘ fromɘ becomingɘ conscious,ɘ andɘ forcedɘ toɘ remainɘ inɘ theɘ unconscious".ɘ Thisɘ forceɘ
wasɘ calledɘ "repression".ɘ Thisɘ wordɘ remainsɘ anɘ internationalɘ psychologicalɘ termɘ forɘ
self-deceptionɘuntilɘnowadays.ɘItɘisɘimportantɘtoɘnoteɘatɘthisɘpointɘthatɘtheɘconceptsɘofɘ
"unconsciousɘ mind",ɘ "ego",ɘ "super-ego",ɘ andɘ "theɘ Id",ɘ alsoɘdevelopedɘbyɘFreud,ɘledɘtoɘtheɘ

ɘ
4. Portrait of Carl Gustav Jung.ɘ
ɘ

basisɘforɘtheɘfurtherɘdevelopmentɘofɘtheɘcurrentɘviewsɘonɘtheɘconstructionɘofɘtheɘpsyche.ɘ

Whileɘ beingɘ aɘ practisingɘ clinicianɘ andɘ aɘ socio-anthropologicalɘ theorist,ɘ Jungɘ hasɘ

AccordingɘtoɘFreud'sɘtheory,ɘtheɘpsycheɘisɘdividedɘintoɘthreeɘparts:ɘtheɘId,ɘaɘcompletelyɘ

combinedɘ hisɘ knowledgeɘ ofɘ theɘ multiculturalɘ mythologicalɘ symbolismɘ andɘ theɘ visualɘ

unconscious,ɘ oppressed,ɘ child-like,ɘ pleasure-seekingɘ partɘ ofɘ ourɘ mind;ɘ theɘ super-ego,ɘ aɘ

expressionsɘ ofɘ hisɘ patients’ɘ dreamsɘ andɘ fantasies.ɘ Heɘ hasɘ noticedɘ aɘ clearɘ correlationɘ

profoundlyɘ moral,ɘ idealisticɘ component,ɘ whichɘ belongsɘ toɘ theɘ preconsciousɘ realmɘ ofɘ theɘ

betweenɘ theɘ symbolicɘ representations,ɘ whichɘ wereɘ usedɘ sinceɘ pristineɘ timesɘ toɘ expressɘ

psyche;ɘ andɘ theɘ ego-ɘ aɘ conscious,ɘ rationalɘ elementɘ ofɘourɘpsyche,ɘattemptingɘtoɘbringɘtoɘ

complexɘ phenomena,ɘ indescribableɘ byɘ meansɘ ofɘ aɘ language,ɘ inɘ differentɘ culturesɘ andɘ

aɘ functionalɘ balanceɘ unrealisticɘ moralismɘ ofɘ theɘ super-egoɘ andɘ destructiveɘ hedonismɘ ofɘ

societies.ɘ Laterɘ inɘ hisɘ practice,ɘ heɘ foundɘ someɘ similaritiesɘ betweenɘpreviouslyɘexploredɘ

the Id.ɘɘ

symbolicɘ patternsɘ andɘ theɘ expressionsɘ ofɘ hisɘ schizophrenicɘ patients.ɘ Theseɘ findingsɘ

ɘ

pushedɘ himɘ toɘ theɘ suggestionɘ thatɘ theɘ humanɘ mindɘ isɘ formedɘ byɘ personalɘ experienceɘ alongɘ

Theɘconceptɘofɘ"theɘunconsciousness"ɘisɘcentralɘtoɘFreud'sɘdoctrine.ɘHeɘbelievedɘthatɘourɘ

withɘ certainɘ transpersonalɘ elements,ɘ commonɘ toɘ allɘ humanɘ beings,ɘ andɘ allegedlyɘ gainedɘ

behaviour,ɘ despiteɘ ourɘ mentalɘ healthɘ condition,ɘ isɘ notɘ administeredɘ byɘ ourɘ consciousɘ

through evolutionary development. These universal elements Jung called the archetypes.ɘ

choicesɘ andɘ thoughtsɘ onlyɘ butɘ alsoɘ affectedɘ byɘ certainɘ uncontrolledɘ componentsɘ ofɘ theɘ
25ɘ
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Theɘ ideaɘ ofɘ theɘ archetypesɘ isɘ centralɘ toɘ theɘ Jungianɘ doctrine,ɘ butɘ thereɘ isɘ noɘ useɘ inɘ

ɘ

focusingɘ onɘ eachɘ ofɘ themɘ forɘ theɘ currentɘ discourse.ɘ However,ɘ theɘ archetypesɘ calledɘ theɘ
Shadowɘ andɘtheɘPersonaɘareɘofɘdirectɘinterestɘforɘthisɘwork.ɘButɘinɘorderɘtoɘexposeɘtheseɘ
conceptsɘ moreɘ widely,ɘ itɘ isɘ necessaryɘ toɘ determineɘ theɘ completeɘ structureɘ ofɘ theɘ psycheɘ
according to Jung's theory.ɘ
ɘ
Jungɘ describedɘ theɘ psycheɘ asɘ integrityɘ whichɘ includesɘ thoughts,ɘ behaviour,ɘ feelingsɘ andɘ
emotions.ɘ Thisɘ integrity,ɘ inɘ turn,ɘ isɘ subdividedɘ intoɘ threeɘ mainɘ areas:ɘ consciousness,ɘ
personalɘ unconsciousnessɘ andɘ collectiveɘ unconsciousness.ɘ Theseɘ threeɘ areasɘ areɘ notɘ
isolated from each other but constantly interact, occasionally displacing one another.ɘ
ɘ
Theɘ sphereɘ ofɘ consciousnessɘ isɘ aɘ fieldɘ ofɘ awarenessɘ formedɘ byɘ one'sɘ personalɘ practicalɘ
experience.ɘ Respectively,ɘ theɘ unconsciousnessɘ consistsɘ ofɘ theɘ mentalɘ contentɘ thatɘweɘareɘ
unawareɘ ofɘ andɘ isɘ inɘ turnɘ dividedɘ intoɘ twoɘ parts:ɘ personalɘ andɘ collective.ɘ Theɘ contentsɘ
ofɘ theɘ personalɘ unconsciousnessɘ areɘ veryɘ individualɘ andɘ consistɘ ofɘ unwantedɘ behaviouralɘ
patterns,ɘ unpleasantɘ memoriesɘandɘrepressedɘemotionalɘcomponents.ɘThisɘuniqueɘcombinationɘ
ofɘ unconsciousɘ elementsɘ isɘ shapedɘ byɘ ourɘ upbringing,ɘ culturalɘ surrounding,ɘ andɘ personalɘ
reflectionɘ onɘ certainɘ lifeɘ events.ɘ Inɘ additionɘ toɘ theɘ personalɘunconsciousness,ɘthereɘisɘ
aɘ moreɘ profoundɘ andɘ moreɘ fundamentalɘ areaɘ ofɘ theɘ collectiveɘ unconsciousness.ɘ Theɘ
ɘ

collectiveɘ unconsciousnessɘ consistsɘ ofɘ "cognitiveɘ categories"ɘ thatɘ areɘ commonɘ toɘ allɘ
humansɘ onɘ anɘ intuitiveɘ levelɘ andɘ thatɘ areɘ ableɘ toɘinfluenceɘourɘbehaviour,ɘthoughts,ɘandɘ
perception of the world.ɘɘ

5. Jungian model of the psycheɘ

ɘ
Theɘ mostɘ outerɘ layerɘ -ɘ theɘ Personaɘ connectsɘ theɘ Egoɘ withɘ theɘ outerɘ world.ɘ It’sɘ aɘ safetyɘ

ɘ
Theseɘ areɘ theɘ threeɘ mainɘ realmsɘ insideɘ whichɘ theɘ psycheɘ functions,ɘ butɘ theɘ psycheɘ inɘ
itself,ɘ itɘ isɘ alsoɘ dividedɘ intoɘ layers.ɘ Theɘ classicɘ Jungianɘ representationɘ ofɘ theɘ
relationɘ ofɘ theseɘ layersɘ isɘ basedɘ onɘ theɘ solarɘ composition,ɘ typicalɘ forɘ oneɘ ofɘ theɘ
universalɘ symbolsɘ exploredɘ byɘ Jungɘ -ɘ mandalas.ɘ Theɘ centralɘ elementɘ ofɘ theɘ psycheɘ isɘ theɘ
Self.ɘ Theɘ Selfɘ isɘ surroundedɘ byɘ consciousɘ andɘ unconsciousɘ realmsɘ fromɘ theɘ "opposite"ɘ
sides,ɘ whichɘareɘlinkedɘwithɘtheɘouterɘandɘinnerɘworlds,ɘcorrespondingly.ɘTheɘfirstɘlayerɘ

barrier,ɘ aɘ mask,ɘ or,ɘ betterɘ toɘ say,ɘ aɘ kitɘ ofɘ masksɘ usedɘ forɘ socialɘ communications.ɘ Theɘ
wordɘ PersonaɘinɘitselfɘisɘborrowedɘfromɘLatin,ɘandɘinɘAncientɘGreeceɘandɘRome,ɘitɘwasɘtheɘ
nameɘ ofɘ aɘ maskɘ usedɘ inɘ ancientɘ theatre.ɘ Inɘ theɘ workɘ ofɘ Jungɘ “Twoɘ Essaysɘ inɘ Analyticalɘ
Psychology”,ɘ thisɘ layerɘ isɘ describedɘ inɘ theɘ chapterɘ “Theɘ Personaɘ Asɘ Aɘ Segmentɘ Ofɘ Theɘ
Collective Psyche”:ɘ
ɘ
“Fundamentally the persona is nothing real: it is a compromise between individual andɘ

thatɘ wrapsɘ theɘ Selfɘ inɘ theɘ consciousɘ realmɘ isɘ calledɘtheɘEgo.ɘTheɘEgoɘisɘbuiltɘupɘonɘourɘ

society as to what a man should appear to be. He takes a name, earns a title, exercises aɘ

awarenessɘ ofɘ ourɘ representationalɘ characterɘ andɘ isɘ protectedɘ fromɘ theɘouterɘworldɘbyɘtheɘ

function, he is this or that. In a certain sense all this is real, yet in relation to theɘ

nextɘ layerɘ -ɘ theɘ Persona.ɘ Withinɘ theɘ unconsciousɘ realm,ɘ theɘ Selfɘ isɘ wrappedɘ withɘ theɘ

essential individuality of the person concerned it is only a secondary reality, aɘ

layerɘ calledɘ theɘ Sadow,ɘ whichɘ connectsɘ theɘ Selfɘ withɘ theɘ deepestɘ andɘ theɘ "wildest"ɘ

compromise formation, in making which others often have a greater share than he. Theɘ

sublayer of the unconsciousness - Anima/Animus.ɘ

persona is a semblance, a two-dimensional reality, to give it a nickname.”ɘɘ

ɘ

(Jung et al., 1967, pp.156-162)ɘ

Theɘ Self,ɘ asɘ theɘ centralɘ elementɘ ofɘ theɘ wholeɘ structure,ɘ is,ɘ accordingly,ɘ theɘ mostɘ
importantɘ partɘ ofɘ it.ɘ Itɘ isɘ notɘ aɘ coincidenceɘ thatɘ theɘ constructionɘ ofɘ theɘ psycheɘ isɘ
describedɘ byɘ Jungɘ inɘ aɘ mandala-likeɘ structure.ɘ Jungɘ sawɘ theɘ connectionɘ betweenɘ theɘ ideaɘ
ofɘ achievingɘ theɘ "enlightenment",ɘ obtainingɘ "god",ɘ andɘ obtainingɘ theɘ "Self".ɘAtɘtheɘsameɘ
time,ɘ theɘ Selfɘ isɘ theɘ mostɘ honest,ɘ pureɘ andɘ thusɘtheɘmostɘfragileɘcomponentɘofɘourɘmind.ɘ
That's why it gets so much protection of the surrounding layers.ɘ ɘ
27ɘ

ɘ
Theɘ layerɘ ofɘ Personaɘ isɘ aimedɘ toɘ protectɘ theɘ Egoɘ fromɘ theɘ outerɘ world.ɘ Butɘ whatɘ posesɘaɘ
dangerɘ isɘtheɘover-identificationɘofɘtheɘSelfɘwithɘthisɘlayer.ɘInɘanotherɘwork,ɘcalledɘ“Aɘ
Psychological Approach to the Dogma of the Trinity”, Jung explains:ɘɘ
ɘ
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“The situation which is more common and more familiar to the average man is that in whichɘ

Everyɘ timeɘ aɘ personɘ catchesɘ oneselfɘ doingɘ somethingɘ thatɘ leadsɘ toɘ theɘ feelingɘ likeɘ

the Ego identifies itself with the ethical values. The identification takes place by meansɘ

there'sɘ noɘ controlɘ ofɘ theirɘ rationalɘ mindɘ overɘ theirɘ actionsɘ -ɘ "Iɘ don'tɘ knowɘ whatɘ cameɘ

of an identification of the Ego with the Persona. The Ego confuses itself with the façadeɘ

overɘ me"ɘ -ɘ thatɘ meansɘ oneɘ isɘ facingɘ theɘ Shadowɘ inɘ action.ɘ Anyɘ formɘ ofɘ destructiveɘ

personality (which is of course in reality, only that part of the personality that isɘ
tailored to fit the collective) and forgets that it possesses aspects that run counter toɘ

addiction can be an example of the manifestation of the Shadow.ɘ
ɘ

the Persona. This means that the Ego has repressed the shadow side and lost touch with theɘ

Toɘ takeɘtheɘrationalɘcontrolɘofɘtheirɘsubconsciousness,ɘtoɘnotɘbeɘaɘvictimɘofɘtheɘShadow,ɘ

dark contents, which are negative and for this reason split off from the conscious sector.”ɘɘ

oneɘ should,ɘ asɘ Jungɘ proclaims,ɘ makeɘ itɘ consciousɘ -ɘ toɘ embraceɘ theɘ negative,ɘ toɘ faceɘ theɘ

(Jung & Hull, 2014, pp. 107–200)ɘ

terrificɘ inɘoneself,ɘtoɘthoughtfullyɘexploreɘwhatɘdisgustsɘoneɘwithinɘtheɘdepthsɘofɘtheirɘ

ɘ

mind.ɘ Thisɘprocessɘofɘbringingɘtheɘsubconsciousnessɘintoɘconsciousnessɘisɘcertainlyɘnotɘaɘ

Theɘ Shadow,ɘ accordingɘ toɘ Jungianɘ theory,ɘ isɘ oneɘ ofɘ theɘ layersɘ ofɘ theɘ psycheɘ inɘ theɘ

fascinatingɘ journey.ɘ It'sɘ aɘ ratherɘ painful,ɘ oftenɘ horrific,ɘ sometimesɘ evenɘ traumaticɘ

unconsciousɘ realm.ɘTheɘShadowɘhidesɘallɘtheɘqualitiesɘthatɘmakeɘtheɘSelfɘfeelɘvulnerable,ɘ

path.ɘ Butɘ noɘ significantɘ changesɘ happenɘ withoutɘ theɘ devastation;ɘ asɘ theɘ oldɘ Russianɘ

unacceptableɘ orɘ wrong.ɘ Accordingɘ toɘ Jung,ɘ whatɘ endsɘ upɘ toɘ beɘ hiddenɘ isɘ theɘ “negative”ɘ

saying goes, "he who would catch a fish must not mind getting wet".ɘ

elementsɘ ofɘ ourɘ wilderɘ nature,ɘ whichɘ weɘ asɘ humanɘ beingsɘ keptɘ throughɘ theɘ evolutionaryɘ

ɘ

process,ɘ butɘ duringɘ socialɘ development,ɘ cutɘ themɘ outɘ ofɘ representationalɘpatterns.ɘThoseɘ

"One does not become enlightened by imagining figures of light, but by making the darknessɘ

areɘ theɘ animalisticɘ instinctsɘ andɘ ancientɘ ideasɘ aboutɘ theɘ structureɘ ofɘ theɘ world,ɘ whichɘ

conscious. The latter procedure, however, is disagreeable and therefore not popular."ɘɘ

weɘ moveɘ toɘ theɘ unconsciousɘ asɘ impractical.ɘ Someɘ ofɘ theɘ aspectsɘ ofɘ ourɘ psyche,ɘ however,ɘ

(Carl Jung.)ɘ

areɘ bannedɘ byɘ ourɘ consciousnessɘ asɘ aɘ resultɘ ofɘ upbringingɘ andɘ ourɘ socialization.ɘ Theɘ

ɘ

demands,ɘ restrictionsɘ andɘ critiquesɘ thatɘ weɘ receiveɘ inɘ earlyɘ childhoodɘfromɘourɘparents,ɘ

Asɘ theɘ aboveɘ quoteɘ states,ɘ it'sɘ notɘ aɘ popularɘ activityɘ toɘ diveɘ intoɘ theɘ depthsɘ ofɘ ourɘ

educators,ɘ friends,ɘ forɘ instance,ɘ wereɘ asɘ wellɘ theɘ rammersɘ tramplingɘ downɘ someɘ ofɘ theɘ

psychologicalɘ darkness.ɘ Itɘ isɘ wayɘ saferɘ andɘ requiresɘ lessɘ energyɘtoɘdeceiveɘtheɘunwantedɘ

manifestationsɘ ofɘ ourɘ behaviourɘ toɘ theɘ depthsɘ ofɘ ourɘ Shadow.ɘ Jungɘ standsɘ forɘ theɘ factɘ

andɘ toɘ liveɘ inɘ aɘ relativelyɘ botherlessɘ state,ɘ imagineɘ yourselfɘaɘ"virtuous",ɘ"right",ɘorɘ

thatɘ allɘ ofɘ us,ɘ withɘ noɘ exceptionɘ (whileɘ existingɘ inɘ anyɘ kindɘ ofɘ society),ɘ obtainɘ theɘ

"harmless"ɘ creature.ɘ Theɘ willɘ forɘ perfectionizationɘ andɘ satisfactionɘ withɘ yourselfɘ

Shadow.ɘ Whatɘ makesɘ aɘ differenceɘ isɘ howɘ consciousɘ weɘ areɘ ofɘ itsɘ presence,ɘ contentsɘ andɘ

contributes to this willful blindness.ɘ

depths.ɘ

ɘɘ

ɘ

Jungɘ insistedɘ thatɘ theɘ processɘ ofɘ integrationɘ ofɘ theɘ Shadow,ɘ whichɘ heɘ calledɘ
“Unfortunately there can be no doubt that man is, on the whole, less good than he imaginesɘ

individuation,ɘ isɘ inevitableɘ andɘ eitherɘ happensɘ purposefullyɘ andɘ consciouslyɘ orɘ

himself or wants to be. Everyone carries a shadow, and the less it is embodied in theɘ

automatically,ɘ asɘ lifetimeɘ passes.ɘ Atɘ anɘ advancedɘ age,ɘ however,ɘ theɘ discoveryɘ ofɘ one'sɘ

individual’s conscious life, the blacker and denser it is. At all counts, it forms anɘ

trueɘ selfɘmayɘbringɘanɘungraspableɘamountɘofɘresentment.ɘTheɘrecognitionɘofɘtheɘamountɘofɘ

unconscious snag, thwarting our most well-meant intentions.”ɘɘ
(Jung & Hull, 2014, pp. 107–200)ɘ

timeɘ spentɘ inɘ deception,ɘ pretenceɘ andɘ unawarenessɘ withɘ noɘ secondɘchanceɘtoɘactɘoutɘone'sɘ
lifeɘ choicesɘ sincerely,ɘ authentically,ɘ inɘ accordanceɘ withɘ one'sɘ trueɘ natureɘ becomesɘ aɘ
tragedy.ɘɘ

ɘ
Theɘ hiddenɘ aspectsɘ ofɘ ourɘ psyche,ɘ however,ɘ doɘ notɘ disappearɘ completely,ɘ theyɘ areɘ justɘ

ɘ

waitingɘ forɘ theɘ momentɘ toɘ ambush.ɘ Andɘ theɘ lessɘ awareɘ theirɘ ownerɘ isɘ aboutɘ theirɘ

"The meeting with oneself is, at first, the meeting with one's own Shadow. The Shadow is aɘ

capabilities,ɘ theɘ moreɘ psychologicallyɘ traumaticɘ theɘ manifestationɘ ofɘ theɘ Shadowɘ mightɘ

tight passage, a narrow door, whose painful constriction no one is spared who goes down toɘ

appearɘ forɘ theɘ individual,ɘ andɘ theɘ moreɘ uncontrollableɘ theyɘ mightɘ seem.ɘ Theɘ contentsɘ ofɘ

the deep well. But one must learn to know oneself in order to know who one is."ɘɘ

theɘ Shadowɘareɘnotɘonlyɘcapableɘtoɘmanifestɘthemselvesɘasɘunpredictableɘactions,ɘbutɘtheyɘ
areɘ alsoɘresponsibleɘforɘourɘvisionɘofɘaɘcertainɘsituation,ɘforɘourɘmentalɘresponseɘtoɘtoɘ

(Carl Jung.)ɘ
ɘ

ɘ

theɘ surrounding,ɘ forɘ theɘ thoughtsɘ thatɘ appearɘ inɘ ourɘ mindɘ asɘ aɘ reactionɘ toɘ certainɘ
events,ɘ whichɘ canɘ beɘ easilyɘ mistakenɘ forɘ theɘ productɘ ofɘ ourɘ consciousnessɘ andɘ getɘ
accepted and rationalized.ɘ
ɘ
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3.4 LEARNING SINCERITY.ɘ
ɘ
“Here one may ask, perhaps, why it is so desirable that a man should be individuated.ɘɘ
Not only is it desirable, it is also absolutely indispensable because, through hisɘ
contamination with others, he falls into situations and commits actions that bring himɘɘ
into disharmony with himself, […] acts contrary to his own nature.ɘ
Accordingly, a man can neither be at one with himself nor accept responsibility forɘ
himself. He feels himself to be in a degrading, unfree, unethical condition. But theɘ
disharmony with himself is precisely the neurotic and intolerable condition from which heɘ
seeks to be delivered, and deliverance from this condition will come only when he can beɘ
and act as he feels is conformable with his true self.”ɘ
(Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, 1967 (2014), p. 225)ɘ
ɘ
Theɘ importanceɘ ofɘ introspectionɘ orɘ “self-reflection”ɘ onɘ theɘ wayɘ toɘ learnɘ howɘ toɘ beɘ
sincereɘ isɘ crucial.ɘ Manyɘ thinkers,ɘ theoriesɘ andɘ doctrinesɘ agreeɘ thatɘ theɘ practiceɘ ofɘ
solitudeɘ isɘ extremelyɘ helpfulɘ inɘ thisɘ regard.ɘ Butɘ forɘ socialɘ creaturesɘ suchɘ asɘ humanɘ
beings,ɘ solitudeɘ isɘ uncomfortable.ɘ Complete,ɘ intense,ɘ forcedɘ solitude,ɘ though,ɘ canɘ beɘ
terrifyingɘ andɘ evenɘ mentallyɘ harmful.ɘ But,ɘ accordingɘ toɘ existentialists,ɘthisɘanxietyɘisɘ

ɘ

importantɘ toɘ faceɘ andɘ toɘ overcomeɘ willfully.ɘ Accordingɘ toɘ psychoanalysts,ɘ toɘ obtainɘ

6. Christ in the desert, Ivan Kramskoi, 1872ɘ

mentalɘstability,ɘitɘisɘessentialɘtoɘfaceɘallɘtheɘpossibleɘterrorsɘhiddenɘbehindɘtheɘfearɘ

ɘ

of solitude - thoroughly, bravely and persistently.ɘɘ

Theɘ Greatɘ Fastingɘ isɘ aimedɘ toɘ buildɘ toleranceɘ towardsɘ one’sɘ strugglesɘ onɘ theɘ wayɘ toɘ

ɘ

“obtainingɘ God”.ɘ Butɘ what’sɘ moreɘ importantɘ inɘ theɘ discourseɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ isɘ thatɘ itɘ
“The fear of finding oneself alone – that is what they suffer from –ɘɘ

createsɘ theɘ groundɘ forɘ aɘ deepɘ andɘ intenseɘ observationɘ ofɘ theɘ mostɘ “problematic”ɘ aspectsɘ

and so they don’t find themselves at all.”ɘɘ

ofɘ theɘ darkɘ sideɘ ofɘ one’sɘ “soul”.ɘ Attentionɘ towardsɘ things,ɘ whichɘ areɘ notɘ theɘ mostɘ

(Gide & Appelbaum, 1996)ɘ

pleasantɘ toɘ observeɘ inɘ theɘ firstɘ place,ɘ becomesɘ aɘ toolɘ forɘ self-reflection,ɘ which,ɘ inɘ

ɘ

turn, is a key to sincerity.ɘ

Itɘ wasɘ mentionedɘ beforeɘ thatɘ theɘ Christianɘ ideaɘ ofɘ anɘ all-presentɘ andɘ all-seeingɘ godɘ

ɘ

mightɘ inhibitɘ theɘ processɘ ofɘ self-acceptanceɘ andɘ individuation.ɘ Butɘ theɘ doctrineɘ itselfɘ

Anotherɘ importantɘ aspectɘ ofɘ thisɘ practiceɘ andɘ aɘ notableɘ conceptɘ inɘ Christianityɘ (whichɘ

doesɘ notɘ directlyɘ initiateɘ itsɘ followersɘ toɘ oppressɘ theɘ "sinful"ɘaspectsɘofɘtheirɘminds.ɘ

alsoɘexistsɘinɘsomeɘotherɘreligiousɘandɘphilosophicalɘdoctrines)ɘisɘasceticism.ɘItɘisɘtheɘ

Onɘ theɘcontrary,ɘitɘencouragesɘfollowersɘtoɘfaceɘthemɘregularlyɘandɘtestɘtheirɘresilienceɘ

processɘ ofɘ distancingɘ yourselfɘ notɘ onlyɘ fromɘ theɘ passionsɘ thatɘ you’reɘ awareɘ ofɘ butɘ evenɘ

towardsɘ theseɘ issuesɘ throughɘ theɘ practiceɘ ofɘ fastingɘ [1].ɘ Traditionalɘ forɘ theɘ Orthodoxɘ

fromɘtheɘsmallestɘandɘtheɘmostɘunrecognisableɘofɘyourɘhabitualɘneedsɘinɘorderɘtoɘfindɘtheɘ

Christianɘ Church,ɘ theɘ Greatɘ Fastingɘ seasonɘ lastsɘ forɘ fortyɘ daysɘ beforeɘ Paschaɘ (Easter)ɘ

limitsɘ ofɘ theɘ possibleɘ mentalɘ “freedom”ɘ thatɘ youɘ canɘ achieve.ɘ Inɘ theɘ perspectiveɘ ofɘ theɘ

andɘ representsɘ theɘ biblicalɘ descriptionɘ ofɘ theɘ journeyɘ ofɘ Christ,ɘ whoɘ hasɘ spentɘ fortyɘ

conceptɘ ofɘ sincerity,ɘ asceticismɘ isɘ anɘ instrumentɘ forɘ mentalɘ cleansingɘ throughɘ physicalɘ

daysɘ inɘ theɘ desert,ɘ facingɘ theɘ "devil".ɘ Inɘ theɘ faceɘ ofɘ deathɘ itself,ɘ withɘ noɘ foodɘ orɘ

and environmental emptying, which creates enough space for introspection.ɘ

shelter,ɘ itɘ isɘ believedɘ thatɘ heɘ wasɘ fightingɘ everyɘ lastɘ oneɘ ofɘ theɘ temptations,ɘ whichɘ

ɘ

wereɘ everɘpossessingɘhisɘmind.ɘPhysicalɘfastingɘ-ɘrestrictionɘinɘfood,ɘisɘjustɘoneɘaspectɘ

Whenɘ theɘ anxietyɘ inɘ theɘ faceɘ ofɘ solitudeɘ andɘ inwardnessɘ isɘ overcome,ɘ theɘ wholeɘ newɘ

ofɘ theɘ practice;ɘ theɘ mostɘ importantɘ partɘ isɘ spiritualɘ fastingɘ -ɘ limitationɘ inɘ externalɘ

spectrumɘ ofɘ fearsɘ thatɘ wasɘ hiddenɘ behindɘ thisɘ comesɘ up.ɘ Theɘ explorationɘ ofɘ theɘ Shadowɘ

impressionsɘ andɘ pleasures,ɘ foundɘ inɘ solitude,ɘ silence,ɘ andɘ internalɘ concentration.ɘ

begins.ɘ Andɘ that’sɘ theɘ startingɘ pointɘ ofɘ itsɘ integration,ɘwhichɘrequiresɘlotsɘofɘcarefulɘ

"Mistakenɘwhoɘbelievesɘthatɘfastingɘisɘonlyɘinɘabstinenceɘfromɘfood.ɘTheɘtrueɘfastɘ-ɘtaughtɘ

attention.ɘɘ

St.ɘ Johnɘ Chrysostomɘ -ɘ is,ɘ distancingɘfromɘevil,ɘcurbingɘlanguage,ɘrejectionɘofɘanger,ɘlustɘ

ɘ
ɘ

taming, cessation of slander, lies and perjury".ɘɘ
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Payingɘ attentionɘ toɘ theɘ exactɘ phenomenaɘ thatɘ areɘ theɘ leastɘ desirableɘ toɘ notice,ɘ andɘ

ɘ

payingɘ itɘ regularly,ɘ withɘ dedicationɘ andɘ persistence,ɘ almostɘ likeɘ trainingɘ aɘ mentalɘ

“On the steep slope of a wide mountain valley in the southern Black Forest at anɘ

muscleɘ designedɘ toɘ beɘ resistantɘ toɘ thisɘ kindɘ ofɘ stimulusɘ -ɘ thisɘ isɘ exactlyɘ howɘ theɘ

elevation of 1150 meters, there stands a small ski hut. The floor plan measures sixɘ

processɘ ofɘ theɘ individuationɘ occursɘ inɘ theɘ descriptionɘ ofɘ Jung.ɘ Attentionɘ asɘ anɘ

meters by seven. The low hanging roof covers three rooms: the kitchen which is alsoɘ

antagonismɘ toɘ ignoranceɘ andɘ negligenceɘ isɘ aɘ keyɘ elementɘ inɘ thisɘ process.ɘ Notɘ onlyɘ ourɘ

the living room, a bedroom and a study. Scattered at wide intervals throughout theɘ

inwardness,ɘhowever,ɘrequiresɘattention,ɘbutɘalsoɘtheɘworldɘaroundɘusɘasɘanɘintegralɘpartɘ

narrow base of the valley and on the equally steep slope opposite, lie farmhousesɘ

ofɘ being.ɘ Theɘ importantɘ elementɘ ofɘ beingɘ thatɘ unitesɘ ourselvesɘ withɘ theɘ worldɘ andɘ

with their large overhanging roofs. Higher up the slope the meadows and pastureɘ
lands lead to the woods with its dark fir-trees, old and towering...ɘɘ

requiresɘconstantɘattentionɘisɘtheɘterrifyingɘungraspableɘnothingnessɘorɘHeidegger’sɘ“dasɘ
Nichts”ɘ orɘ Kierkegaard’sɘ “infinite”ɘ orɘ theɘ faceɘ ofɘ Death.ɘ Theɘ continualɘ awarenessɘ ofɘ

This is my work world”ɘ

one’sɘ ownɘ mortalityɘ becomesɘ moreɘ approachableɘ withɘ theɘ helpɘ ofɘ conformity,ɘ butɘ theɘ

(Heidegger M., (1934) Why Do I Stay in the Provinces?)ɘ

conformityɘ ofɘ aɘ differentɘ kindɘ -ɘ theɘ identificationɘ withɘnature,ɘwithɘtheɘunderstandableɘ

ɘ
SUMMING-UP. 3.5ɘ

world itself.ɘɘ
ɘ

Asɘ anɘ outcomeɘ ofɘ theɘ overviewedɘ problemɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ andɘtheɘobservationɘofɘtheɘpossibleɘ

ʟ*)./)/ɘ comparisonɘ andɘ attemptsɘ toɘ balanceɘ theɘ innerɘ worldɘofɘaɘhumanɘwithɘtheɘexternalɘ

waysɘ andɘ reasonsɘ toɘ achieveɘ it,ɘ itɘ isɘ importantɘ toɘ noteɘ that,ɘ firstɘ ofɘ all,ɘ theɘ

environmentɘinɘsearchɘofɘanswersɘtoɘeternalɘquestionsɘwasɘoneɘofɘHeidegger’sɘwaysɘtoɘworkɘ

phenomenonɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ isɘ explicitlyɘ complex.ɘ Itɘ isɘ linkedɘ withɘtheɘconceptɘofɘSelfɘandɘ

-ɘ toɘ exploreɘ theɘ being.ɘ Martinɘ Heideggerɘ consideredɘ retreatɘ andɘ solitudeɘ thatɘ heɘ

theɘ processɘ ofɘ attainingɘ theɘ Self,ɘ or,ɘ inɘ otherɘ words,ɘ theɘ processɘ ofɘ embracingɘ theɘ

experiencedɘ duringɘ hisɘ visitsɘ toɘ aɘ lonelyɘ hutɘ onɘ theɘ edgeɘ ofɘ theɘ Blackɘ Forestɘ inɘ

complexɘ wholenessɘ ofɘ oneselfɘ andɘ atɘ theɘ sameɘ timeɘ acceptingɘ theɘ terrifyingɘ eternityɘ ofɘ

Todtnauberg,ɘ Germanyɘ asɘ theɘ bestɘ engineɘ forɘ hisɘ philosophicalɘ thought.ɘ Theɘ landscapeɘ heɘ

theɘ surroundingɘworldɘandɘtheɘabsurdityɘofɘexistenceɘitself.ɘSincerityɘinɘaɘbroaderɘsenseɘ

foundɘ toɘ buildɘ hisɘ hutɘ couldɘ notɘ haveɘ beenɘ betterɘ forɘ thatɘ purpose:ɘ aɘ slightɘ andɘ calmɘ

representsɘ notɘ justɘ aɘ meaningɘ orɘ aɘ factualɘ stateɘ butɘratherɘaɘfluctuatingɘsubstanceɘthatɘ

slopeɘ ofɘ aɘ mountainɘ withɘ rareɘ groupsɘ ofɘ treesɘ growingɘ intoɘ aɘ denseɘ mistyɘ forest,ɘ

consistsɘ ofɘ aɘ numberɘ ofɘ ingredients,ɘ whichɘ oughtɘ toɘ beɘproperlyɘbalancedɘatɘeveryɘsingleɘ

bewitchingɘ viewsɘ ofɘ distantɘ andɘ spaciousɘ plains.ɘ Theɘ understandable,ɘ familiarɘ naturalɘ

moment to constitute the desired potion.ɘɘ

environment,ɘ atɘ theɘ sameɘ timeɘ alwaysɘ containedɘ theɘ elementsɘ ofɘ theɘ unknown,ɘ ofɘ theɘ

ɘ

chaotic, of “das Nichts”.ɘɘ

Sincerityɘ isɘ certainlyɘ notɘ aɘ typicalɘ altruisticɘ goodnessɘ as,ɘ forɘ example,ɘ honestyɘ orɘ

ɘ

generosity,ɘ whichɘareɘobviouslyɘusefulɘforɘsociety.ɘItɘisɘstill,ɘimplicitly,ɘanɘimportantɘ
featureɘ ofɘ aɘ “complete”ɘ personalityɘ thatɘ isɘ highlyɘ encouragedɘ byɘ societyɘ toɘ develop.ɘ
Sincerityɘ isɘ anɘ engineɘ andɘ aɘ resultɘ ofɘ mentalɘ developmentɘ forɘ theɘ individualɘ andɘ forɘ
humanityɘ inɘaɘbroaderɘperspective.ɘItɘisɘaɘhealthyɘstateɘofɘmindɘthatɘisɘfreeɘfromɘbiasesɘ
andɘ instability.ɘ Andɘ althoughɘ sincerityɘ canɘ beɘ developedɘ inɘ solitude,ɘ itɘ canɘ onlyɘ beɘ
expressedɘ andɘ experiencedɘ withinɘ theɘ interactionɘ withɘ theɘ worldɘ andɘ withɘ others,ɘ whichɘ
makesɘ sincerityɘ anɘ evanescentɘ phenomenonɘ thatɘ couldɘ beɘ foundɘ inɘ aɘ fragileɘ balanceɘ ofɘ
things.ɘɘ
ɘ
Furtherɘ on,ɘ thisɘ workɘ makesɘ anɘ attemptɘ toɘ figureɘ outɘhowɘthatɘbalancingɘprocessɘmightɘbeɘ
representedɘ inɘ aɘ moreɘ specificɘ aspectɘ ofɘ beingɘ -ɘ inɘ spatialɘ perceptionɘ andɘ inɘ
architecturalɘ expressionɘ andɘ toɘ findɘ outɘ whatɘ areɘ theseɘ componentsɘ whichɘ createɘ theɘ
balance of the phenomenon of sincerity.ɘ
ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
7. Heidegger’s hut in Todtnaubergɘɘ
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CHAPTER IV.
ɘ

ɘ

WHAT IS SINCERITY IN ARCHITECTURE? THE REFORMULATION.ɘɘ

ɘ

ɘ
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4.0 OVERVIEW OF SOVIET ARCHITECTURE.ɘ

Forɘ easeɘ ofɘ overview,ɘ sixɘ layersɘ ofɘ theɘ architecturalɘ environmentɘ thatɘ existedɘ inɘ theɘ

ɘ

Sovietɘ Unionɘ byɘ theɘ momentɘ ofɘ itsɘ collapseɘ willɘ beɘ considered:ɘ historicalɘ architecture,ɘ

Theɘ Unionɘ ofɘ Sovietɘ Socialistɘ Republics,ɘ abbreviatedɘ asɘ theɘ USSR,ɘtheɘSovietɘUnion,ɘisɘaɘ

theɘ avant-gardeɘ architectureɘ ofɘ theɘ 1920s-1930sɘ (constructivism),ɘ theɘ Stalinistɘ

stateɘ inɘ Eurasiaɘ thatɘ existedɘ fromɘ 1922ɘ toɘ 1991.ɘ Itɘ wasɘ formedɘ afterɘ theɘ Greatɘ Octoberɘ

architectureɘ ofɘ theɘ periodɘ ofɘ socialistɘ realismɘ inɘ 1930-1940s,ɘ theɘ mass-productionɘ

Socialistɘ Revolutionɘ inɘ 1917ɘ onɘ theɘ territoryɘ thatɘ atɘ theɘ timeɘ wasɘ occupiedɘ byɘ theɘ

architectureɘ ofɘ theɘ “Theɘ Khrushchevɘ Thaw”ɘ periodɘ ofɘ liberalisationɘ inɘ 1950-1970s,ɘ theɘ

Russianɘ Empire,ɘ partɘ ofɘ theɘ Kingdomɘ ofɘ Polandɘ andɘ someɘotherɘterritories.ɘByɘtheɘtimeɘofɘ

lateɘ socialistɘ modernismɘ ofɘ theɘ 1960-1990s,ɘ andɘ theɘ vernacularɘ architectureɘ ofɘ sovietɘ

itsɘ collapse,ɘ theɘ USSRɘ occupiedɘ almostɘ 7<ɘ ofɘ Earth'sɘ landɘ surfaceɘ withɘ aɘ populationɘ ofɘ

rurality.ɘ

aroundɘ 300ɘ millionɘ peopleɘ

.ɘ Theɘ Europeanɘ partɘ madeɘ upɘ aɘ quarterɘ ofɘ theɘ country'sɘ

[1]

ɘ

territoryɘ andɘ wasɘ itsɘ culturalɘ andɘ economicɘ centre.ɘ Theɘ Asianɘ partɘ (upɘ toɘ theɘ Pacificɘ
Oceanɘ inɘ theɘ eastɘ andɘ upɘ toɘ theɘ borderɘ withɘAfghanistanɘinɘtheɘsouth)ɘwasɘlessɘpopulatedɘ
,ɘ andɘ asɘ wellɘ asɘ theɘ Asianɘ partɘ ofɘ modernɘ Russia,ɘ calledɘ Siberia,ɘ wasɘ (andɘ stillɘ is)ɘ

[1]

oneɘ ofɘ theɘ mostɘ sparselyɘ populatedɘ regionsɘ onɘ Earth,ɘ coveredɘ withɘ Taigaɘ forestsɘ andɘ
permafrost.ɘ TheɘlengthɘofɘtheɘSovietɘUnionɘwasɘmoreɘthanɘ10ɘthousandɘkmɘfromɘeastɘtoɘwestɘ
(acrossɘ 11ɘ timeɘ zones)ɘ andɘ aboutɘ 7ɘ thousandɘ kmɘ fromɘ northɘ toɘ southɘ [1].ɘ Thereɘ wereɘ fiveɘ
climatic zones on the territory of the country.ɘɘ
ɘ
Theɘ 1977ɘ Constitutionɘ ofɘ theɘ Sovietɘ Unionɘ proclaimedɘ theɘ formationɘ ofɘ aɘ "newɘ historicalɘ
entityɘ -ɘ theɘ Sovietɘ people".ɘ Accordingɘ toɘtheɘlatestɘcensusɘofɘtheɘUSSR,ɘwhichɘtookɘplaceɘ
inɘ 1989,ɘRussiansɘwereɘitsɘmostɘnumerousɘnationalityɘ(140ɘmillionɘpeopleɘorɘaroundɘ50%ɘofɘ
theɘ population),ɘUkrainiansɘandɘBelarusiansɘwereɘtheɘnextɘtwoɘnumericallyɘbiggestɘgroups.ɘ
Aɘ largeɘ groupɘ consistedɘ ofɘ theɘ Turkicɘ peoplesɘ -ɘ Uzbeks,ɘ Kazakhs,ɘ Turkmens,ɘ Kirghiz,ɘ
Tajiks,ɘ whoɘ livedɘ inɘ theɘ Southɘ Asianɘ republics.ɘ Inɘ Transcaucasiaɘ-ɘGeorgians,ɘArmenians,ɘ
Azerbaijanis.ɘ Withɘ theɘ annexationɘ ofɘ theɘ newɘ republics,ɘ Lithuanians,ɘ Latvians,ɘEstoniansɘ
andɘ Moldovansɘ enteredɘ theɘ numberɘ ofɘ theɘ Sovietɘ people.ɘ Tatars,ɘ Chuvash,ɘ Bashkirs,ɘ
Mordovians,ɘ asɘ wellɘ asɘ Germans,ɘ Jewsɘ andɘ Poles,ɘ whoɘ comprisedɘ aɘ largeɘ partɘ ofɘ theɘ
population of the Russian Empire, were also quite numerous in the USSR.ɘ
ɘ
Leavingɘ asideɘ theɘ reasoningɘ onɘ theɘ difficultiesɘ ofɘ maintenanceɘ ofɘsuchɘheterogeneity,ɘitɘ
isɘ importantɘ toɘ noteɘ thatɘ USSRɘ isɘ anɘ unprecedentedɘ exampleɘ ofɘ theɘ vastɘ multicultural,ɘ
multiconfessionalɘ andɘ multilingualɘ communityɘ thatɘ wasɘ functioningɘ asɘ aɘ solidɘ entityɘ forɘ
moreɘ thanɘ 70ɘ years,ɘ unitedɘ byɘ theɘ commonɘ dreams,ɘ triumphsɘ andɘ catastrophesɘ ofɘ theɘ time.ɘ
Theɘ society,ɘ moralityɘ andɘ culturalɘ codeɘ ofɘ theɘ Sovietɘ Unionɘwereɘcreatedɘfromɘscratchɘasɘ
aɘ resultɘ ofɘ theɘ revolutionaryɘ actsɘ andɘ overcameɘ allɘ theɘ stagesɘ fromɘ birthɘ toɘ decayɘ inɘ aɘ
timelineɘ ofɘ anɘ averageɘ humanɘ life.ɘ Thisɘ fact,ɘ theɘ culturalɘ andɘ historicalɘ richness,ɘ andɘ
theɘ environmentalɘ diversityɘ ofɘ theɘ countryɘ makeɘ USSRɘ aɘ particularlyɘ interestingɘ exampleɘ
toɘ overviewɘtheɘarchitecturalɘdevelopmentɘduringɘtheɘtimeɘofɘitsɘexistenceɘandɘtoɘexploreɘ
theɘ layeringɘ ofɘ theɘ architecturalɘ tendencies,ɘ someɘ ofɘ whichɘ wereɘ significantɘ inɘ theɘ
international scene.ɘ

ɘɘ
8. Photo-slogan-montage for the "Young Guard" magazine, G. Klutsis, 1924ɘ

ɘ

The poster says: “The oppressed nations of the whole world,ɘɘ
- overthrow imperialism under the banner of Comintern”ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
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Theɘhistoricalɘlayerɘwillɘnotɘbeɘreviewedɘinɘdetailɘbecauseɘitɘwasɘnotɘtheɘproductɘofɘtheɘ

ɘ

newɘ culture,ɘ butɘ itɘ canɘ notɘ beɘ ignoredɘ either.ɘ Theɘ layerɘ ofɘ architecturalɘ heritageɘ

ɘ

survivedɘ severalɘ warsɘ inɘ Russiaɘ andɘ inɘ manyɘ republicsɘ sinceɘ pre-revolutionaryɘ times.ɘ Itɘ
isɘ importantɘ toɘ noteɘ that,ɘ accordingɘ toɘ socialistɘ ideology,ɘ afterɘ theɘ separationɘ ofɘ theɘ
churchɘ fromɘ theɘ stateɘ andɘ theɘ abolitionɘ ofɘ classesɘ inɘ Sovietɘ society,ɘ alongɘ withɘ theɘ
abolitionɘ ofɘ tsarismɘ (monarchy),ɘ historicalɘ architectureɘ wasn’tɘ treatedɘ withɘ warmthɘ andɘ
care.ɘ Manyɘ religiousɘ monumentsɘ wereɘ destroyedɘ orɘ reused,ɘ theɘ residentialɘ buildingsɘ andɘ
large-sizedɘ apartmentsɘ inɘ eliteɘ housesɘ ofɘ theɘ 18-19thɘ centuriesɘ wereɘ convertedɘ intoɘ
communalɘ housing.ɘ Thisɘ stage,ɘ withɘ aɘ littleɘ irony,ɘ canɘbeɘcalledɘtheɘfirstɘinventionɘandɘ
the first (violent) attempt of implementation of the ideas of coliving.ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
10. Interior of the mansion of I. D. Bonstedt in St Petersburg, Russian Empire, 1912ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
ɘ

11. Communal kitchen in the communal apartment, early USSR, 1920-1930ɘ

ɘ

ɘ

9. The destruction of the Church of Christ the Saviour in Moscow, USSR, 1931ɘɘ

ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
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AVANT-GARDE 4.1ɘɘ

TheɘbirthɘofɘtheɘSovietɘarchitecturalɘavant-gardeɘdatesɘbackɘtoɘtheɘfirstɘyearsɘafterɘtheɘ

ɘ

Octoberɘ Revolutionɘ inɘ 1917.ɘ Itsɘ originɘ wasɘ basedɘ onɘ currentsɘ ofɘ theɘ visualɘ arts:ɘ

Theɘ Sovietɘ avant-gardeɘ ofɘ theɘ 1920sɘ -1930sɘ becameɘ aɘ continuationɘ ofɘ theɘ modernistɘ

impressionism,ɘ cubism,ɘ futurism,ɘ Cubo-futurism,ɘ asɘ wellɘ asɘ symbolismɘ andɘ expressionism.ɘ

movementɘ thatɘ emergedɘ atɘ theɘ endɘ ofɘ theɘ 19thɘ century.ɘ Butɘ ifɘ modernismɘ advocatedɘ aɘ softɘ

Theɘ experimentsɘ ofɘ left-wingɘ artistsɘ ledɘ fromɘ non-objectiveɘ abstractɘ paintingɘ toɘ theɘ

renewalɘ ofɘ art,ɘ theɘ avant-gardeɘ wentɘ further.ɘ Representativesɘ ofɘ thisɘ styleɘ tookɘ aɘ veryɘ

sphereɘofɘspatialɘartɘ-ɘarchitecture.ɘTheɘleadersɘofɘtheɘarchitecturalɘavant-gardeɘsoughtɘ

radical,ɘ non-conformistɘ position.ɘ Theyɘ rejectedɘ andɘ threwɘ awayɘ everythingɘ thatɘ cameɘ

toɘ createɘaɘnewɘart-compositionalɘsystem,ɘaɘnewɘvolumetric-spatialɘurbanizedɘenvironment.ɘ

beforeɘ themɘ -ɘ rules,ɘ techniques,ɘ theɘ entireɘ concepts.ɘ Theɘ movementɘ graspedɘ allɘ theɘ

Theirɘ searchɘ ledɘ toɘ theɘ inventionɘ ofɘ aɘ newɘ universalɘ style,ɘ whichɘ wasɘ characterizedɘ byɘ

artistic spheres that existed at the time and even produced a few more.ɘ

monumentalityɘ andɘ mathematicalɘ simplicity;ɘ theɘ newɘ formsɘ oughtɘ toɘ correspondɘ toɘ theɘ newɘ

ɘ

era.ɘ
ɘ

ɘ

Theɘ mostɘ famousɘ movementɘinɘtheɘarchitectureɘofɘtheɘSovietɘavant-gardeɘisɘconstructivism.ɘ

ɘ

ItɘisɘconsideredɘtoɘbeɘaɘSovietɘinvention,ɘalthough,ɘfranklyɘspeaking,ɘtheɘforerunnersɘofɘ
theɘ styleɘ atɘ theɘ beginningɘ ofɘ theɘ 20thɘ centuryɘ beganɘ toɘ appearɘ inɘ differentɘ countriesɘ
independentlyɘ ofɘ eachɘ other.ɘ Fernandɘ Légerɘ inɘ hisɘ decorativeɘ panelsɘ createdɘ "pictorialɘ
design",ɘ expressingɘ theɘ "newɘ aestheticsɘ ofɘ machineɘ forms";ɘ inɘ Theɘ Netherlands,ɘ similarɘ
ideasɘ wereɘ developedɘ byɘ Theoɘ vanɘ Doesburgɘ andɘ Pietɘ Mondrian,ɘ inɘ Franceɘ -ɘ byɘ Edouardɘ
Jeanneretɘ(whoɘhadɘnotɘyetɘtakenɘtheɘpseudonymɘLeɘCorbusier),ɘinɘGermanyɘ-ɘbyɘtheɘBauhausɘ
schoolɘ andɘ itsɘ ideologicalɘ inspirerɘ Walterɘ Gropius.ɘ Theɘ needɘ forɘ newɘ formsɘ wasɘ dictatedɘ
byɘ theɘ timeɘ itself:ɘ theɘ industryɘ developed,ɘ theɘ populationɘ ofɘ citiesɘ grew,ɘ theɘ
infrastructureɘ andɘ transportɘ systemɘ changed,ɘ theɘ needɘ forɘ cheapɘmassɘhousingɘbecameɘmoreɘ
andɘ moreɘ urgent.ɘ Otherɘ urbanɘ planningɘ solutionsɘ wereɘ needed,ɘ andɘ theɘ emergenceɘ ofɘ newɘ
materials and technologies made it possible to implement them.ɘ
ɘ
Simpleɘ formsɘ evokedɘ associationsɘ withɘ aɘ newɘ styleɘ ofɘ life.ɘ Inɘ theɘ theoryɘ ofɘ
constructivism,ɘ theɘ usefulnessɘ ofɘ aɘ thingɘ wasɘ proclaimedɘ ofɘ paramountɘ importance,ɘ whichɘ
wasɘ representedɘ inɘ glorifyingɘ aɘ bareɘ constructionɘ "withoutɘ theɘ ballastɘ ofɘ decorativism"ɘ
(wordsɘofɘtheɘarchitectɘA.ɘVesnin).ɘWorksɘofɘart,ɘonɘtheɘotherɘhand,ɘwereɘconsideredɘonlyɘ
objects of unnecessary luxury and the result of wasted labour.ɘɘ
ɘ
Theɘ architectsɘ ofɘ constructivismɘ -ɘ theɘ Vesninɘ brothers,ɘ Moiseiɘ Ginzburg,ɘ Konstantinɘ
Melnikov,ɘ Ilyaɘ Golosov,ɘ Ivanɘ Leonidov,ɘ Vladimirɘ Tatlinɘ -ɘ haveɘ formulatedɘ aɘ functionalɘ
designɘ method.ɘ Itɘ wasɘ basedɘ onɘ aɘ thoroughɘ analysisɘofɘtheɘfunctioningɘofɘresidentialɘandɘ
industrialɘ buildings.ɘ Theɘ mostɘ rationalɘ formɘ (space-planningɘ solution)ɘ wasɘ selectedɘ forɘ
eachɘ function.ɘ Workers'ɘ clubs,ɘ busɘ depots,ɘ departmentɘ stores,ɘ communeɘ housesɘ wereɘ builtɘ
in this concept.ɘɘ

ɘ

ɘ

12. Alexander Rodchenko, "Line No. 128" 1920ɘ
ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
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Constructivismɘ inɘ particularɘ andɘ theɘ avant-gardeɘ movement,ɘ inɘ general,ɘ wereɘ toɘ rethinkɘ

ɘ

everyɘ obsoleteɘ concept,ɘ toɘ recreateɘ everyɘ aspectɘ ofɘ everydayɘlifeɘinɘaccordanceɘwithɘtheɘ

ɘ

radicalismɘ ofɘ theɘ upcomingɘ era.ɘ Fromɘ cutleryɘ toɘ theɘ cityɘ structureɘ -ɘ everythingɘ hadɘ toɘ

ɘ

obtainɘ aɘ renovatedɘ form.ɘ "Thisɘ isɘ notɘ aɘ kettle,ɘ butɘ anɘ ideaɘ ofɘ aɘ kettle."ɘ -ɘ commentedɘ

ɘ

KazimirɘMalevich,ɘoneɘofɘtheɘfoundersɘofɘSuprematism,ɘonɘhisɘavant-gardeɘexperimentsɘwithɘ
porcelain work.ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
13. Kazimir Malevich, Malevich White Tea Set, Porcelain; 1965ɘ

ɘ
Theɘ externalɘ featuresɘ ofɘ theɘ styleɘ areɘ easilyɘ recognizable:ɘtheɘrejectionɘofɘsymmetryɘinɘ
favourɘ ofɘ bizarreɘ geometricɘ shapes,ɘ laconicɘ glassɘ andɘ concreteɘ facades,ɘ ribbonɘ windowsɘ
thatɘ provideɘ maximumɘ lightɘ andɘ atɘ theɘ sameɘ timeɘ makeɘ buildingsɘ lookɘ likeɘ shipsɘ sailingɘ
intoɘaɘbrightɘfuture.ɘSculpture,ɘstuccoɘmouldingɘandɘotherɘdecorationsɘareɘalmostɘabsent,ɘ
asɘwellɘasɘareɘbrightɘcolours:ɘartisticɘexpressivenessɘisɘachievedɘthroughɘtheɘformɘonly.ɘ
Theɘ utilityɘ isɘ theɘ mainɘ featureɘ ofɘ constructivism:ɘ theɘ spacesɘ whereɘ everyɘ centimetreɘ ofɘ
the area ought to be functional.ɘɘ
ɘ
However,ɘ thisɘ isɘ notɘ aɘ kindɘ ofɘ pureɘ functionalɘ utilitarianism.ɘ Inɘ constructivism,ɘ theɘ
utilityɘ itself,ɘ withɘ itsɘ radicalɘ simplicity,ɘ wasɘ aɘ powerfulɘ meansɘ ofɘ expression.ɘ
Revolutionaryɘ progressiveɘ constructivistɘ buildingsɘ haveɘ becomeɘ aɘ partɘ ofɘ theɘ newɘ
ideology,ɘ muchɘ moreɘ strikingɘ thanɘ slogansɘ andɘ posters,ɘ directlyɘ shapingɘ theɘ newɘ life.ɘ
Scienceɘ andɘ artɘ probablyɘ neverɘ beforeɘ wereɘ inɘ aɘ closerɘ intersection.ɘ Physics,ɘ math,ɘ
experimentalɘ art,ɘ architectureɘ -ɘ allɘ mixedɘ upɘ togetherɘ inɘ suchɘ worksɘ as,ɘ forɘ example,ɘ

ɘ
14. The water tower of the system of engineer V. G. Shukhov in Krasnodarɘɘ

ɘ

(1929-1935)ɘ

Shukhov Tower, which was a pioneering solution, brilliant in its extreme simplicity.ɘ
ɘ
Constructivismɘ andɘ theɘ earlyɘ Avant-Gardeɘ architectureɘ inɘ thisɘ perspectiveɘ canɘ beɘ
described as radical scientific asceticism.ɘɘ
43ɘ
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But,ɘ beingɘ soɘrevolutionaryɘprogressive,ɘtheɘavant-gardeɘwasɘstrugglingɘtoɘfullyɘfitɘintoɘ

Anɘ unexampledɘ projectɘ forɘ 1929,ɘ absolutelyɘ innovativeɘ inɘ itsɘ execution,ɘ onɘtheɘinsideɘitɘ

theɘ existingɘ culturalɘ andɘ socialɘ structures,ɘ understandablyɘ enough,ɘ becauseɘ itɘ wasɘ

surprisinglyɘ lookedɘ likeɘ aɘ ʨ--$ -ɘ ofɘ traditionalism.ɘ Melnikovɘ hasɘ implementedɘ someɘ

createdɘ asɘ aɘ counterweightɘ toɘ it.ɘ Evenɘ theɘ leadersɘ ofɘ theɘ movementɘ themselvesɘ neededɘ toɘ

extraordinaryɘ (forɘ aɘ typicalɘ residenceɘ ofɘ theɘ time)ɘ detailsɘ suchɘ asɘ aɘ roofɘ terrace,ɘ aɘ

wade through the jungle of the outdated traditions in their own heads and attitudes.ɘ

wholeɘ floorɘ dedicatedɘ toɘ hisɘ privateɘ workshop,ɘ orɘ aɘ singleɘ bedroomɘforɘtheɘwholeɘfamily,ɘ

ɘ

whichɘ wasɘ synchedɘ withɘ hisɘ personalɘ ideasɘ ofɘ theɘ sleepingɘ hygiene.ɘ However,ɘ theɘ detailsɘ

Konstantinɘ Stepanovichɘ Melnikovɘ isɘanɘoutstandingɘarchitect,ɘtheɘbrightestɘrepresentativeɘ

andɘ theɘ atmosphereɘ ofɘ theɘ interiorɘ ofɘ theɘ houseɘ wereɘ surprisinglyɘ traditional,ɘ evenɘ

ofɘ theɘ avant-gardeɘ Sovietɘ architectureɘ ofɘ 1923-1933.ɘ Atɘ theɘ ageɘ ofɘ40,ɘheɘreceivedɘworldɘ

imperialistic,ɘ whichɘ onlyɘ highlightedɘ howɘ distantɘ theɘ boldɘ ideasɘ ofɘ avant-gardeɘactuallyɘ

recognition.ɘ Onɘ theɘ 100thɘ anniversaryɘ ofɘ theɘ architect,ɘ UNESCOɘ namedɘ 1990ɘ theɘ yearɘ ofɘ

were from the reality of the moment.ɘ

Konstantin Melnikov.ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
Theɘ world-famousɘ masterpieceɘ ofɘ Sovietɘ avant-garde,ɘ theɘ houseɘ ofɘ Konstantinɘ Melnikov,ɘisɘ
locatedɘ onɘ Arbatɘ avenue,ɘ inɘ theɘ veryɘ centreɘ ofɘ Moscow,ɘ andɘ isɘ aɘ residentialɘ buildingɘ
consistingɘ ofɘ twoɘ cylindersɘ cutɘ intoɘ eachɘ otherɘ byɘ aɘ thirdɘofɘtheirɘradiuses,ɘformingɘanɘ
eight-shapedɘ plan.ɘ Theɘ Melnikovɘ houseɘ isɘ characterizedɘ byɘ hexagonalɘ windowsɘ onɘ theɘ
northernɘ facade,ɘ anɘ openworkɘ bearingɘ frameɘ madeɘ ofɘ bricksɘ inɘ theɘ formɘ ofɘ aɘ meshɘ shell,ɘ
andɘ aɘ woodenɘ membraneɘ structureɘ ofɘ theɘ inter-floorɘ ceilingɘ madeɘ underɘ theɘ influenceɘ ofɘ
theɘ worksɘ ofɘ engineerɘ Vladimirɘ Shukhov.ɘ Accordingɘ toɘ theɘ authorɘ ofɘ theɘ project,ɘ theɘ
cylindricalɘ structureɘ helpedɘ toɘ significantlyɘ shortenɘ theɘ useɘ ofɘ theɘ materials.ɘ Notɘ aɘ
singleɘ truckɘ ofɘgarbageɘhasɘleftɘtheɘconstructionɘsite:ɘunnecessaryɘopeningsɘinɘtheɘwallsɘ
were laid with broken bricks and other construction waste.ɘ

ɘ
16. Interior of the Melnikov’s house.ɘɘ

ɘ
17. Interior of the Melnikov’s house.ɘɘ
ɘ

ɘ
15. Isometric scheme of the Melnikov’s houseɘ
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Membersɘ ofɘ theɘ earlyɘ movementɘ ofɘ radicalɘ constructivismɘ oftenɘ offeredɘ extravagantɘ andɘ

ɘ

experimentalɘ works,ɘ whichɘ wereɘ rarelyɘ reachingɘ implementation.ɘ Suchɘ projectsɘ wereɘcalledɘ

ɘ

“theɘ paperɘ architecture”,ɘ theɘ nameɘ thatɘ wasɘ primarilyɘ usedɘ forɘ theɘ “dreamɘ projects”ɘ ofɘ

ɘ

theɘ futureɘ orɘ theɘ worksɘ forɘ architecturalɘ competitions.ɘ Suchɘ areɘ theɘ hangingɘ restaurantɘ

ɘ

ofɘ Vasilyɘ Simbirtsev,ɘ theɘ flyingɘ cityɘ ofɘ Georgyɘ Krutikov,ɘ theɘ glassɘ pavilionsɘ ofɘ

ɘ

Konstantinɘ Melnikov,ɘ theɘ towersɘ ofɘ Elɘ Lissitzky,ɘ andɘ manyɘ otherɘoutstandingɘideas.ɘTheseɘ

ɘ

works,ɘ althoughɘ theyɘ remainedɘ onɘ paperɘ orɘ inɘ theɘ formɘ ofɘ paperɘ models,ɘ laterɘ inspiredɘ

ɘ

many other creators.ɘ
ɘ
Atɘ theɘ sameɘ time,ɘ theɘ adherentsɘ ofɘ constructivismɘ workedɘ onɘ somethingɘ moreɘ groundedɘ butɘ
noɘ lessɘ radicalɘ -ɘ theɘ creationɘ ofɘ theɘ newɘ architectureɘ suitableɘ forɘ aɘ newɘ wayɘ ofɘ life.ɘ
Theɘ residentialɘprojectsɘofɘtheɘtimeɘhaveɘnotɘonlyɘreflectedɘtheɘaestheticalɘqualitiesɘofɘ
theɘ avant-gardeɘ movementɘ butɘ alsoɘ theɘ radicalɘ ideasɘ ofɘ theɘ newɘ socialɘ organisation.ɘ
Residentialɘ apartmentsɘ inɘ theɘ newɘ projectsɘ wereɘ deprivedɘ ofɘ kitchensɘ soɘ thatɘ anɘ
emancipatedɘ Sovietɘ womanɘ wouldɘ haveɘ noɘ opportunityɘ toɘ spendɘ herɘ timeɘ cooking.ɘ Inɘ theɘ
projectsɘ ofɘ newɘ typesɘ ofɘ apartmentɘ buildings,ɘ theɘ spacesɘ forɘtheɘcommunalɘkindergartens,ɘ
communalɘ laundries,ɘ communalɘ canteensɘ servedɘ byɘ cateringɘ enterprisesɘ andɘ manyɘ otherɘ
elementsɘ necessaryɘ forɘ theɘ modernisationɘ ofɘ everydaynessɘ wereɘ provided.ɘ Withɘ theɘ boldɘ
strokeɘ ofɘ avant-gardeɘ naming,ɘ theseɘ housesɘ wereɘ calledɘ theɘ “machinesɘ forɘ living”,ɘ whichɘ

ɘ

showed the industrial, practical approach to the new lifestyle.ɘ

18. Round House in Taganrog, Russia.ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
Theɘ Roundɘ Houseɘ builtɘ inɘ Taganrog,ɘ Russianɘ SFSR,ɘ isɘ anɘ interestingɘ exampleɘ ofɘ suchɘ aɘ
projectɘ thatɘwasɘimplementedɘinɘ1932ɘbyɘsovietɘarchitectɘIvanɘTaranov-Belozerov.ɘHisɘideaɘ
toɘ bendɘ theɘ openɘ galleryɘ houseɘ ofɘ aɘ newɘ communalɘ typeɘ intoɘ theɘ shapeɘ ofɘ anɘ openɘ archɘ
turnedɘ outɘ toɘ beɘ specificallyɘ suitableɘ forɘ theɘ mentalityɘ andɘ theɘ existingɘ lifestyleɘ ofɘ
theɘ southernɘregion,ɘwhereɘtheɘprojectɘwasɘbuilt.ɘTheɘRostovɘregionɘisɘhistoricallyɘknownɘ
forɘ aɘ notɘ uniqueɘ butɘ veryɘ specificɘ typologyɘ ofɘ theɘ tenementɘ housesɘ withɘ theirɘ
partly-enclosedɘ courtyards,ɘ whichɘ resonateɘ withɘ theɘ southernɘ highlyɘ socialɘ lifestyle,ɘ
veryɘ muchɘ dependentɘ onɘ theɘ connectionsɘ withinɘ theɘ community.ɘ Theseɘ courtyardsɘ endowɘ theɘ
transitionalɘ qualitiesɘ ofɘ bothɘ privateɘ andɘ publicɘ urbanɘ elements.ɘ Notɘ theɘ privateɘ
backyardsɘ andɘ notɘ yetɘ theɘ publicɘ environmentɘ ofɘ theɘ cityɘ butɘ ratherɘ aɘ fluidɘ bufferɘ
betweenɘ theɘ two,ɘ theɘ “Odessaɘ courtyard”ɘ (typicalɘ forɘ neighbouringɘ citiesɘ ofɘ Rostovɘ andɘ
Odessa)ɘ wasɘ aɘ determiningɘ elementɘ inɘ theɘ socialisationɘ ofɘ theɘ inhabitants.ɘ Theɘ circularɘ
courtyardɘ ofɘ theɘ Taganrogɘ Roundɘ Houseɘ becameɘ aɘ familiarisingɘ traditionalɘ componentɘ
encrustedɘ intoɘ theɘ nonconformistɘ Avant-gardeɘ building.ɘ Itɘ becameɘ aɘ placeɘ forɘ familyɘ

ɘ

gatheringsɘ andɘ celebrations,ɘ aɘ communalɘ diningɘ space,ɘ anɘ open-airɘ cinemaɘ theatre,ɘ and,ɘ

19. Panoramic view of the Round House in Taganrog, Russia.ɘ

dueɘ toɘ theɘ incredibleɘ acoustics,ɘ aɘ part-timeɘ localɘ concertɘ hall.ɘ Theɘ additionɘ ofɘ theɘ
authenticɘ traditionɘ intoɘ experimentalɘ projectsɘ madeɘ theɘ buildingɘ aɘ successfulɘexampleɘofɘ

ɘ
ɘ
ɘ

the implementation of avant-garde thought.ɘɘ
ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
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STALINIST ARCHITECTURE 4.2ɘ

Theɘ usageɘ ofɘ theɘ outdatedɘ traditionalɘ rhetoricɘ inɘ aɘ combinationɘ withɘ theɘ borrowedɘ

Startingɘ inɘ theɘ summerɘ ofɘ 1932,ɘ theɘ constructionɘ ofɘ constructivistɘ andɘ avant-gardistɘ

vernacularɘ ofɘ “westwernɘ capitalist”ɘ imperialɘ imageɘ wasɘ notɘ simplyɘ controversial,ɘ itɘ wasɘ

buildingsɘ inɘ theɘ USSRɘ wasɘ stopped;ɘ suchɘ projectsɘ wereɘ simplyɘ notɘ acceptedɘ byɘ theɘ stateɘ

absolutelyɘ irrelevantɘ forɘ theɘ time.ɘ Theɘ aimɘ ofɘ thisɘ styleɘ toɘ “inspire”ɘ theɘ achievementsɘ

anymore.ɘ Inɘ 1934,ɘ theɘ Academyɘ ofɘ Architectureɘ andɘ theɘ Unionɘ ofɘ Architectsɘ ofɘ theɘ USSRɘ

ofɘ theɘ Sovietɘ peopleɘ andɘ toɘ praiseɘ theirɘ invaluableɘ contributionɘ toɘ theɘ world’sɘ victoryɘ

formedɘ theɘ canonsɘ ofɘ theɘ newɘ style.ɘ Architectsɘ whoɘ workedɘ inɘ theseɘ workshopsɘ andɘ stateɘ

over fascism was perceived as a camouflage for political dialogue, which it probably was.ɘ

designɘ institutesɘ wereɘ creatingɘnewɘtypesɘofɘ“palacesɘofɘculture”,ɘindustrialɘenterprisesɘ

ɘ

andɘ residentialɘ buildings.ɘ Theɘ new-typeɘ projects,ɘ inɘ theɘ beginning,ɘwereɘbuiltɘmainlyɘinɘ
Moscow,ɘ butɘ afterɘ theɘ war,ɘ theɘ constructionɘ andɘ reconstructionɘofɘotherɘcitiesɘbegan.ɘInɘ
the early 1950s, numbers of new "Stalinist" buildings were also built in Kyiv and Minsk.ɘ
ɘ
TheɘStalinistɘarchitectureɘwasɘcreatedɘalongɘwithɘtheɘprosperityɘofɘtheɘnewɘartɘmovement-ɘ
socialɘ realism.ɘ Bothɘ "Stalinistɘ Empire"ɘ styleɘ andɘ "Soc.ɘ Realism",ɘ asɘ theyɘ wereɘ calledɘ inɘ
USSR,ɘ wereɘ veryɘ rhetorical,ɘ symbolicɘ kindsɘ ofɘ movements,ɘ dictatedɘ byɘ theɘ politicalɘ
tendencyɘ ofɘ supportingɘ theɘ imageɘ ofɘ theɘ Superpowerɘ stateɘ -ɘ aɘ titleɘ whichɘ USSRɘ gainedɘ
afterɘtheɘendɘofɘWorldɘWarɘIIɘalongɘwithɘBritainɘandɘtheɘUnitedɘStates.ɘThisɘarchitectureɘ
seemedɘ inappropriatelyɘ decorativeɘ andɘ unaffordableɘ inɘ theɘ contextɘ ofɘ theɘ realityɘ ofɘ
exhausted,ɘ impoverishedɘ byɘ theɘ warɘ country.ɘ Itɘ successfullyɘ fulfilledɘ itsɘ roleɘ byɘ
representingɘtheɘpowerfulɘtotalitarianɘimageɘofɘtheɘstate;ɘhowever,ɘforɘthatɘpurpose,ɘtheɘ
newɘstyleɘwasɘexploitingɘtraditionalɘimperialisticɘvernacular,ɘmixingɘupɘeclecticismɘwithɘ
neoclassicism,ɘ artɘ decoɘ andɘ Russianɘ monarchicɘ architecturalɘ style.ɘ Theɘphenomenonɘofɘtheɘ
Stalinistɘ architectureɘdisappearedɘtheɘsameɘmomentɘtheɘgovernmentalɘstructureɘwasɘchangedɘ
-ɘ afterɘ theɘ deathɘ ofɘ Josephɘ Stalinɘ inɘ Marchɘ 1953,ɘ theɘ lifetimeɘ ofɘ theɘ same-namedɘ
architectural movement came to an end.ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
20.Residential buildings of the Stalinist period.ɘɘ







21. High-rise building of the Leningradskaya hotel on Kalanchevskaya street. 1955.ɘɘ

ɘ
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KHRUSHCHEV HOUSING AND ARCHITECTURAL MASS-PRODUCTION 4.3ɘ

“Rationalɘ useɘ ofɘ space”,ɘ “efficiencyɘ ofɘ distributionɘ ofɘ theɘ meansɘ ofɘ production”ɘ -ɘ theseɘ

ɘ

wereɘ theɘ termsɘ ofɘ theɘ mainɘ discourseɘ inɘ theɘ 1960s.ɘ Behindɘ theseɘ phrasesɘ theɘ Sovietɘ

Afterɘ Worldɘ Warɘ II,ɘ theɘ Europeanɘ partɘ ofɘ theɘ USSRɘ wasɘ terrificallyɘ damaged,ɘ whileɘ theɘ

mathematicalɘ andɘ statisticalɘ scienceɘ relatedɘ toɘ theɘ plannedɘ economyɘ wasɘ developingɘ theɘ

Asianɘ part,ɘ whichɘ tookɘ nearlyɘ 70%ɘ ofɘ theɘ wholeɘ territoryɘ ofɘ theɘ country,ɘ wasɘ notɘ yetɘ

newestɘ ideasɘ ofɘ socialɘ andɘ economicalɘ efficiency.ɘ Theɘ projectedɘ socialɘ spacesɘ wereɘ

urbanized.ɘ Thisɘ vast,ɘ almostɘ unexploredɘ andɘ uninhabitedɘ areaɘ ofɘ Syberiaɘ cameɘ toɘ theɘ

carefullyɘ modeled,ɘ theɘ needsɘ ofɘ theɘ populationɘ andɘ theɘ waysɘ ofɘ meetingɘ themɘ wereɘ

foregroundɘ inɘ theɘ 1960s.ɘ Inɘ theɘ lightɘ ofɘ theɘ liberalɘ ideasɘ ofɘ theɘ "thaw"ɘ period,ɘ theɘ

thoroughlyɘ calculated.ɘ Aɘ largeɘ networkɘ ofɘ institutionsɘ wasɘ involvedɘ inɘ theɘ processɘ suchɘ

urbanizationɘ ofɘ thisɘ spaceɘ wasɘ seenɘ almostɘ asɘ theɘdiscoveryɘofɘaɘnewɘcontinentɘdevoidɘofɘ

asɘ theɘ Stateɘ Statisticsɘ Service,ɘ whichɘ wasɘ gatheringɘ allɘ theɘ requiredɘ dataɘ andɘ withɘ theɘ

civilization.ɘ Theɘ massiveɘ industrialɘ productionɘ ofɘ housingɘ madeɘ postwarɘ reconstructionɘ

helpɘ ofɘ mathematicalɘ modelsɘ carriedɘ outɘ calculationsɘ ofɘ theɘ "matrixɘ ofɘ laborɘ

cheapɘ andɘ efficient,ɘ andɘ theɘ utopianɘ ideasɘ ofɘ Sovietɘurbanɘplanningɘpossibleɘ-ɘtheɘideasɘ

inter-districtɘ relations"ɘ inɘ orderɘ toɘ formulateɘ aɘ newɘ theoryɘ ofɘ resettlement.ɘ Formulasɘ

toɘ buildɘ entireɘ citiesɘ fromɘ zeroɘ inɘ theɘ shortestɘ timeɘ possibleɘ inɘ theɘ uninhabitedɘ worldɘ

wereɘ createdɘ toɘ determineɘ suchɘ thingsɘ asɘ optimalɘ routesɘtoɘworkplaces,ɘschools,ɘclinics,ɘ

of Syberian wilderness.ɘ

shops,ɘ hospitals,ɘ busɘ stops,ɘ theɘ optimalɘ amountɘ ofɘ theɘ sunlightɘ inɘ theɘ housesɘ optimalɘ

ɘ

temperaturesɘ forɘ allɘ kindsɘ ofɘ publicɘ spaces,ɘ amountsɘ ofɘ theɘ airɘ ventilatedɘ inɘ theɘ
hospitalsɘandɘfactories,ɘoptimalɘorientationɘonɘtheɘstreetsɘandɘtheɘbuildingsɘinɘrelationɘ
toɘ theɘ winds,ɘ andɘ soɘ on.ɘ Inɘ thisɘ beliefɘ inɘ technologicalɘ progress,ɘ inɘ attemptsɘ toɘ
scientificallyɘ predictɘ andɘ modelɘ theɘ future,ɘ thereɘ wasɘ anɘ echoɘ ofɘ theɘ technologicalɘ
utopia of the avant-garde of the 1920s.ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
23. Construction of the settlement of hydro-builders of the Kolymsky HPP Sinegorye.ɘɘ
Nikolai Tishukov (left) and Viktor Balkhanovsky at the assembly of a residential building. 1978ɘ

ɘ
ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
22. Exhibition of the achievements of Soviet science, technology and culture in New York.ɘɘ
Visitors examine the layout of the newest panel house. 1959.ɘ
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Theɘ architecturalɘ projects,ɘ however,ɘ wereɘ soɘ preciselyɘ plannedɘ notɘ toɘ simplyɘ makeɘ lifeɘ

Theɘ residentialɘ buildingsɘ ofɘ thisɘ periodɘ areɘ calledɘ Khrushchevkasɘ byɘ theɘ nameɘ ofɘ Nikitaɘ

betterɘ butɘ toɘ makeɘ itɘ betterɘ withinɘ theɘ absoluteɘ minimumɘ ofɘ money,ɘ workɘ recourseɘ andɘ

Khrushchev,ɘ whoɘ ledɘ theɘ Sovietɘ Unionɘ fromɘ 1953ɘ toɘ 1964ɘ andɘ hasɘ startedɘ theɘ

materialɘ waste.ɘ Theɘ newɘ schoolsɘ andɘ clinicsɘ wereɘ inɘ urgentɘ needɘ allɘ overɘ theɘ enormousɘ

mass-productionɘ ofɘ suchɘ housing.ɘ Onɘ theɘ inside,ɘ however,ɘ theɘ apartmentsɘ wereɘ notɘ merelyɘ

territoryɘ ofɘ theɘ country;ɘ theɘ newɘ residentialɘ buildingsɘ wereɘ meantɘ toɘ resolveɘ aɘ seriousɘ

crampedɘ boxes.ɘ Theɘprojectsɘimpliedɘsomeɘwell-thoughtɘfeaturesɘsuchɘas,ɘforɘinstance,ɘtheɘ

housingɘ issueɘ -ɘ theɘ Communistɘ partyɘ proclaimedɘ itsɘ goalɘ toɘ getɘ ridɘ ofɘ theɘ “communal”ɘ

built-inɘ nichesɘ underneathɘ theɘ windows.ɘ Duringɘ theɘ periodɘ ofɘ massɘ constructionɘ ofɘ

apartmentsɘ (redesignedɘ andɘ spreadɘ betweenɘ severalɘ familiesɘ imperialɘ houses)ɘ byɘ theɘ yearɘ

"Khrushchev"ɘ houses,ɘ notɘeveryɘSovietɘfamilyɘhadɘaɘrefrigerator.ɘTheɘnicheɘwasɘbuiltɘintoɘ

2000,ɘand,ɘmoreover,ɘtheɘnewɘhousing,ɘasɘwellɘasɘsovietɘmedicalɘtreatment,ɘeducation,ɘandɘ

theɘ outerɘ wallɘ ofɘ theɘ kitchen,ɘ whereɘ theɘ wallɘ wasɘ purposefullyɘ thinned.ɘ Consideringɘ theɘ

otherɘ socialɘ goodsɘ hasɘ toɘ beɘ providedɘ toɘ theɘ citizensɘ forɘ free.ɘ Theɘ bestɘ solutionɘ forɘ

harshɘ andɘ longɘwintersɘinɘmanyɘregionsɘwhereɘtheɘhousesɘwereɘbuilt,ɘthisɘappearedɘtoɘbeɘaɘ

thisɘ situationɘ thatɘ theɘ sovietɘ plannersɘ cameɘ toɘ isɘ theɘ creationɘ ofɘ theɘ well-designedɘ

veryɘ usefulɘ andɘ sustainableɘ solutionɘ forɘ foodɘ storage.ɘ Theɘ roomsɘ thatɘwereɘhiddenɘinɘtheɘ

ergonomically,ɘ carefullyɘ calculated,ɘ butɘ absolutelyɘ utilitarianɘ aestheticallyɘ andɘ

middleɘ ofɘ theɘapartments,ɘsuchɘasɘbathrooms,ɘwereɘprovidedɘwithɘtheɘwindowsɘonɘtheɘinsideɘ

qualitativelyɘpoorɘinɘimplementationɘseriesɘofɘ“typicalɘprojects”.ɘ“Typical”ɘschoolsɘofɘaɘ

wallsɘ soɘ thatɘ theɘ daylightɘ comingɘ fromɘ theɘ nearestɘ roomɘ (usuallyɘ theɘ kitchen)ɘ allowedɘ

fewɘkindsɘ(varyingɘaccordingɘtoɘtheɘnumberɘofɘstudents),ɘhospitals,ɘresidentialɘbuildingsɘ

inhabitantsɘ toɘ useɘlessɘelectricityɘduringɘtheɘdaytime.ɘTheɘorientationɘofɘtheɘbuildings,ɘ

ofɘ aɘ veryɘ common,ɘ pragmaticɘ typologyɘ wereɘ appearingɘ asɘfastɘasɘtheɘmushroomsɘgrowɘinɘtheɘ

theɘ roomɘ zoningɘinside,ɘandɘtheɘdistancesɘbetweenɘtheɘhousesɘwereɘdesignedɘtoɘaccommodateɘ

rain.ɘ Siberianɘ forests,ɘ Caucasianɘ mountains,ɘ Tajikɘ deserts,ɘ Blackɘ Seaɘ shores,ɘ theɘ

theɘ directionsɘ ofɘ theɘ prevailingɘ windsɘ andɘ theɘ amountɘ ofɘ sunlightɘ thatɘ eachɘ roomɘ neededɘ

outskirtsɘ ofɘ Moscow,ɘ Kyiv,ɘ Minsk,ɘ Vilnius,ɘ Tbilisi,ɘ Yerevanɘ -ɘ everyɘ regionɘ fromɘ theɘ Farɘ

accordingɘ toɘ itsɘpurpose.ɘTheɘnewɘnormativeɘdocumentationɘhasɘbeenɘdevelopedɘaccordingɘtoɘ

Northɘ toɘ theɘ subtropicalɘ seas,ɘ wasɘ builtɘ inɘ withɘcopiesɘofɘsimilarɘprojects.ɘTheɘproblemɘ

theseɘ requirements,ɘ whichɘaffectedɘallɘtheɘfurtherɘdevelopmentɘofɘtheɘhousingɘregulationsɘ

was solved.ɘɘ

inɘ theɘ USSRɘ andɘ inɘ modernɘ Russia.ɘ Notɘ onlyɘ theɘ architectureɘ butɘ theɘ furniture,ɘ fixturesɘ

ɘ

andɘ homeɘ textileɘ productionsɘ wereɘ unifiedɘ inɘ theɘ 1960s.ɘ Despiteɘ theɘ progressiveɘ

ɘ

functionality,ɘ theɘ imagesɘ ofɘ theɘ typicalɘ sovietɘ householdsɘ ofɘ theɘ timeɘ doɘ notɘ justɘ

ɘ

resemble each other. They're nearly identical.ɘɘ
ɘ

ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
ɘ

25. Interior of the new apartment. 1959.ɘ

24. Ajapnyak residential area, Yerevan, Armenian SSR, 1970ɘ

ɘ

ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
ɘ
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SOVIET MODERNISM 4.4ɘ

Asɘ aɘ rule,ɘ inɘ theɘ generalɘ fabricɘ ofɘ aɘ city,ɘ whetherɘ itɘ isɘ aɘ historical,ɘ industrialɘ orɘ

ɘ

residentialɘ area,ɘ theɘ constructionsɘ ofɘ Sovietɘ modernismɘ standɘ outɘ asɘ dominantsɘ thatɘ

Sovietɘ modernismɘ seemsɘ toɘ beɘ theɘ mostɘ controversialɘ andɘ underestimatedɘ legacyɘ ofɘ theɘ

createɘandɘconsolidateɘallɘtheɘsurroundingɘurbanɘenvironment,ɘreflectingɘandɘhighlightingɘ

Sovietɘ Period.ɘ Recently,ɘ thisɘ architecturalɘ eraɘ beganɘ toɘ "comeɘintoɘfashion",ɘattractingɘ

theɘ identityɘ ofɘ theɘ placeɘ andɘ theɘ communityɘ toɘ whichɘ theɘ constructionɘ belongsɘ -ɘ

moreɘ andɘ moreɘ internationalɘ attention.ɘ But,ɘ unfortunately,ɘ inɘ theɘ post-sovietɘ

historical, geographical, geological, climatical, ideological, ethnic, cultural, etc.ɘ

territories,ɘtheɘquestionsɘregardingɘtheɘvalueɘofɘthisɘtypeɘofɘarchitecturalɘheritageɘareɘ

ɘ

stillɘ sparkingɘ considerableɘ debates.ɘ Theɘ rightɘ ofɘ everyɘ objectɘ ofɘ modernistɘ heritageɘ toɘ

Theseɘ buildingsɘ wereɘ createdɘ withinɘ theɘ frameworkɘ ofɘ extremeɘeconomicɘrestrictions,ɘpostɘ

beɘ preservedɘ andɘ protectedɘ isɘ literallyɘ gettingɘ reconqueredɘ fromɘ theɘ stateɘ byɘ theɘ

warɘ andɘ post-dictatorshipɘ rehabilitation,ɘ inɘ theɘ timeɘ ofɘ modernisationɘ inspiredɘ byɘ theɘ

architectural community of modern Russia.ɘɘ

achievementsɘ ofɘ science,ɘ theɘ explorationɘ ofɘ newɘ landsɘ andɘ outerɘ spaceɘ -ɘ aɘ toughɘ time,ɘ

ɘ

filledɘ withɘ greatɘ hopes.ɘ Theɘ bestɘ examplesɘ ofɘ Sovietɘ modernismɘ haveɘ becomeɘ theɘ

Sovietɘ modernismɘ isɘ notɘ anɘ exclusiveɘ phenomenonɘ inherentɘ inɘ oneɘ particularɘ country.ɘ

quintessenceɘ ofɘ theɘ latestɘ history,ɘ theɘ nownessɘ andɘ theɘ future.ɘ Andɘ atɘ theɘ sameɘ time,ɘ

Modernismɘ isɘ aɘ ubiquitousɘ styleɘ thatɘ broughtɘ Sovietɘ architectureɘ backɘ toɘ globalɘ trends.ɘ

theyɘ wereɘ ableɘ toɘ reflectɘ theɘ globalɘ orienteersɘ alongɘ withɘ theɘ individualɘ needsɘ ofɘ theɘ

ItɘshouldɘbeɘnotedɘthatɘthisɘstyleɘisɘtheɘlastɘiconicɘSovietɘarchitecturalɘmovementɘafterɘ

localities,ɘ whichɘ theyɘ wereɘ producedɘ forɘ andɘ within.ɘ Inɘ theɘ contextɘ ofɘ theɘ materialɘ

the avant-garde and the Stalinist Empire style.ɘɘ

limitationsɘ andɘ intellectualɘ ascent,ɘ aɘ lotɘ ofɘ interestingɘ architecturalɘ solutionsɘ wereɘ

ɘ

found.ɘ

Sovietɘ modernismɘ isɘ incrediblyɘ multifacetedɘ andɘ diverse,ɘ evenɘ moreɘ soɘ thanɘ theɘ

ɘ

architectureɘ ofɘ theɘ avant-gardeɘ time.ɘ Duringɘ theɘ "thaw"ɘ period,ɘ afterɘ theɘ "opening"ɘ ofɘ

Aɘ notableɘ characteristicɘ ofɘ theɘ movementɘ isɘ aɘ clearɘ coherencyɘ ofɘ itsɘ examplesɘ withinɘ

theɘ Ironɘ Curtain,ɘ theɘ flowɘ ofɘ informationɘ fromɘ abroadɘ influencedɘ notɘ onlyɘ sovietɘ

theirɘabsoluteɘdiversityɘ-ɘtheɘinitialɘgoalɘofɘtheɘactualɘpoliticalɘrelationsɘbetweenɘtheɘ

architecture but also many spheres of social and cultural life.ɘ

Sovietɘ republics.ɘ Theɘ planɘ thatɘ collapsedɘ alongɘ withɘ theɘ collapseɘ ofɘ theɘ country,ɘ

ɘ

remainedɘ capturedɘ inɘ theɘ architecturalɘ layerɘ ofɘ Sovietɘ modernism,ɘ asɘ aɘ reminderɘ ofɘ itsɘ

Forɘ theɘ periodizationɘ ofɘ Sovietɘ modernism,ɘ theɘ yearsɘ fromɘ 1955ɘ toɘ 1991ɘ areɘ used,ɘ i.e.ɘ

fleetingɘ presenceɘ inɘ theɘ recentɘ past.ɘ Aɘ fewɘ examplesɘofɘtheɘconstructionsɘofɘthatɘperiodɘ

fromɘ theɘ beginningɘ ofɘ theɘ "Khrushchevɘ thaw",ɘ toɘ theɘ timeɘ ofɘ theɘ collapseɘ ofɘ theɘ Sovietɘ

from different republics of the USSR are going to be considered further.ɘɘ

Union.ɘ Itɘ wasɘ stillɘ theɘ periodɘ afterɘ theɘ warɘ whenɘ economicɘ efficiencyɘ wasɘ inɘ theɘ

ɘ

ɘ

foreground;ɘ furthermore,ɘ theɘ "architecturalɘ excesses"ɘ inɘ theɘ senseɘ ofɘ "unnecessaryɘ
decorativism"ɘ wereɘ officiallyɘ bannedɘ onɘ theɘ stateɘ level.ɘ Withɘ theɘ lackɘ ofɘ opportunitiesɘ
forɘ self-expressionɘ inɘ massɘ residentialɘ construction,ɘ allɘ theɘ audacityɘandɘcreativityɘofɘ
theɘ sovietɘ architecturalɘ communityɘ escalatedɘ intoɘ theɘ creationɘ ofɘ publicɘ buildingsɘ ofɘ
various types: from bus stops to urban ensembles.ɘ
ɘ
Publicɘ buildingsɘ ofɘ thisɘ periodɘ areɘ ofɘ mostɘ significantɘ interest:ɘ cinemas,ɘ museums,ɘ
sportsɘ complexes,ɘtheatres,ɘpalacesɘofɘculture,ɘsanatoriums,ɘtrainɘstations,ɘhotels,ɘetc.ɘ
Theyɘareɘmonumental,ɘhypertrophied,ɘoftenɘmono-material.ɘTheirɘdistinctiveɘfeatureɘisɘtheɘ
expressiveɘplasticityɘofɘtheɘconstructionɘitself,ɘwithɘminimal,ɘprudentɘuseɘofɘadditionalɘ
decorativeɘ elementsɘ inɘ rareɘ cases.ɘ Veryɘ often,ɘ theɘ primaryɘ motifɘ ofɘ theɘ artisticɘ
expressionɘ ofɘ Sovietɘ modernismɘ isɘ theɘ nationalɘ identityɘ ofɘ theɘ localityɘ thatɘ canɘ beɘ
expressedɘ inɘ generalɘ structure,ɘ theɘ functionalityɘ ofɘ theɘ building,ɘ theɘ choiceɘ ofɘ
materials,ɘ asɘ wellɘ as,ɘ forɘ example,ɘ modestɘ ornamentation,ɘ designɘ ofɘ mosaicɘ panels,ɘ
sculptural compositions, etc.ɘɘ
ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
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Warm,ɘ mountainousɘ Georgiaɘ withɘ itsɘ fastɘ coolɘ rivers,ɘ steepɘcliffɘslopes,ɘincrediblyɘrichɘ

ɘ

historyɘ andɘ cultureɘ isɘ aɘ countryɘ inɘ theɘ Transcaucasiaɘ borderingɘ Armenia,ɘ Azerbaijanɘ andɘ

ɘ

Turkey.ɘ Theɘ buildingɘ ofɘ theɘ Ministryɘ ofɘ Highwaysɘ inɘ Tbilisi,ɘ theɘ capitalɘ ofɘ Georgia,ɘ

ɘ

risesɘ aboveɘ theɘ steepɘ westernɘ bankɘ ofɘ theɘ Kuraɘ River.ɘ Thisɘ building,ɘ asɘ ifɘ composedɘ ofɘ

ɘ

giantɘ concreteɘ beams,ɘ isɘ interestingɘ notɘ onlyɘ forɘ itsɘ appearance,ɘ butɘ alsoɘ forɘ theɘ

ɘ

history of construction and its architectural philosophy.ɘ

ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
“Minavtodor”ɘ isɘ almostɘtheɘonlyɘmodernistɘprojectɘinɘGeorgiaɘforɘtheɘentireɘperiodɘofɘtheɘ
existenceɘ ofɘ theɘ USSR.ɘ Itɘ wasɘ designedɘ byɘ Georgyɘ Chakhava,ɘ theɘ Ministerɘ ofɘ Roadɘ
Construction,ɘ inɘ theɘ 1970s.ɘ Thatɘ is,ɘ atɘ theɘ constructionɘ siteɘ heɘ wasɘ bothɘ theɘ chiefɘ
architectɘ andɘ theɘ customer.ɘ Chakhavaɘ hasɘ chosenɘ theɘ picturesqueɘ steepɘ coastɘ forɘ theɘ
implementationɘ ofɘ theɘ projectɘ toɘ realizeɘ hisɘ ideaɘ ofɘ aɘ “cityɘ ofɘ space”ɘ inspiredɘ byɘ theɘ
earlyɘ avant-gardistɘ ideas,ɘ suchɘ as,ɘforɘexample,ɘ“horizontalɘskyscrapers”ɘofɘElɘLisitsky.ɘ
Theɘ ideaɘ ofɘ theɘ "cityɘ ofɘ space"ɘ isɘ toɘ useɘ asɘ littleɘ earthɘ surfaceɘ asɘ possibleɘ andɘ toɘ
allowɘ theɘ buildingɘ toɘ becomeɘ aɘ partɘ ofɘ theɘ existingɘ ecosystem,ɘ theɘ humbleɘ andɘ carefulɘ
integrationɘ intoɘ theɘ landscape.ɘ Theɘ picturesqueɘ landscapesɘ ofɘ Tbilisiɘ wereɘ oughtɘ toɘ beɘ
highlighted, but not crushed by Chakchava’s work.ɘ
ɘ
ɘ

ɘ

ɘ

27. Ministry of Transportation, Tbilisi, Georgia. 1975ɘ

26. Ministry of Transportation, Tbilisi, Georgia. 1975ɘ

ɘ

ɘ

architects Georgy Chakhava and Zurab Jalaghaniyaɘ

architects Georgy Chakhava and Zurab Jalaghaniyaɘ

ɘ
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Uzbekistan is a country in Central Asia, and one of the former Soviet republics. Theɘ

Inɘ Ukrainianɘ SSRɘ theɘ firstɘ inɘ theɘ Sovietɘ Unionɘ exampleɘ ofɘ theɘ memorialɘ parkɘ inɘ theɘ

building of the Cinema Palace in Tashkent, capital of Uzbekistan, is a striking exampleɘ

complexɘ withɘ theɘ buildingɘ ofɘ theɘ crematoriumɘ wasɘ createdɘ inɘ 1968.ɘ Inɘ theɘ secondɘ halfɘ ofɘ

of modernist architecture, designed without any direct reference to folklore, and stillɘ

theɘ 1960s,ɘ theɘ localɘ authoritiesɘ initiatedɘ theɘ creationɘ ofɘ theɘ Kievɘ crematorium.ɘ Youngɘ

perceived by the locals as a work of folk art, indirectly resembling traditions of Uzbekɘ

artistsɘRybachukɘandɘMelnichenkoɘproposedɘtheɘconceptɘofɘtheɘcrematoriumɘarchitectureɘnotɘ

architecture, bringing the them to the dialogue with modernity. The monochromatic, humbleɘ

asɘ aɘ functionalɘ building,ɘ butɘ asɘ aɘ therapeuticɘ environmentɘ thatɘ includedɘ anɘ openɘ

materiality of the building along with its impressive monumentality responds to theɘ

columbariumɘ parkɘ withɘ clearɘ scenographyɘ ofɘ movement,ɘ theɘ architectureɘofɘwhichɘwasɘaimedɘ

“borderless” landscape of the Uzbek desert and harmonises with its tranquil beauty.ɘɘ

toɘ beɘ freeɘ fromɘ associationsɘ withɘ theɘ actualɘ cremationɘ process.ɘ Theɘ conceptɘ ofɘ theɘ Parkɘ

ɘ

was based on folk burial traditions in Western Ukraine.ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
30. Crematorium in the Park of Memory on Baikov Hill in Kiev, Ukraine.ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
28. Panoramic cinema in Tashkent;ɘɘ
architects - Vladimir Berezin, Sergo Sutyagin, Yuri Khaldeev, Dmitry Shuvaev, 1964ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
31. Sketch of the crematorium of the Park of Memory on Baikov Hill in Kiev.ɘɘ
ɘ

ɘ

ɘ

ɘ

29. Panoramic cinema in Tashkent;ɘɘ
architects - Vladimir Berezin, Sergo Sutyagin, Yuri Khaldeev, Dmitry Shuvaev, 1964ɘ
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VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE 4.5ɘ

Itɘ wouldɘ beɘhardɘtoɘgeneraliseɘtheɘvernacularɘarchitectureɘofɘtheɘSovietɘUnionɘdueɘtoɘtheɘ

ɘisɘaɘdepersonalizedɘarchitecture,ɘtheɘcreationɘofɘwhichɘ

extremeɘ cultural,ɘ ethnicɘ andɘ climaticɘ diversityɘ ofɘ theɘ country.ɘ Fromɘ Kazakhɘ yurtsɘ toɘ

isɘ moreɘ influencedɘ byɘ relativelyɘ naturalɘ factorsɘ (suchɘ asɘ climate,ɘ availabilityɘ ofɘ

Russianɘ traditionalɘ “izba”ɘ andɘ laterɘ experimental,ɘ unprecedentedɘ ruralɘ architecture,ɘ

materials,ɘ theɘ lifestyleɘ ofɘ theɘ ethnicity,ɘ etc.)ɘ thanɘ byɘ tasteɘ preferencesɘ orɘ fashion.ɘ

variousɘ examplesɘ canɘlastɘforɘpages.ɘItɘisɘessentialɘtoɘsayɘthatɘvernacularɘarchitecture,ɘ

Theɘ conceptɘ canɘ beɘ referredɘ toɘ anyɘ eraɘ andɘ anyɘ cultureɘ andɘ includesɘ varietiesɘ ofɘ

despiteɘ itsɘ origin,ɘ isɘ alwaysɘ aɘ clearɘ representationɘ ofɘ theɘ needɘ (theɘ function)ɘ andɘ theɘ

residential,ɘ ritual,ɘ andɘ otherɘ constructions.ɘ Ruralɘ architectureɘ usuallyɘ playsɘ theɘ roleɘ

locationɘ (throughɘ theɘ materialityɘ andɘ theɘ relationɘ toɘ theɘ landscape).ɘ Itɘ isɘ aɘ veryɘ pureɘ

Folkɘ orɘ vernacularɘ architecture

[2]

of an archive or a caretaker of the traditions of vernacular architecture

.ɘ

and direct architectural language, on a border of naivety and genius.ɘ

[2]

Unlikeɘ professionalɘ architecture,ɘ theɘ creativityɘ ofɘ theɘ vernacularɘ architectureɘ isɘ notɘ

ɘ

individualɘ butɘ ratherɘ collective,ɘ embodyingɘ theɘ experienceɘ ofɘ generationsɘ [3].ɘ Vernacularɘ
architectureɘ inɘ thisɘ paradigmɘ canɘ beɘ translatedɘ asɘ theɘ collectiveɘ unconsciousnessɘ
embodied in the architectural structures.ɘ
ɘ
Inɘ theɘ bookɘ “Architectureɘ withoutɘ architects”,ɘ architect,ɘ engineerɘ andɘ critic,ɘ Dr.ɘ
Bernard Rudofsky, describes the phenomenon of vernacular architecture as follows:ɘ
“...communal architecture— architecture produced not by specialists but by the spontaneousɘ
and continuing activity of a whole people with a common heritage,ɘɘ
acting within a community of experience.”ɘ
ɘ

ɘ
33. Alexandr frolov, Kazakh yurt in the Altai mountains.ɘ

ɘ
32. An abandoned villageɘɘ

ɘ
ɘ
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34. A house on Pyatnitsky highway, Moscow, Russia.ɘ
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4.7 REINVENTING THE VIRTUE OF SINCERITY.ɘ

SUMMING UP 4.6ɘ

ɘ

Theɘ backgroundɘ layerɘ ofɘ historicalɘ architectureɘ thatɘ remainedɘ sinceɘ ImperialɘRussia,ɘwasɘ

“Though this be madness, yet there is method in't.”ɘ

usedɘ asɘ aɘ trampolinɘ forɘ theɘ radicalɘ changesɘ inɘ theɘ earlyɘ Sovietɘ period:ɘ nothingɘ shouldɘ

ͷ William Shakespeare, Hamletɘ

haveɘ resembledɘ theɘ latestɘ pastɘ inɘ theɘ newlyɘ constructedɘ world.ɘButɘatɘtheɘsameɘtime,ɘtheɘ
ɘ

traditionsɘ ofɘ theɘ pastɘ wereɘ oftenɘ reflectedɘ inɘ theɘ newɘ making.ɘ Inɘ orderɘ toɘ opposeɘ aɘ
phenomenon,ɘ youɘ stillɘ haveɘ toɘ useɘ it’sɘ mirroredɘ meaning,ɘ so,ɘ sometimesɘ unrecognizable,ɘ

Inɘ Nicomacheanɘ Ethics,ɘ Aristotleɘ usedɘ anɘ ingeniousɘ andɘ effectiveɘ methodɘ toɘ describeɘ theɘ

heritageɘ leavesɘ itsɘ traceɘ inɘ innovation.ɘ Radicalismɘ thatɘ rejectsɘ traditionalismɘ

conceptɘ ofɘ “virtues”.ɘ Oneɘ ofɘ them,ɘ whichɘ wasɘ alreadyɘ mentioned,ɘ wasɘ “truthfulness”,ɘ

stubbornlyɘ andɘ blindlyɘ canɘ beɘ calledɘ naiveɘ orɘ incomplete.ɘ However,ɘ aɘ radicalɘ approachɘ

locatedɘ byɘ theɘ authorɘ inɘ betweenɘ twoɘ “vices”ɘ ofɘ “boastfulness”ɘ asɘ anɘ excessɘ ofɘ aɘ goodɘ

thatɘ acknowledgesɘ thatɘ revolutionɘ isɘ growingɘ onɘ theɘ soilɘ ofɘstagnation,ɘthatɘnoveltyɘcanɘ

qualityɘ ofɘ truthfulnessɘ andɘ “self-deprecation”ɘ asɘ itsɘ deficiency.ɘ Thisɘ structureɘ

be fertilised by tradition, in the given context can be called sincere.ɘɘ

representsɘ aɘ positiveɘ conceptɘ asɘ aɘ balanceɘ betweenɘ moreɘ “destructive”ɘ qualitiesɘ ofɘ it.ɘ

ɘ

Accordingly,ɘ theɘ currentɘ workɘ willɘ dareɘ toɘ defineɘ theɘvirtueɘofɘsincerityɘasɘtheɘbalanceɘ

Architecturalɘ layerɘ ofɘ theɘ Stalinistɘ eraɘ followedɘ theɘ avant-gardeɘ period.ɘ Itsɘ intrusiveɘ

of other components related to it.ɘ

andɘ deceitfulɘ symbolism,ɘ thatɘ wasɘ picturingɘ powerɘ andɘ wealthɘ whileɘ societyɘ wasɘ

ɘ
Naivetyɘ canɘ beɘ describedɘ asɘ sincerityɘ inɘ itsɘ purest,ɘ ultimateɘ form;ɘ however,ɘ inɘ manyɘ

suffocatingɘ inɘ povertyɘ andɘ post-warɘ depression,ɘ canɘ beɘ anɘ expressiveɘ exampleɘ ofɘ
insincerity.ɘ Byɘ goingɘ intoɘ aɘ deliberateɘ conflictɘ withɘ reality,ɘ theɘ resultsɘ ofɘ thisɘ
architecturalɘ approachɘ wereɘ confrontedɘ withɘ revaluation.ɘ Stalinistɘ architectureɘ outɘ ofɘ
theɘ symbolɘ ofɘ prosperityɘ becameɘ aɘ documentedɘ traceɘ ofɘ tyranny.ɘ Theɘ imperialɘ vocabularyɘ
thatɘ theɘ Stalinistɘ Empireɘ styleɘ wasɘ exploitingɘ toɘ symboliseɘ dignity,ɘ inɘ factɘ onlyɘ
highlightedɘ itsɘ immorality.ɘ So,ɘ ratherɘ pretentiousɘ initially,ɘ Stalinistɘ architectureɘ
turned out to be a sincere picture of the socio-political disbalance of the time.ɘ

Whileɘ referringɘ toɘ innocence,ɘ atɘ theɘ sameɘ time,ɘ itɘ alsoɘ refersɘ toɘ aɘ lackɘ ofɘ knowledge,ɘ
experienceɘ orɘ understanding.ɘ Usingɘ theɘ terminologyɘ ofɘ theɘ currentɘ work,ɘ itɘ canɘ beɘ namedɘ
the unconscious side of sincerity.ɘɘ
ɘ
Theɘ lackɘ ofɘ knowledgeɘ orɘ experience,ɘ nevertheless,ɘ notɘ alwaysɘisɘaɘnegativeɘfeature.ɘTheɘ
medicalɘ phenomenonɘ ofɘ theɘ "beginner'sɘ mind"ɘ -ɘ anɘ abilityɘ toɘ diagnoseɘ patientsɘ accordingɘ

ɘ
Theɘ followingɘ layerɘ ofɘ theɘ mass-producedɘ architectureɘ ofɘ Khrushchevɘ periodɘappearedɘasɘaɘ
responseɘ toɘ theɘ urgentɘ needsɘ andɘ asɘ aɘ rejectionɘ ofɘtheɘpriorɘapproach.ɘTheɘconformismɘofɘ
theɘ architecturalɘlanguageɘofɘtheɘtimeɘwasɘaccompaniedɘbyɘradicalɘnegationɘofɘanyɘformɘofɘ
symbolismɘ andɘ decorativism,ɘ reducingɘ architecturalɘ designɘ toɘ bareɘ functionalism.ɘ Cheap,ɘ
fast,ɘ syndicatedɘ architectureɘ thatɘ wasɘ imaginedɘ toɘ beɘ aɘ temporaryɘ solution,ɘ seededɘ theɘ
countryɘ forɘ decadesɘ toɘ come.ɘ Sensitiveɘ andɘ responsiveɘ toɘ theɘ necessities,ɘ thisɘ
architectural approach was one-armed, limited with its rejection of the past.ɘɘ

toɘ theɘ non-superficial,ɘ carefulɘ analysisɘ ofɘ theɘ wholeɘ spectrumɘ ofɘ symptoms,ɘ beforeɘ theɘ
clinicianɘ hasɘ developedɘ hisɘ ownɘ strategiesɘ andɘ efficiencyɘ patternsɘ throughɘ theɘ yearsɘ ofɘ
experienceɘ -ɘ statisticallyɘ leadsɘ toɘ betterɘ results.ɘ Notɘ onlyɘ inɘ theɘ medicalɘ sphereɘ thisɘ
phenomenonɘ canɘ beɘ found.ɘ Manyɘ otherɘ professionals,ɘ includingɘ architects,ɘtendɘtoɘdevelopɘ
aɘ certainɘ patternɘ ofɘ work,ɘ whichɘ leadsɘ toɘ stagnationɘ andɘ creativeɘ repetitivenessɘ -ɘ anɘ
inwardɘconformism.ɘInɘthisɘsense,ɘnaivetyɘcanɘplayɘaɘroleɘofɘaɘrefreshingɘelementɘthatɘisɘ
able to balance out the monotony of crammed overconfidence.ɘɘ
ɘ

ɘ
Asɘ aɘ humbleɘ springɘ blossomɘ onɘ theɘ treesɘ exhaustedɘ byɘ theɘ winter,ɘ lateɘ Sovietɘ modernismɘ
broughtɘ backɘtheɘforgottenɘhopesɘofɘavant-garde,ɘtheɘfearlessnessɘinɘtheɘfaceɘofɘpretenseɘ
andɘ boldɘ symbolism,ɘ itɘ wasɘ shamelessɘ toɘ complyɘ withɘ theɘ globalɘ trendsɘ andɘ daringɘ toɘ
expressɘ authenticity.ɘ Thisɘ approachɘ showedɘ explicitɘ creativityɘ inɘ theɘ contextɘ ofɘ strictɘ
financialɘ andɘ bureaucraticɘ limitations.ɘ Theɘ examplesɘ ofɘ modernistɘ architectureɘ canɘ beɘ
comparedɘ withɘ theɘ facetsɘ ofɘ theɘ stainedɘ glassɘ windowɘ -ɘ diverseɘ inɘ theirɘ relationɘ toɘ
realityɘ butɘnotɘdistorting.ɘFinalizingɘtheɘSovietɘera,ɘtheɘperiodɘofɘmodernismɘmanagedɘtoɘ
graspɘ theɘ previousɘ experienceɘ andɘ embraceɘ realityɘ onɘ manyɘ levelsɘ -ɘ

languages,ɘ includingɘ English,ɘ theɘ wordɘ naivetyɘ (unlikeɘ sincerity)ɘ hasɘ aɘ negativeɘ shade.ɘ

toɘ reckonɘ withɘ

actuality,ɘ historyɘandɘfuture,ɘwithɘnatureɘandɘculture,ɘwithɘlocusɘandɘuniversality.ɘThisɘ
abilityɘ toɘ complementɘ realityɘ withoutɘ deprecationɘ orɘ idealisationɘ andɘ aɘ broad-mindedɘ
character of the movement is what allows Sovmod to be associated with sincerity.ɘ

Theɘ studiedɘ orɘ made-upɘ confidenceɘ doesn'tɘ seemɘ anɘ ultimateɘ goodnessɘ asɘ wellɘ andɘ
conceptuallyɘ opposesɘ sincerity.ɘ Oneɘ ofɘ theɘ linguisticɘ antonymsɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ isɘ theɘ wordɘ
pretense.ɘ Pretentiousnessɘ isɘ anɘ attemptɘ toɘ exposeɘ certainɘ features,ɘ qualitiesɘ ofɘ
abilitiesɘ thatɘ areɘ notɘ presentɘ inɘ realityɘ asɘ wellɘ as,ɘ onɘ theɘ contrary,ɘ anɘ attemptɘ toɘ
conceal,ɘ toɘ maskɘ existingɘ undesirableɘ features.ɘ Itɘ hasɘ beenɘ mentionedɘ beforeɘ thatɘ theɘ
abilityɘ toɘ pretendɘ isɘ alsoɘ notɘ necessarilyɘ aɘ negativeɘ qualityɘ andɘ canɘ beɘ helpfulɘ inɘ
situationsɘwhenɘtheɘnewɘfeatureɘhasɘtoɘbeɘdeveloped.ɘInɘotherɘwords,ɘpretenseɘcanɘbeɘusedɘ
toɘ balanceɘ outɘ theɘ lackɘ ofɘ certainɘ qualitiesɘ orɘ abilitiesɘ asɘ aɘ firstɘ stepɘ forɘ buildingɘ
them up.ɘ
ɘ
Now,ɘ havingɘ twoɘ extremesɘ ofɘ naivetyɘ andɘ pretenseɘ inɘ theɘ observation,ɘ itɘ isɘ possibleɘ toɘ
assumeɘthatɘsincerityɘcanɘbeɘplacedɘinɘbetweenɘthem,ɘrepresentingɘtheɘgoldenɘmeanɘbetweenɘ

ɘ
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themɘ byɘ includingɘ theɘ featuresɘ ofɘ themɘ bothɘ inɘ aɘ balancedɘ amount,ɘ soɘ thatɘ theseɘ

Theɘ differenceɘ betweenɘ theseɘ twoɘ intermediateɘ conceptsɘ isɘ inɘ theɘ directionɘ ofɘ theirɘ

polaritiesɘstabilizeɘeachɘotherɘinɘit.ɘNaivety,ɘinɘthatɘcase,ɘcanɘillustrateɘanɘexcessɘofɘ

focus.ɘ

sincerity,ɘ whileɘ pretenseɘ -ɘ itsɘ lack.ɘ Bothɘ extremeɘ naivetyɘandɘextremeɘpretenseɘmanifestɘ

(cultures,systems,norms)ɘwhileɘgroundingɘinɘinwardnessɘasɘaɘsourceɘofɘnovelty.ɘConformismɘ

themselvesɘ somewhatɘ unconsciouslyɘ since,ɘ inɘ theirɘ negativeɘ connotations,ɘ eachɘphenomenonɘ

rejectsɘ theɘ innerɘ orientiersɘ inɘ favorɘ ofɘ authorityɘ ofɘ theɘ outerɘ worldɘ (norms,socialɘ

isɘ theɘ productɘ ofɘ aɘ certainɘ unawarenessɘ orɘ unconsciousɘdenialɘofɘoneɘofɘtheɘextremes.ɘInɘ

structures,etc.).ɘ Thisɘ explanationɘ leadsɘ toɘ theɘ definitionɘ ofɘ theɘ inwardɘ andɘ outwardɘ

otherɘwords,ɘwhileɘoneɘofɘtheɘpolarɘfeaturesɘisɘbeingɘoppressedɘdueɘtoɘunawarenessɘofɘitsɘ

realmsɘ themselves:ɘ bothɘ naivetyɘ andɘ radicalismɘ areɘ characterisedɘ byɘ theɘ selectiveɘ

possibleɘ positiveɘ impact,ɘ itɘ isɘ beingɘ oppressedɘ unconsciouslyɘ thatɘ comesɘ withɘtheɘdenialɘ

relianceɘ onɘ theɘ insideɘ contentɘ ofɘ theɘ personalityɘ (closerɘ toɘ theɘ ideaɘ ofɘ theɘ “Shadow”,ɘ

ofɘoneɘofɘtheɘaspects.ɘSincerity,ɘonɘtheɘotherɘhand,ɘinɘthisɘperspective,ɘwouldɘbelongɘtoɘ

furtherɘfromɘtheɘ“Self”),ɘwhileɘpretenseɘandɘconformism,ɘonɘtheɘcontrary,ɘareɘinherentɘinɘ

theɘconsciousɘrealm,ɘasɘitɘisɘformedɘoutɘofɘtheɘacceptanceɘofɘbothɘpolarities,ɘachievableɘ

the outside focal points (closer to the idea of “Persona”, further from the “Self”).ɘ ɘ

through awareness of their positive and negative manifestations.ɘ

ɘ

Radicalismɘ

rejectsɘ

theɘ

pre-definedɘ

organisationɘ

ofɘ

theɘ

outerɘ worldɘ

Inɘ orderɘ toɘ conceptuallyɘ projectɘ theɘ architecturalɘ practiceɘ onɘ theɘ currentɘ theoreticalɘ
construction,ɘ theɘ previouslyɘ overviewedɘ spectrumɘ ofɘ architecturalɘ tendenciesɘ willɘ beɘ
used.ɘ Theɘ observedɘ layersɘ ofɘ architecturalɘ mediumɘ ofɘ USSRɘ inɘ juxtapositionɘ toɘ theɘ aboveɘ
defined theory can create the following pattern of correspondence:ɘ

ɘ
Fig.1ɘ

Speakingɘofɘtheɘconsciousɘrealm,ɘitɘisɘlogicalɘtoɘassumeɘthatɘitsɘsphereɘofɘinfluenceɘhasɘ
borders.ɘ Inɘ thisɘ regard,ɘ theɘ borderlineɘ conceptsɘ alsoɘ canɘ beɘ defined:ɘ theɘ transitionɘ
formsɘ betweenɘ naivetyɘ andɘ sincerityɘ andɘ betweenɘ sincerityɘ andɘ pretence.ɘ Previouslyɘ
overviewedɘconceptsɘofɘradicalismɘandɘconformismɘwereɘdescribedɘasɘtheɘreflectionsɘofɘtheɘ
sameɘ actɘ -ɘ theɘ lossɘ ofɘ theɘ connectionɘ withɘ one'sɘ self,ɘ theɘ lackɘ ofɘ sincerity.ɘ Ifɘ
conformismɘ isɘ anɘ attemptɘ toɘ findɘ meaningɘ outsideɘ ofɘ “self”,ɘ byɘ becomingɘ aɘ partɘ ofɘ “theɘ
outside”,ɘ radicalismɘ isɘ anɘ attemptɘ toɘ findɘ meaningɘ withinɘ oneself,ɘ inɘ oppositionɘ toɘ“theɘ
outside”.ɘɘ

ɘ
Fig.3ɘ

ɘ
Vernacularɘ architecture,ɘ whichɘ wasɘ previouslyɘ comparedɘ withɘ theɘ conceptɘ ofɘ collectiveɘ
unconsciousness,ɘcanɘrepresentɘtheɘideaɘofɘnaivetyɘinɘarchitecturalɘpractice.ɘWhileɘfullyɘ
andɘ directlyɘ reflectingɘ theɘ needɘ behindɘ itsɘ creationɘ alongɘwithɘtheɘclearɘrepresentationɘ
ofɘ theɘ qualitiesɘ ofɘ theɘ locationɘ andɘ theɘ culturalɘ backgroundɘ ofɘ itsɘ creators,ɘ it’sɘ notɘ
generallyɘ characterizedɘ byɘ theɘ abilityɘ toɘ beɘ representativeɘ orɘsymbolicɘinɘtheɘwayɘthat,ɘ
for instance, purely rhetoric architecture can be described.ɘ

ɘɘ
Fig.2ɘ
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Anɘ illustrativeɘ exampleɘ ofɘpurelyɘrepresentationalɘ(pretentiousɘinɘtheɘcurrentɘdiscourse)ɘ

Theɘ aboveɘ schemeɘ isɘ aɘ playfulɘ illustrationɘ ofɘ theɘ possibleɘ interpretationsɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ

architectureɘ thatɘ isɘ aimedɘ toɘ createɘ aɘ specificɘ impression,ɘ notɘdirectlyɘinherentɘinɘtheɘ

andɘ relatedɘ concepts.ɘ Itɘ isɘ notɘ meantɘ toɘ beɘ aɘ statementɘ orɘ aɘ discovery,ɘ butɘ ratherɘ anɘ

environmentɘ orɘ societyɘ thatɘ itɘ isɘ createdɘ forɘ orɘ within,ɘ isɘ theɘ architectureɘ ofɘ theɘ

initialɘ invitationɘ forɘ furtherɘ consideration.ɘ Asɘ anɘ open,ɘ flexibleɘ construction,ɘ theɘ

Stalinistɘ Empireɘ movement,ɘ whichɘ perfectlyɘ servedɘ theɘ purposeɘ toɘ symbolizeɘtheɘambitionsɘ

linearɘ schemeɘ canɘ beɘ alsoɘ reimaginedɘ asɘ aɘ threeɘ dimensionalɘ schemeɘ orɘ gainɘ aɘ moreɘ

of the state and barely was able to fit the reality and reflect the needs of the time.ɘɘ

detailed and complexity, as well as rearranged or deconstructed.ɘɘ

ɘ

ɘ

Theɘ radicalɘarchitectureɘofɘSovietɘavant-garde,ɘwhichɘappearedɘasɘaɘgestureɘofɘtheɘdenialɘ
ofɘ currentɘ reality,ɘ asɘ aɘ partɘ ofɘ theɘ artisticɘ riotɘ ofɘ theɘ time,ɘ wasɘ alsoɘ sometimesɘ
strugglingɘ toɘfitɘintoɘtheɘreality.ɘInstead,ɘwithɘitsɘcompleteɘnonconformity,ɘitɘbecameɘaɘ
greatɘ sourceɘ ofɘ inspirationɘ forɘ theɘ decadesɘ ahead.ɘ Theɘ radicalismɘ ofɘ avant-gardismɘ inɘ
this sense can be called a driving force, fuel for progress.ɘ
ɘ
Butɘ alongɘ withɘ theɘ booster,ɘ thereɘ mustɘ beɘ aɘ ballast.ɘ Thoughtlessɘ retranslationɘ ofɘ theɘ
existingɘ exampleɘ isɘ aɘ ratherɘ negativeɘ formɘ ofɘ conformism.ɘ Theɘmass-producedɘarchitectureɘ
ofɘ theɘ 1960sɘ playedɘ forɘ quantityɘ insteadɘ ofɘ quality,ɘ andɘ inɘ thisɘ regard,ɘ itɘ wellɘ servedɘ
itsɘ purpose.ɘ But,ɘ inɘ theɘ absenceɘ ofɘ anɘ artisticɘ approachɘ inɘ itsɘ creation,ɘ itɘ wasɘ
placeless,ɘ faceless,ɘ inauthenticɘ inɘ itsɘ absoluteɘ form.ɘ Conformity,ɘ repetitiveness,ɘ
inauthenticityɘ canɘ beɘ foundɘ amongɘ theɘ constructivist,ɘ modernist,ɘ andɘ inɘ anyɘ otherɘ
movementsɘ asɘ well,ɘ sinceɘ pureɘ noveltyɘ isɘ rareɘ (andɘ isɘ supposedɘ toɘ be),ɘ itɘ isɘ freshɘ andɘ
loudɘ atɘ theɘ veryɘ startɘ -ɘ asɘ theɘ firstɘ sparklesɘ ofɘ nascentɘ flameɘ -ɘ andɘ theɘ furtherɘ
momentumɘ isɘgainedɘbyɘtheɘwaveɘofɘconformity,ɘthatɘcreatesɘaɘtrendɘoutɘofɘtheɘinnovation.ɘ
Byɘ rethinking,ɘ reinventing,ɘ modifying,ɘ correctingɘ theɘ pioneer’sɘ works,ɘ conformistsɘ shapeɘ
theɘ baseɘ ofɘ theɘ movement,ɘ promoteɘ itɘ andɘ rootɘ itɘinɘreality.ɘAsɘtheɘillustrationɘofɘsuchɘ
aɘ productiveɘ typeɘ ofɘ conformity,ɘ someɘ examplesɘ ofɘ constructivistɘ andɘmodernistɘmovementsɘ
canɘ serve.ɘTheɘworksɘofɘarchitecture,ɘwhichɘwereɘhavingɘtheɘsameɘgeneralɘconceptɘinɘtheirɘ
basis,ɘ wereɘaffectedɘbyɘtheɘsameɘtechnicalɘandɘpoliticalɘrequirementsɘbutɘwereɘstillɘableɘ

ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
Fig.4ɘ

ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
ɘ

ɘ

toɘ representɘ theɘ authenticɘ qualities,ɘ wereɘ linkedɘ toɘ theɘ historyɘ andɘ materialityɘ ofɘ theɘ
place and to the mentality of the users, became time-honoured.ɘ
ɘ
And,ɘ finally,ɘ theɘ coreɘ ofɘ theɘ structure,ɘ theɘ goldenɘ mean,ɘ theɘ architectureɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ
hasɘ toɘ beɘ definedɘ inɘ thisɘ consideration.ɘ Boldlyɘ enough,ɘ itɘ canɘ beɘ describedɘ asɘ aɘ multiɘ
componentialɘ essenceɘ thatɘ includesɘ allɘ theɘ describedɘ featuresɘ ofɘ theɘ spectrum,ɘ withɘ allɘ
theirɘ negativeɘ andɘ positive,ɘ creativeɘ andɘ destructiveɘ characteristics,ɘ withɘ allɘ theɘ
abilityɘ toɘ inspireɘ progressɘ andɘ leadɘ toɘ stagnation.ɘ Anyɘ featureɘofɘtheɘspectrumɘbalancesɘ
outɘ theɘ opposingɘ one,ɘ andɘ thus,ɘ onlyɘ inɘ itsɘ absoluteɘ complexity,ɘ sincerityɘ asɘ aɘ
reflectionɘ ofɘtheɘrealisticɘhumanɘnatureɘandɘtruthfulɘimageɘofɘreality,ɘtheɘbeingɘitself,ɘ
can be expressed.ɘ
ɘ
ɘ
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CHAPTER V.

ɘ

SPACES OF SINCERITY.ɘ
ɘ

ɘ

ɘ
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5.0 EXPERIENCING SINCERITY.ɘ
ɘ
Self-reflectionɘ andɘ individuationɘ requireɘ solitudeɘ andɘ privacy.ɘ Theyɘ areɘ theɘ toolsɘ forɘ
learningɘ andɘ masteringɘ sincerity,ɘ but,ɘ asɘ wasɘ definedɘ previously,ɘ sincerityɘ canɘ notɘ beɘ
expressedɘ inɘ completeɘ solitude.ɘ Sincerity,ɘ asɘ aɘ linkɘ betweenɘ self-honestyɘ andɘ honestyɘ
with the world, ought to be found in the intersection of privacy and publicity.ɘɘ
ɘ
Thereɘ areɘ manyɘ examplesɘ ofɘ typologicalɘ locationsɘ andɘ environmentsɘ thatɘ canɘ combineɘ bothɘ
qualitiesɘ ofɘ theɘ privateɘ andɘ publicɘ environment.ɘ Asɘ aɘ rule,ɘ theseɘ areɘ placesɘ thatɘ allowɘ
andɘ evenɘ encourageɘ usɘ toɘ “beɘ ourselves”,ɘ beɘ unpretentious,ɘ vulnerable,ɘ openɘ andɘ
introspectiveɘ atɘ theɘ sameɘ time.ɘ Simultaneously,ɘ thisɘ encouragementɘ shouldɘ notɘ beɘ
individualisedɘ butɘgivenɘtoɘ“humanityɘasɘaɘwhole”,ɘdepersonalisedɘinɘorderɘtoɘinhibitɘtheɘ
publicɘ qualities.ɘ Certainɘ kindsɘ ofɘ ritualisticɘ constructionsɘ provideɘ thisɘ offer.ɘ
Christianɘ churches,ɘBuddhistɘtemples,ɘArabicɘmosquesɘ-ɘmostɘofɘsuchɘbuildingsɘareɘmadeɘtoɘ

ɘ

createɘ theɘ environmentɘ forɘ sharedɘ vulnerability,ɘ introspectionɘ andɘ meditation.ɘ

35. Banya in a Karelian village. Kondopoga region. Russia.ɘɘ

Cemeteries,ɘ hospitals,ɘ hospices,ɘ alongɘ withɘ theɘ religiousɘ buildings,ɘ createɘ theɘ
environmentɘ forɘ intense,ɘ consciousɘ self~ɘ andɘ world-acceptanceɘ inɘ theɘ faceɘ ofɘ somethingɘ
absolute, ungraspable and utterly unifying - the nothingness.ɘɘ

ɘ

Throughoutɘ history,ɘ theɘ traditionalɘ Russianɘ steamɘ bathɘ -ɘ Banya,ɘ hasɘ beenɘoneɘofɘtheɘmostɘ
importantɘ placesɘ ofɘ theɘ household,ɘ aɘ placeɘ ofɘ warmthɘ whereɘ oneɘ canɘ steamɘ offɘ theirɘ bodyɘ
andɘ unburdenɘtheirɘmind.ɘTheɘphenomenonɘofɘBanyaɘisɘinterestingɘinɘitsɘcombinationɘofɘtheɘ

ɘ
Butɘ there’sɘaɘcertainɘtypologyɘofɘplacesɘthatɘthisɘdiscourseɘisɘgoingɘtoɘputɘtheɘemphasisɘ
on.ɘ Theɘ placesɘ thatɘ areɘ deprivedɘ ofɘ anyɘ purposefullyɘ inbuiltɘ meaningɘ andɘ areɘ theɘ
universalɘ productɘofɘhumanɘbeings,ɘthatɘstronglyɘlinkɘhuman’sɘandɘtheɘworld’sɘnature,ɘandɘ
atɘ theɘsameɘtimeɘdefineɘhumanityɘasɘaɘuniqueɘentityɘthatɘbringsɘtheirɘenvironmentɘintoɘanɘ
orderɘ accordingɘ toɘ theirɘ routines.ɘ Bathroomsɘ areɘ theɘ spacesɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ inɘ theirɘ mostɘ
simpleɘ form,ɘwhichɘalwaysɘcombineɘtheɘpureɘneed,ɘtheɘmeditativeɘenvironment,ɘtheɘtimeɘandɘ
spaceɘ forɘ dailyɘ introspection,ɘ unmasking,ɘ ego-destruction,ɘ connectionɘ withɘ theɘ pureɘ
natureɘ ofɘ theɘ worldɘ andɘ usɘ asɘ humans.ɘ Theɘ elementɘofɘpublicityɘisɘsecretlyɘinherentɘevenɘ
inɘ theɘ privateɘ bathingɘ procedureɘ throughɘ theɘ clearɘ understandingɘ ofɘ itsɘ universalɘ
purpose.ɘ And,ɘ ofɘ course,ɘ publicɘ bathingɘ asɘ aɘ combinationɘ ofɘ aɘ privateɘ routineɘ withɘ theɘ
publicɘ experienceɘ -ɘ canɘ beɘ namedɘ anɘ experienceɘ ofɘ sincerity.ɘ Water-relatedɘ ritualsɘ ofɘ
differentɘ kindsɘ areɘ alsoɘ aɘ partɘ ofɘ manyɘ religiousɘ practicesɘ andɘ culturalɘ symbolism.ɘ Butɘ
asideɘ fromɘ it,ɘ theɘ practiceɘ ofɘ usingɘ theɘ bathroomsɘ inɘ allɘ itsɘ simplicityɘ isɘ theɘ mostɘ
commonlyɘ sharedɘ activityɘ thatɘ unitesɘ usɘ bothɘ withɘ theɘ Othersɘ andɘ ourɘ environmentalɘ
habitat.ɘɘ

ritualsɘ ofɘ everydayɘ hygieneɘ andɘ atɘ theɘ sameɘ timeɘ itsɘ involvementɘ inɘ festiveɘ ritualsɘ ofɘ
lifeɘ cycles:ɘ historically,ɘ Russianɘ peopleɘ wentɘ toɘ theɘ bathhouseɘ beforeɘtheɘwedding,ɘusedɘ
itɘ toɘ conceiveɘ aɘ child,ɘ gaveɘ birth,ɘ andɘ washedɘ deadɘ menɘ thereɘ beforeɘ burial.ɘ Theɘ keyɘ
momentsɘ ofɘ humanɘ existenceɘ passedɘ throughɘ thisɘ place.ɘ Theɘ bathhouseɘ wasɘ aɘ transitionalɘ
space in the life of every person, and at the same time, stayed a utilitarian washroom.ɘ
ɘ
Beforeɘ theɘ appearanceɘ ofɘ theɘ Christianɘ churchɘ inɘ Russiaɘ inɘ 988,ɘ theɘ societyɘ wasɘ pagan.ɘ
Theɘ paganismɘ ofɘ ancientɘ Russiaɘ didɘ notɘ implyɘ anyɘ specificɘtempleɘarchitecture,ɘandɘaɘlotɘ
ofɘ ritualisticɘ symbolismɘ wasɘ endowedɘ intoɘ theɘ Banya.ɘ Thisɘ kindɘ ofɘ bathhouseɘ combinedɘ
powerfulɘ andɘ meaningfulɘ naturalɘ forces,ɘ tamedɘ underɘ aɘ practicalɘ serviceɘ butɘ stillɘ
respected:ɘ water,ɘ fireɘ andɘ steam.ɘ Theɘ so-calledɘ “blackɘ banya”ɘ -ɘ isɘ theɘ oldestɘ traditionɘ
ofɘ steaming-outɘ theɘ enclosedɘ woodenɘ constructionɘ ofɘ theɘ bathhouseɘ fromɘ theɘ insideɘ onɘ
temperaturesɘ aboveɘ100ɘdegrees,ɘwhichɘdisinfectedɘtheɘspaceɘbeforeɘusage.ɘTheɘenvironmentɘ
ofɘ banyaɘ wasɘ alwaysɘ mysteriousɘ andɘ tranquill:ɘ twilight,ɘ opaquenessɘ ofɘ theɘ steam,ɘ burnedɘ
wood,ɘ lowɘoxygen,ɘhighɘhumidity,ɘtemperatureɘcontrastɘofɘsteamɘandɘiceɘcoldɘwaterɘthatɘisɘ
usedɘ forɘ showeringɘ afterɘ -ɘ aɘ combinationɘ ofɘ sensualɘ experiencesɘthatɘmadeɘtheɘprocessɘofɘ
bathingɘ aɘsymbolicɘritual.ɘTheɘotherɘritualsɘthatɘusedɘtoɘtakeɘplaceɘinɘtheɘbathhouseɘhadɘ
migratedɘ toɘ theɘ churchɘ whenɘ Russiaɘ gotɘ Christianized:ɘ theɘ bathhouseɘ beforeɘ theɘ wedding,ɘ
theɘ bathhouseɘ beforeɘ childbirth,ɘ andɘ theɘ washingɘ ofɘ theɘ bodyɘ inɘ theɘ bathhouseɘ beforeɘ
burial.ɘ However,ɘ toɘ someɘ extent,ɘ theɘ traditionalɘ Russianɘ publicɘ bathhouseɘ canɘ stillɘ beɘ
consideredɘ aɘ semblanceɘ ofɘ aɘ templeɘ -ɘ aɘ placeɘ ofɘ gathering,ɘ ofɘ meditation,ɘ ofɘ sharedɘ
privacy, of unification with nature, the others and the Self.ɘɘ
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37. The bath construction (banya) on the international space station,
in use of Skylab Astronaut Jack R Lousma.

ɘ
36. Banya. XVIII century. Fresque. Unknown author.ɘ
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6.0 CONCLUSION.ɘɘ

Inɘ Dostoevsky’sɘ novelɘ “Crimeɘ andɘ punishment”,ɘ theɘ mainɘ character’sɘ lastɘ name,ɘ

ɘ

Raskolnikov,ɘ hasɘ beenɘ chosenɘ forɘ aɘ reason.ɘ Russianɘ wordɘ ʧʣʨƺʦŴƻɘ [raskʦŴl]ɘ meansɘ “split”,ɘ

Theɘ foregoingɘ researchɘ “Spacesɘ ofɘ sincerity.ɘ Exploringɘ Theɘ Conceptɘ ofɘ Sincerityɘ inɘ theɘ

“schism”,ɘ “division”,ɘ whichɘ refersɘ toɘ theɘ aboveɘ phenomenon.ɘ Thisɘ splitɘnotɘonlyɘmisleadsɘ

overviewɘofɘSovietɘArchitecture.”ɘisɘcombinedɘoutɘofɘthreeɘmajorɘcomponents.ɘFirstɘpartɘisɘ

theɘ mainɘ characterɘ inɘ hisɘ deeds,ɘ itɘ alsoɘ becomesɘ aɘ groundɘ forɘ theɘ misconceptionɘ ofɘ theɘ

anɘ overviewɘ andɘ analysisɘ ofɘ theɘ phenomenonɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ withinɘtheɘsocio-culturalɘframe.ɘ

entireɘ worldɘ structure,ɘ morality,ɘ andɘ theɘ being.ɘ Thisɘ misconceptionɘ collapsesɘalongɘwithɘ

Thisɘ partɘ includesɘ etymologicalɘ overview,ɘ investigationɘ ofɘ theɘ discourseɘ ofɘsincerityɘinɘ

theɘ abilityɘ ofɘ Raskolnikovɘ toɘ face,ɘ exploreɘ andɘ acceptɘ theɘpresenceɘofɘhisɘ“shadow”,ɘtheɘ

philosophyɘ ofɘ existentialism,ɘ andɘ aɘ reviewɘ ofɘ psychoanalyticalɘ approachɘ toɘ sincerity.ɘ

neglectedɘ contentɘ ofɘ hisɘ mind.ɘ Onlyɘ byɘ exploringɘ theɘ mostɘ unwantedɘ aspectsɘ ofɘ hisɘ ownɘ

Secondɘ partɘ isɘ aɘ compilationɘ ofɘ differentɘ architecturalɘ approachesɘ followedɘ throughɘ theɘ

nature,ɘ heɘ getsɘ aɘ chanceɘ toɘ becomeɘ completeɘ -ɘ toɘ beɘ sincereɘ andɘ actɘ outɘ hisɘ lifeɘ pathɘ

socialɘ reorganisationɘ ofɘ Russiaɘ duringɘ theɘ timeɘ ofɘ theɘ existenceɘ ofɘ Sovietɘ Union.ɘ Theɘ

sincerely.ɘ

historicalɘ sliceɘ ofɘ thisɘ timeframeɘ isɘ appliedɘ asɘ aɘ lensɘ helpingɘ toɘ analyseɘ theɘ

ɘ

correlationɘ betweenɘ theɘ social,ɘ political,ɘ economical,ɘ culturalɘ andɘ architecturalɘ layersɘ

Inɘ “Crimeɘ andɘ punishment”,ɘ theɘ authorɘ letsɘ us,ɘ readers,ɘ knowɘ thatɘ Raskolnikovɘ hasɘ facedɘ

andɘ outlineɘ theɘ dynamicɘ ofɘ theirɘ generalɘ changeover.ɘ Finally,ɘ theɘ thirdɘ partɘ ofɘ theɘ

andɘ exploredɘ hisɘ hiddenɘ nature.ɘ Thisɘ partɘ alreadyɘ requiresɘ courageɘ andɘ mentalɘ strength,ɘ

researchɘ isɘ aɘ playfulɘ illustrationɘ ofɘ theɘ interrelationsɘ thatɘ canɘ beɘ foundɘ betweenɘ allɘ

becauseɘ inɘ doingɘ so,ɘ anɘ individualɘ doesɘ notɘ simplyɘ goɘ onɘ anɘ educationalɘ journeyɘ throughɘ

theɘ reviewedɘ phenomenaɘ andɘ anɘ attemptɘ toɘ suggestɘ theɘ possibleɘ conceptualɘ linksɘ betweenɘ

hisɘ mind.ɘ Heɘ undergoesɘ aɘ lifeɘ changingɘ process,ɘ painful,ɘ terrifyingɘ andɘ unstoppable.ɘ

the broader meaning of sincerity and architecture.ɘ

Authorɘ leavesɘ readersɘ withɘ theɘ understandingɘ thatɘ itɘ mightɘ takeɘ years,ɘ decadesɘ orɘ theɘ

ɘ

wholeɘ lifetimeɘtoɘcompleteɘthisɘpath.ɘWhatɘmightɘtakeɘRaskolnikovɘsoɘlongɘisɘaɘprocessɘofɘ

Throughɘ theɘ currentɘ research,ɘ aɘ moreɘ detailedɘ conceptɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ revealsɘ itsɘ outline.ɘ

discoveringɘ andɘlearningɘtheɘnewɘwaysɘtoɘliveɘwithɘaɘnewɘselfɘinɘaɘcompletelyɘ“new”ɘworldɘ

Twoɘ mainɘ elementsɘ areɘ helpfulɘ inɘ thisɘ regard:ɘ comparisonɘ ofɘ sincerityɘ withɘ theɘ ideaɘ ofɘ

thatɘ emergedɘ onɘ theɘ ruinsɘ ofɘ oldɘ beliefs.ɘ Theɘ worldɘ thatɘ actuallyɘ hasn’tɘ changedɘ forɘ aɘ

honesty,ɘ andɘaɘdeeperɘunderstandingɘofɘtheɘconceptɘofɘinsincerity.ɘTheɘdifferenceɘbetweenɘ

singleɘ ounce,ɘ representingɘ anɘ ultimateɘ truth,ɘ generouslyɘ andɘ patientlyɘ waitingɘ toɘ beɘ

sincerityɘ andɘ honestyɘ (asɘ anɘ abilityɘ toɘ tellɘ theɘ truth)ɘ liesɘ inɘ theɘ levelɘ ofɘ awarenessɘ

discovered by the curious and fearless ones who dare to.ɘ

behindɘ theseɘ actions.ɘ Honestyɘ alongɘ withɘ dishonestyɘ areɘ theɘ qualitiesɘ thatɘ manifestɘ

ɘ

themselvesɘ inɘ aɘ moreɘ consciousɘ state:ɘ expressingɘ orɘ hidingɘ “theɘ truth”ɘ thatɘ oneɘ isɘ

Theɘ childishɘ tremblingɘ curiosityɘ ofɘ liftingɘ upɘ aɘ stoneɘ inɘorderɘtoɘrevealɘtheɘunexploredɘ

alreadyɘ awareɘ ofɘ isɘ moreɘ ofɘ aɘ consciousɘ decisionɘ thanɘ aɘ personalɘ quality.ɘ Butɘ itɘ isɘ notɘ

worldɘ ofɘ theɘ creaturesɘ livingɘ underneathɘ -ɘ isɘ aɘ willfulɘ practiceɘ ofɘ facingɘ theɘ unknownɘ

possibleɘ toɘ beɘ fullyɘ consciousɘ ofɘ theɘ levelɘ ofɘ ourɘ insincerity,ɘ inɘ otherɘ words,ɘ itɘ isɘ

thatɘ buildsɘ upɘ bravery.ɘ Thisɘ practiceɘ helpsɘ toɘ keepɘ one’sɘ realmɘ ofɘ awarenessɘ constantlyɘ

paradoxicalɘ toɘbeɘawareɘofɘtheɘdegreeɘtoɘwhichɘweɘareɘdishonestɘtoɘourselves.ɘInsincerityɘ

expanding,ɘ despiteɘtheɘaccompanyingɘdiscomfort.ɘIfɘsuchɘcuriosityɘisɘbeingɘaimedɘinwards,ɘ

isɘ tightlyɘ linkedɘ withɘ theɘ issueɘ ofɘ self-deception.ɘ Byɘ deceivingɘ ourselves,ɘ weɘ oppressɘ

itɘ wouldɘ causeɘ constantɘ reevaluationɘ ofɘ one’sɘ self-image,ɘ onɘ aɘbiggerɘandɘsmallerɘscale.ɘ

ourɘ actualɘ qualities,ɘ whichɘ generatesɘ unawarenessɘ ofɘ ourɘ ownɘ capabilities,ɘbothɘcreativeɘ

Theɘ personalityɘ asɘ aɘ flexibleɘ substanceɘ wouldɘ encounterɘ multipleɘ changes.ɘ Theɘ changesɘ

andɘ destructive.ɘ Theɘ unawareness,ɘ however,ɘ doesn’tɘ makeɘ theɘ presenceɘ ofɘ theɘ oppressedɘ

that do not simply alternate, but bring it closer to actuality, to the inner self.ɘɘ

qualitiesɘ lessɘ real,ɘ andɘ doesn’tɘ stopɘ themɘ fromɘ revealingɘ themselvesɘspontaneously.ɘWhenɘ

ɘ

theɘ oppressedɘ qualitiesɘ comeɘ toɘ action,ɘ weɘ tendɘ toɘ identifyɘ themɘ withɘ theɘ productɘ ofɘ anɘ

Theɘ architecturalɘ interventionɘ isɘ alwaysɘ anɘ interactionɘ withɘ aɘ preɘ existentɘ partɘ ofɘ theɘ

externalɘ influenceɘ thatɘ putsɘ ourɘ egoɘ inɘ theɘ safe,ɘ guiltlessɘ positionɘ ofɘ aɘ victim.ɘ Suchɘ

world.ɘ Architectureɘ interactsɘ withɘ realityɘ inɘ orderɘ toɘ add,ɘ substract,ɘdefine,ɘrecreate,ɘ

ambiguityɘ splitsɘ theɘ personalityɘ inɘ parts:ɘ theɘ dissociationɘ betweenɘ mentalɘself-portraitɘ

reshapeɘ orɘ changeɘ itɘ inɘ anyɘ otherɘ possibleɘ way.ɘ So,ɘ inɘ whichɘ wayɘ canɘ architectureɘ beɘ

andɘ realɘ actionsɘ orɘ feelingsɘ becomesɘ unbearableɘ inɘ theɘ faceɘ ofɘ selfɘ blameɘ (thatɘ comesɘ

sincere?ɘ Doesɘ itɘ haveɘ aɘ capacityɘ toɘ createɘ changesɘ thatɘ bringɘ realityɘ closerɘ toɘ itsɘ

fromɘ theɘunacceptanceɘofɘone’sɘactualityɘwhichɘbecomesɘaɘbridgeɘtoɘinsincerityɘandɘclosesɘ

completeness?ɘ Changesɘ thatɘ doɘ notɘ maskɘ theɘ unwantedɘ qualitiesɘ ofɘ theɘ world,ɘ butɘ embraceɘ

the loop of this description).ɘɘ

them.ɘ Changesɘ thatɘ areɘ delicateɘ andɘ respectfulɘ enoughɘ toɘ notɘ conceale,ɘ deceiveɘ andɘ

ɘ

neglectɘ theɘ existence.ɘ Thenɘ whatɘ isɘ anɘ insincereɘ intervention?ɘ Whatɘ ifɘ itɘ goesɘ intoɘ

Thisɘ splitɘ ofɘ theɘ personality,ɘ causedɘ byɘ theɘ unmatchingɘ imageɘ ofɘ theɘ selfɘ withɘ itsɘ realɘ

conflictɘ withɘreality?ɘHowɘdoesɘtheɘinterpretationɘofɘsuchɘconflictɘchangeɘinɘrelationɘtoɘ

nature,ɘ isɘ aɘ pivotalɘ phenomenonɘ inɘ theɘ discourseɘ ofɘ sincerity.ɘItɘgivesɘaɘstrongerɘimageɘ

itsɘ consciousɘ andɘ unconsciousɘ nature?ɘ Whenɘ radicalismɘ turnsɘ intoɘ conformismɘ orɘ pretenseɘ

toɘ theɘ etymologicalɘ meaningsɘ ofɘ theɘ wordɘ sincerityɘ referringɘ toɘ theɘ conceptsɘ ofɘ

becomesɘ naivety?ɘAndɘifɘsincerityɘembracesɘtheɘentireɘcomplexityɘofɘlife,ɘwouldɘthatɘmeanɘ

wholeness,ɘ completeness,ɘ integrity,ɘ whichɘ canɘ beɘ followedɘ inɘ manyɘ languages.ɘThisɘallowsɘ

that it is in itself naive, radical, conforming and pretentious at the same time?ɘ

us to associate sincerity with wholeness and insincerity - with disintegration.ɘɘ
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